The Now-or-Never bottleneck: A fundamental constraint on language
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Abstract: Memory is fleeting. New material rapidly obliterates previous material. How, then, can the brain deal successfully with the continual deluge of linguistic input? We argue that, to deal with this “Now-or-Never” bottleneck, the brain must compress and recode linguistic input as rapidly as possible. This observation has strong implications for the nature of language processing: (1) the language system must “eagerly” recode and compress linguistic input; (2) as the bottleneck recurs at each new representational level, the language system must build a multilevel linguistic representation; and (3) the language system must deploy all available information predictively to ensure that local linguistic ambiguities are dealt with “Right-First-Time”; once the original input is lost, there is no way for the language system to recover. This is “Chunk-and-Pass” processing. Similarly, language learning must also occur in the here and now, which implies that language acquisition is learning to process, rather than inducing, a grammar. Moreover, this perspective provides a cognitive foundation for grammaticalization and other aspects of language change. Chunk-and-Pass processing also helps explain a variety of core properties of language, including its multilevel representational structure and duality of patterning. This approach promises to create a direct relationship between psycholinguistics and linguistic theory. More generally, we outline a framework within which to integrate often disconnected inquiries into language processing, language acquisition, and language change and evolution.
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1. Introduction

Language is fleeting. As we hear a sentence unfold, we rapidly lose our memory for preceding material. Speakers, too, soon lose track of the details of what they have just said. Language processing is therefore “Now-or-Never”: If linguistic information is not processed rapidly, that information is lost for good. Importantly, though, while fundamentally shaping language, the Now-or-Never bottleneck is not specific to language but instead arises from general principles of perceptuo-motor processing and memory.

The existence of a Now-or-Never bottleneck is relatively uncontroversial, although its precise character may be debated. However, in this article we argue that the consequences of this constraint for language are remarkably far-reaching, touching on the following issues:

1. The multilevel organization of language into sound-based units, lexical and phrasal units, and beyond;
2. The prevalence of local linguistic relations (e.g., in phonology and syntax);
3. The incrementality of language processing;
4. The use of prediction in language interpretation and production;
5. The nature of what is learned during language acquisition;
6. The degree to which language acquisition involves item-based generalization;
7. The degree to which language change proceeds item-by-item;
8. The connection between grammar and lexical knowledge;
9. The relationships between syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.

Thus, we argue that the Now-or-Never bottleneck has fundamental implications for key questions in the language sciences. The consequences of this constraint are, moreover, incompatible with many theoretical positions in linguistic, psycholinguistic, and language acquisition research.

Note, however, that arguing that a phenomenon arises from the Now-or-never bottleneck does not necessarily undermine alternative explanations of that phenomenon (although it may). Many phenomena in language may simply be overdetermined. For example, we argue that incrementality (point 3, above) follows from the Now-or-never bottleneck. But it is also possible that, irrespective of memory constraints, language understanding would still...
be incremental on functional grounds, to extract the linguistic message as rapidly as possible. Such counterfactuals are, of course, difficult to evaluate. By contrast, the properties of the Now-or-Never bottleneck arise from basic information processing limitations that are directly testable by experiment. Moreover, the Now-or-Never bottleneck should, we suggest, have methodological priority to the extent that it provides an integrated framework for explaining many aspects of language structure, acquisition, processing, and evolution that have previously been treated separately.

In Figure 1, we illustrate the overall structure of the argument in this article. We begin, in the next section, by briefly making the case for the Now-or-Never bottleneck as a general constraint on perception and action. We then discuss the implications of this constraint for language processing, arguing that both comprehension and production involve what we call “Chunk-and-Pass” processing: incrementally building chunks at all levels of linguistic structure as rapidly as possible, using all available information predictively to process current input before new information arrives (sect. 3). From this perspective, language acquisition involves learning to process: that is, learning rapidly to create and use chunks appropriately for the language being learned (sect. 4). Consequently, short-term language change and longer-term processes of language evolution arise through variation in the system of chunks and their composition, suggesting an item-based theory of language change (sect. 5).

This approach points to a processing-based interpretation of construction grammar, in which constructions correspond to chunks, and where grammatical structure is fundamentally the history of language processing operations within the individual speaker/hearer (sect. 6). We conclude by briefly summarizing the main points of our argument.

2. The Now-or-Never bottleneck

Language input is highly transient. Speech sounds, like other auditory signals, are short-lived. Classic speech perception studies have shown that very little of the auditory trace remains after 100 ms (Elliott 1962), with more recent studies indicating that much acoustic information already is lost after just 50 ms (Remez et al. 2010). Similarly, and of relevance for the perception of sign language, studies of visual change detection suggest that the ability to maintain visual information beyond 60–70 ms is very limited (Pashler 1988). Thus, sensory memory for language input is quickly overwritten, or interfered with, by new incoming information, unless the perceiver in some way processes what is heard or seen.

The problem of the rapid loss of the speech or sign signal is further exacerbated by the sheer speed of the incoming linguistic input. At a normal speech rate, speakers produce about 10–15 phonemes per second, corresponding to roughly 5–6 syllables every second or 150 words per minute (Studdert-Kennedy 1986). However, the resolution of the human auditory system for discrete auditory events is only about 10 sounds per second, beyond which the sounds fuse into a continuous buzz (Miller & Taylor 1948). Consequently, even at normal rates of speech, the language system needs to work beyond the limits of auditory temporal resolution for nonspeech stimuli. Remarkably, listeners can learn to process speech in their native language at up to twice the normal rate without much decrement in comprehension (Orr et al. 1965). Although the production of signs appears to be slower than the production of speech (at least when comparing the production of ASL signs and spoken English; Bellugi & Fischer 1972), signed words are still very brief visual events, with the duration of an ASL syllable being about a quarter of a second (Wilbur & Nolkn 1986).

Making matters even worse, our memory for sequences of auditory input is also very limited. For example, it has been known for more than four decades that naïve listeners are unable to correctly recall the temporal order of just four distinct sounds—for example, hisses, buzzes, and tones—even when they are perfectly able to recognize and label each individual sound in isolation (Warren et al. 1969). Our ability to recall well-known auditory stimuli is not substantially better, ranging from 7 ± 2 (Miller 1956) to 4 ± 1 (Cowan 2000). A similar limitation applies to visual memory for sign language (Wilson & Éminore 2006).

The poor memory for auditory and visual information, combined with the fast and fleeting nature of linguistic input, imposes a fundamental constraint on the language system: the Now-or-Never bottleneck. If the input is not processed immediately, new information will quickly overwrite it.

Importantly, the Now-or-Never bottleneck is not unique to language but applies to other aspects of perception and action as well. Sensory memory is rich in detail but decays rapidly unless it is further processed (e.g., Cherry 1953; Coltheart 1980; Sperling 1960). Likewise, short-term memory for auditory, visual, and haptic information is also limited and subject to interference from new input (e.g., Gallace et al. 2006; Haber 1983; Pavani & Turatto 2008). Moreover, our cognitive ability to respond to sensory input is further constrained in a serial (Signman & Dehaene 2005) or near-serial (Navon & Miller 2002) manner, severely restricting our capacity for processing...
multiple inputs arriving in quick succession. Similar limitations apply to the production of behavior: The cognitive system cannot plan detailed sequences of movements – a long sequence of commands planned far in advance would lead to severe interference and be forgotten before it could be carried out (Cooper & Shallice 2006; Miller et al. 1960). However, the cognitive system adopts several processing strategies to ameliorate the effects of the Now-or-Never bottleneck on perception and action.

First, the cognitive system engages in eager processing: It must recode the rich perceptual input as it arrives to capture the key elements of the sensory information as economically, and as distinctively, as possible (e.g., Brown et al. 2007; Crowder & Neath 1991); and it must do so rapidly, before new input overwrites or interferes with the sensory information. This notion is a traditional one, dating back to early work on attention and sensory memory (e.g., Broadbent 1958; Coltheart 1980; Haber 1983; Sperling 1960; Treisman 1964). The resulting compressed representations are lossy: They provide only an abstract summary of the input, from which the rich sensory input cannot be recovered (e.g., Pani 2000). Evidence from the phenomena of change and inattentional blindness suggests that these compressed representations can be very selective (see Jensen et al. 2011 for a review), as exemplified by a study in which half of the participants failed to notice that someone to whom they were giving directions, face-to-face, was surreptitiously exchanged for a completely different person (Simons & Levin 1998). Information not encoded in the short amount of time during which the sensory information is available will be lost.

Second, because memory limitations also apply to recoded representations, the cognitive system further chunks the compressed encodings into multiple levels of representation of increasing abstraction in perception, and decreasing levels of abstraction in action. Consider, for example, memory for serially ordered symbolic information, such as sequences of digits. Typically, people are quickly overloaded and can recall accurately only the last three or four items in a sequence (e.g., Murdock 1968). But it is possible to learn to rapidly encode, and recall, long random sequences of digits, by successively chunking such sequences into larger units, chunking those chunks into still larger units, and so on. Indeed, an extended study of a single individual, SF (Ericsson et al. 1980), showed that repeated chunking in this manner makes it possible to recall with high accuracy sequences containing as many as 79 digits. But, crucially, this strategy requires learning to encode the input into multiple, successive, and distinct levels of representations – each sequence of chunks at one level must be shifted as a single chunk to a higher level before more chunks interfere with or overwrite the initial chunks. Indeed, SF chunked sequences of three or four digits, the natural chunk size in human memory
object requires anticipating the grip force required to deal with the loads generated by the accelerations of the object. Grip force is adjusted too rapidly during the manipulation of an object to rely on sensory feedback (Flanagan & Wing 1997). Indeed, the rapid prediction of the sensory consequences of actions (e.g., Poulet & Hedwig 2006) suggests the existence of so-called forward models, which allow the brain to predict the consequence of its actions in real time. Many have argued (e.g., Wolpert et al. 2011; see also Clark 2013; Pickering & Garrod 2013a) that forward models are a ubiquitous feature of the computational machinery of motor control and more broadly of cognition.

The three processing strategies we mention here—eager processing, computing multiple representational levels, and anticipation—provide the cognitive system with important means to cope with the Now-or-Never bottleneck. Next, we argue that the language system implements similar strategies for dealing with the here-and-now nature of linguistic input and output, with wide-reaching and fundamental implications for language processing, acquisition and change as well as for the structure of language itself. Specifically, we propose that our ability to deal with sequences of linguistic information is the result of what we call “Chunk-and-Pass” processing, by which the language system can ameliorate the effects of the Now-or-Never bottleneck. More generally, our perspective offers a framework within which to approach language comprehension and production. Table 1 summarizes the impact of the Now-or-Never bottleneck on perception/action and language.

The style of explanation outlined here, focusing on processing limitations, contrasts with a widespread interest in rational, rather processing-based, explanations in cognitive science (e.g., Anderson 1990; Chater et al. 2006; Gobet et al. 2001), including language processing (Gibson et al. 2013; Hale 2001; 2006; Piantadosi et al. 2011). Given the fundamental nature of the Now-or-Never bottleneck, we suggest that such explanations will be relevant only for explaining language use insofar as they incorporate processing constraints. For example, in the spirit of rational analysis (Anderson 1990) and bounded rationality (Simon 1982), it is natural to view aspects of language processing and structure as described below, as “optimal” responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Mechanisms</th>
<th>Perception and action</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eager processing</td>
<td>Lossy chunking</td>
<td>Clunking in memory and action (Lashley 1951; Miller 1956); lossy descriptions (Pani 2000)</td>
<td>Incremental interpretation (Bever 1970) and production (Meyer 1996); multiple constraints satisfaction (MacDonald et al. 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple levels of</td>
<td>Hierarchical compression</td>
<td>Hierarchical memory (Ericsson et al. 1980), action (Miller et al. 1960), problem solving (Gobet et al. 2001)</td>
<td>Multiple levels of linguistic structure (e.g., sound-based, lexical, phrasal, discourse); local dependencies (Hawkins 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>representation</td>
<td>Predictive processing</td>
<td>Fast, top-down visual processing (Bar 2004); forward models in motor control (Wolpert et al. 2011); predictive coding (Clark 2013)</td>
<td>Syntactic prediction (Jurafsky 1996); multiple-cue integration (Farmer et al. 2006); visual world (Altmann &amp; Kamide 1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to specific processing limitations, such as the Now-or-Neve bottleneck (for this style of approach, see, e.g., Chater et al. 1998; Levy 2008). Here, though, our focus is primarily on mechanism rather than rationality.

3. Chunk-and-Pass language processing

The fleeting nature of linguistic input, in combination with the impressive speed with which words and signs are produced, imposes a severe constraint on the language system: the Now-or-Neve bottleneck. Each new incoming word or sign will quickly interfere with previous heard and seen input, providing a naturalistic version of the masking used in psychophysical experiments. How, then, is language comprehension possible? Why doesn’t interference between successive sounds (or signs) obliterate linguistic input before it can be understood? The answer, we suggest, is that our language system rapidly recodes this input into chunks, which are immediately passed to a higher level of linguistic representation. The chunks at this higher level are then themselves subject to the same Chunk-and-Pass procedure, resulting in progressively larger chunks of increasing linguistic abstraction. Crucially, given that the chunks recode increasingly larger stretches of input from lower levels of representation, the chunking process enables input to be maintained over ever-larger temporal windows. It is this repeated chunking of lower-level information that makes it possible for the language system to deal with the continuous deluge of input that, if not recoded, is rapidly lost. This chunking process is also what allows us to perceive speech at a much faster rate than nonspeech sounds (Warren et al. 1969): We have learned to chunk the speech stream. Indeed, we can easily understand (and sometimes even repeat back) sentences consisting of many tens of phonemes, despite our severe memory limitations for sequences of nonspeech sounds.

What we are proposing is that during comprehension, the language system – similar to SF – must keep on chunking the incoming information into increasingly abstract levels of representation to avoid being overwhelmed by the input. That is, the language system engages in eager processing when creating chunks. Chunks must be built right away, or memory for the input will be obliterated by interference from subsequent material. If a phoneme or syllable is recognized, then it is recoded as a chunk and passed to a higher level of linguistic abstraction. And once recoded, the information is no longer subject to interference from further auditory input. A general principle of perception and memory is that interference arises primarily between overlapping representations (Crowder & Neath 1991; Treisman & Schmidt 1982); crucially, recoding avoids such overlap. For example, phonemes interfere with each other, but phonemes interfere very little with words. At each level of chunking, information from the previous level(s) is compressed and passed up as chunks to the next level of linguistic representation, from sound-based chunks up to complex discourse elements. As a consequence, the rich detail of the original input can no longer be recovered from the chunks, although some key information remains (e.g., certain speaker characteristics; Nygaard et al. 1994; Renneit et al. 1997).

In production, the process is reversed: Discourse-level chunks are recursively broken down into subchunks of decreasing linguistic abstraction until the system arrives at chunks with sufficient information to drive the articulators (either the vocal apparatus or the hands). As in comprehension, memory is limited within a given level of representation, resulting in potential interference between the items to be produced (e.g., Dell et al. 1997). Thus, higher-level chunks tend to be passed down immediately to the level below as soon as they are “ready,” leading to a bias toward producing easy-to-retrieve utterance components before harder-to-retrieve ones (e.g., Bock 1982; MacDonald 2013). For example, if there is a competition between two possible words to describe an object, the word that is retrieved more fluently will immediately be passed on to lower-level articulatory processes. To further facilitate production, speakers often reuse chunks from the ongoing conversation, and those will be particularly rapidly available from memory. This phenomenon is reflected by the evidence for lexical (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt 1971) and structural priming (e.g., Bock 1986; Bock & Loebell 1990; Pickering & Branigan 1998; Potter & Lombardi 1998) within individuals as well as alignment across conversational partners (Branigan et al. 2000; Pickering & Garrod 2004); priming is also extensively observed in text corpora (Hoey 2005). As noted by MacDonald (2013), these memory-related factors provide key constraints on the production of language and contribute to cross-linguistic patterns of language use.

A useful analogy for language production is the notion of “just-in-time” stock control, in which stock inventories are kept to a bare minimum during the manufacturing process (Ohno & Mito 1988). Similarly, the Now-or-Neve bottleneck requires that, for example, low-level phonetic or articulatory decisions not be made and stored far in advance and then reeled off during speech production, because any buffer in which such decisions can safely be stored would quickly be subject to interference from subsequent material. So the Now-or-Neve bottleneck requires that once detailed production information has been assembled, it be executed straightaway, before it can be obliterated by the oncoming stream of later low-level decisions, similar to what has been suggested for motor planning (Norman & Shallice 1986; see also MacDonald 2013). We call this proposal Just-in-Time language production.

3.1. Implications of Strategy 1: Incremental processing

Chunk-and-Pass processing has important implications for comprehension and production: It requires that both take place incrementally. In incremental processing, representations are built up as rapidly as possible as the input is encountered. By contrast, one might, for example, imagine a parser that waits until the end of a sentence before beginning syntactic analysis, or that meaning is computed only once syntax has been established. However, such processing would require storing a stream of information at a single level of representation, and processing it later; but given the Now-or-Neve bottleneck, this is not possible because of severe interference between such representations. Therefore, incremental interpretation and production follow directly from the Now-or-Neve constraint on language.

To get a sense of the implications of Chunk-and-Pass processing, it is interesting to relate this perspective to specific computational principles and models. How, for
example, do classic models of parsing fit within this framework? A wide range of psychologically inspired models involves some degree of incrementality of syntactic analysis, which can potentially support incremental interpretation (e.g., Phillips 1996; 2003; Winograd 1972). For example, the sausage machine parsing model (Frazier & Fodor 1978) proposes that a preliminary syntactic analysis is carried out phrase-by-phrase, but in complete isolation from semantic or pragmatic factors. But for a right-branching language such as English, chunks cannot be built left-to-right, because the leftmost chunks are incomplete until later material has been encountered. Frameworks from Kimball (1973) onward imply “sticking up” incomplete constituents that may then all be resolved at the end of the clause. This approach runs counter to the memory constraints imposed by the Now-or-Never bottleneck. Reconciling right-branching with incremental chunking and processing is one motivation for the flexible constituency of combinatory categorial grammar (e.g., Steedman 1987; 2000; see also Johnson-Laird 1983).

With respect to comprehension, considerable evidence supports incremental interpretation, going back more than four decades (e.g., Bever 1970; Marslen-Wilson 1975). The language system uses all available information to rapidly integrate incoming information as quickly as possible to update the current interpretation of what has been said so far. This process includes not only sentence-internal information about lexical and structural biases (e.g., Farmer et al. 2006; MacDonald 1994; Trueswell et al. 1993), but also extra-sentential cues from the referential and pragmatic context (e.g., Altmann & Steedman 1988; Thornton et al. 1999) as well as the visual environment and world knowledge (e.g., Altmann & Kamide 1999; Tanenhaus et al. 1995). As the incoming acoustic information is chunked, it is rapidly integrated with contextual information to recognize words, consistent with a variety of data on spoken word recognition (e.g., Marslen-Wilson 1975; van den Brink et al. 2001). These words are then, in turn, chunked into larger multword units, as evidenced by recent studies showing sensitivity to multword sequences in online processing (e.g., Arnon & Snider 2010; Reali & Christiansen 2007b; Siyanova-Chanturiya et al. 2011; Tremblay & Baunen 2010; Tremblay et al. 2011), and subsequently further integrated with pragmatic context into discourse-level structures.

Turning to production, we start by noting the powerful intuition that we speak “into the void” — that is, that we plan only a short distance ahead. Indeed, experimental studies suggest that, for example, when producing an utterance involving several noun phrases, people plan just one (Smith & Wheelton 1999), or perhaps two, noun phrases ahead (Konopka 2012), and they can modify a message during production in the light of new perceptual input (Brown-Schmidt & Konopka 2015). Moreover, speech-error data (e.g., Cutler 1982) reveal that, across representational levels, errors tend to be highly local: Phonological, morphemic, and syntactic errors apply to neighboring chunks within each level (where material may be moved, swapped, or deleted). Consequently, speech planning appears to involve just a small number of chunks — the number of which may be similar across linguistic levels — but which covers different amounts of time depending on the linguistic level in question. For example, planning involving chunks at the level of intonational bursts stretches over considerably longer periods of time than planning at the syllabic level. Similarly, processes of reduction to facilitate production (e.g., modifying the speech signal to make it easier to produce, such as reducing a vowel to a schwa, or shortening or eliminating phonemes) can be observed across different levels of linguistic representation, from individual words (e.g., Gahl & Garney 2004; Jurafsky et al. 2001) to frequent multword sequences (e.g., Arnon & Cohen Priva 2013; Bybee & Slobin 1999).

Some may object that the Chunk-and-Pass perspective’s strict notion of incremental interpretation and production leaves the language system vulnerable to the rather substantial ambiguity that exists across many levels of linguistic representation (e.g., lexical, syntactic, pragmatic). So-called garden path sentences such as the famous “The horse raced past the barn fell” (Bever 1970) show that people are vulnerable to at least some local ambiguities: They invite comprehenders to take the wrong interpretive path by treating raced as the main verb, which leads them to a dead end. Only when the final word, fell, is encountered does it become clear that something is wrong: raced should be interpreted as a past participle that begins a reduced relative clause (i.e., the horse [that was] raced past the barn fell). The difficulty of recovery in such garden path sentences indicates how strongly the language system is geared toward incremental interpretation.

Viewed as a processing problem, garden paths occur when the language system resolves an ambiguity incorrectly. But in many cases, it is possible for an underspecified representation to be constructed online, and for the ambiguity to be resolved later when further linguistic input arrives. This type of case is consistent with Marr’s (1976) proposal of the “principle of least commitment,” that the perceptual system resolves ambiguous perceptual input only when it has sufficient data to make it unlikely that such decisions will subsequently have to be reversed. Given the ubiquity of local ambiguity in language, such underspecification may be used very widely in language processing. Note, however, that because of the severe constraints the Now-or-Never bottleneck imposes, the language system cannot adopt broad parallelism to further minimize the effect of ambiguity (as in many current probabilistic theories of parsing, e.g., Hale 2006; Jurafsky 1996; Levy 2008). Rather, within the Chunk-and-Pass account, the sole role for parallelism in the processing system is in deciding how the input should be chunked; only when conflicts concerning chunking are resolved can the input be passed on to a higher-level representation. In particular, we suggest that competing higher-level codes cannot be activated in parallel. This picture is analogous to Marr’s principle of least commitment of vision: Although there might be temporary parallelism to resolve conflicts about, say, correspondence between dots in a random-dot stereogram, it is not possible to create two conflicting three-dimensional surfaces in parallel, and whereas there may be parallelism over the interpretation of lines and dots in an image, it is not possible to see something as both a duck and a rabbit simultaneously. More broadly, higher-level representations are constructed only when sufficient evidence has accrued that they are unlikely later to need to be replaced (for stimuli outside the psychological laboratory, at least).

Maintaining, and later resolving, an underspecified representation will create local memory and processing demands that may slow down processing, as is observed,
for example, by increased reading times (e.g., Trueswell et al. 1994) and distinctive patterns of brain activity (as measured by ERPs; Swaab et al. 2003). Accordingly, when the input is ambiguous, the language system may require later input to recognize previous elements of the speech stream successfully. The Now-or-Never bottleneck requires that such online “right-context effects” be highly local because raw perceptual input will be lost if it is not rapidly identified (e.g., Dahan 2010). Right-context effects may arise where the language system can delay resolution of ambiguity or use underspecified representations that do not require resolving the ambiguity right away. Similarly, cataphora, in which, for example, a referential pronoun occurs before its referent (e.g., “He is a nice guy, that John”) require the creation of an underspecified entity (male, animate) when he is encountered, which is resolved to be coreferential with John only later in the sentence (e.g., van Gompel & Liversedge 2003). Overall, the Now-or-Never bottleneck implies that the processing system will build the most abstract and complete representation that is justified, given the linguistic input.6

Of course, outside of experimental studies, background knowledge, visual context, and prior discourse will provide powerful cues to help resolve ambiguities in the signal, allowing the system rapidly to resolve many apparent ambiguities without incurring a substantial danger of “garden-pathing.” Indeed, although syntactic and lexical ambiguities have been much studied in psycholinguistics, increasing evidence indicates that garden paths are not a major source of processing difficulty in practice (e.g., Ferreira 2008; Jaeger 2010; Wasow & Arnold 2003). For example, Roland et al. (2006) reported corpus analyses showing that, in naturally occurring language, there is generally sufficient information in the sentential context before the occurrence of an ambiguous verb to specify the correct interpretation of that verb. Moreover, eye-tracking studies have demonstrated that dialogue partners exploit both conversational context and task demands to constrain interpretations to the appropriate referents, thereby side-stepping effects of phonological and referential competitors (Brown-Schmidt & Konopka 2011) that have otherwise been shown to impede language processing (e.g., Allopenna et al. 1998). These dialogue-based constraints also mitigate syntactic ambiguities that might otherwise disrupt processing (Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus 2008). This information may be further combined with other probabilistic sources of information such as prosody (e.g., Kraljic & Brennan 2005; Snedeker & Trueswell 2003) to resolve potential ambiguities within a minimal temporal window. Finally, it is not clear that undetected garden path errors are costly in normal language use, because if communication appears to break down, the listener can repair the communication by requesting clarification from the dialogue partner.

3.2. Implications of Strategy 2: Multiple levels of linguistic structure

The Now-or-Never bottleneck forces the language system to compress input into increasingly abstract chunks that cover progressively longer temporal intervals. As an example, consider the chunking of the input illustrated in Figure 2. The acoustic signal is first chunked into higher-level sound units at the phonological level. To avoid interference between local sound-based units, such as phonemes or syllables, these units are further recoded as rapidly as possible into higher-level units such as morphemes or words. The same phenomenon occurs at the

Figure 2. Chunk-and-Pass processing across a variety of linguistic levels in spoken language. As input is chunked and passed up to increasingly abstract levels of linguistic representations in comprehension, from acoustics to discourse, the temporal window over which information can be maintained increases, as indicated by the shaded portion of the bars associated with each linguistic level. This process is reversed in production planning, in which chunks are broken down into sequences of increasingly short and concrete units, from a discourse-level message to the motor commands for producing a specific articulatory output. More-abstract representations correspond to longer chunks of linguistic material, with greater look-ahead in production at higher levels of abstraction. Production processes may further serve as the basis for predictions to facilitate comprehension and thus provide top-down information in comprehension. (Note that the names and number of levels are for illustrative purposes only.)
next level up: Local groups of words must be chunked into larger units, possibly phrases or other forms of multiword sequences. Subsequent chunking then recodes these representations into higher-level discourse structures (that may themselves be chunked further into even more abstract representational structures beyond that). Similarly, production requires running the process in reverse, starting with the intended message and gradually decoding it into increasingly more specific chunks, eventually resulting in the motor programs necessary for producing the relevant speech or sign output. As we discuss in section 3.3, the production process may further serve as the basis for prediction during comprehension (allowing higher-level information to influence the processing of current input). More generally, our account is agnostic with respect to the specific characterization of the various levels of linguistic representation (e.g., whether sound-based chunks take the form of phonemes, syllables, etc.). What is central for the Chunk-and-Pass account: some form of sound-based level of chunking (or visual-based in the case of sign language), and a sequence of increasingly abstract levels of chunked representations into which the input is continually recoded.

A key theoretical implication of Chunk-and-Pass processing is that the multiple levels of linguistic representation, typically assumed in the language sciences, are a necessary by-product of the Now-or-Never bottleneck. Only by compressing the input into chunks and passing them to increasingly abstract levels of linguistic representation can the language system deal with the rapid onslaught of incoming information. Crucially, though, our perspective also suggests that the different levels of linguistic representations do not have a true part–whole relationship with one another. Unlike in the case of SF, who learned strategies to perfectly unpack chunks from within chunks to reproduce the original string of digits, language comprehension typically employs lossy compression to chunk the input. That is, higher-level chunks will not in general contain complete copies of lower-level chunks. Indeed, as speech input is encoded into ever more abstract chunks, increasing amounts of low-level information will typically be lost. Instead, as in perception (e.g., Haber 1983), there is greater representational underspecification with higher levels of representation because of the repeated process of lossy compression. Thus, we would expect a growing involvement of extralinguistic information, such as perceptual input and world knowledge, in processing higher levels of linguistic representation (see, e.g., Altmann & Kamide 2009).

Whereas our account proposes a lossy hierarchy across levels of linguistic representation, only a very small number of chunks are represented within a level: otherwise, information is rapidly lost due to interference. This has the crucial implication that chunks within a given level can interact only locally. For example, acoustic information must rapidly be coded in a non-acoustic form, say, in terms of phonemes; but this is only possible if phonemes correspond to local chunks of acoustic input. The processing bottleneck therefore enforces a strong pressure toward local dependencies within a given linguistic level. Importantly, though, this does not imply that linguistic relations are restricted only to adjacent elements but, instead, that they may be formed between any of the small number of elements maintained at a given level of representation. Such representational locality is exemplified across different linguistic levels by the local nature of phonological processes from reduction, assimilation, and fronting, including more elaborate phenomena such as vowel harmony (e.g., Nevins 2010), speech errors (e.g., Cutler 1982), the immediate proximity of inflectional morphemes and the verbs to which they apply, and the vast literature on the processing difficulties associated with non-local dependencies in sentence comprehension (e.g., Gibson 1998; Hawkins 2004).

As noted earlier, the higher the level of linguistic representation, the longer the limited time window within which information can be chunked. Whereas dealing with just two center-embeddings at the sentential level is prohibitively difficult (e.g., de Vries et al. 2011; Karlsson 2007), we are able to deal with up to four to six embeddings at the multi-utterance discourse level (Levinson 2013). This is because chunking takes place at a much longer time course at the discourse level compared with the sentence level, providing more time to resolve the relevant dependency relations before they are subject to interference.

Finally, as indicated by Figure 2, processing within each level of linguistic representation takes place in parallel—both with a clear temporal component— as chunks are passed between levels. Note that, in the Chunk-and-Pass framework, it is entirely possible that linguistic input can simultaneously, and perhaps redundantly, be chunked in more than one way. For example, syntactic chunks and intonational contours may be somewhat independent (Jackendoff 2007). Moreover, we should expect further chunking across different “channels” of communication, including visual input such as gesture and facial expressions.

The Chunk-and-Pass perspective is compatible with a number of recent theoretical models of sentence comprehension, including constraint-based approaches (e.g., MacDonald et al. 1994; Trueswell & Tanenhaus 1994) and certain generative accounts (e.g., Jackendoff’s 2007 parallel architecture). Intriguingly, fMRI data from adults (Dehaene-Lambertz et al. 2006a) and infants (Dehaene-Lambertz et al. 2006b) indicate that activation responses to a single sentence systematically slows down when moving away from the primary auditory cortex, either back toward Wernicke’s area or forward toward Broca’s area, consistent with increasing temporal windows for chunking when moving from phonemes to words to phrases. Indeed, the cortical circuits processing auditory input, from lower (sensory) to higher (cognitive) areas, follow different temporal windows, sensitive to more and more abstract levels of linguistic information, from phonemes and words to sentences and discourse (Lerner et al. 2011; Stephens et al. 2013). Similarly, the reverse process, going from a discourse-level representation of the intended message to the production of speech (or sign) across parallel linguistic levels, is compatible with several current models of language production (e.g., Chang et al. 2006; Dell et al. 1997; Levelt 2001). Data from intracranial recordings during language production are consistent with different temporal windows for chunk decoding at the word, morphemic, and phonological levels, separated by just over a tenth of a second (Sahin et al. 2006). These results are compatible with our proposal that incremental processing in comprehension and production takes place in parallel across multiple levels of linguistic representation, each with a characteristic temporal window.
3.3. Implications of Strategy 3: Predictive language processing

We have already noted that, to be able to chunk incoming information as fast and as accurately as possible, the language system exploits multiple constraints in parallel across the different levels of linguistic representation. Such cues may be used not only to help disambiguate previous input, but also to generate expectations for what may come next, potentially further speeding up Chunk-and-Pass processing. Computational considerations indicate that simple statistical information gleaned from sentences provides powerful predictive constraints on language comprehension and can explain many human processing results (e.g., Christiansen & Chater 1999; Christiansen & MacDonald 2009; Elman 1990; Hale 2006; Jurafsky 1996; Levy 2008; Padó et al. 2009). Similarly, eye-tracking data suggest that comprehenders routinely use a variety of sources of probabilistic information—from phonological cues to syntactic context and real-world knowledge—to anticipate the processing of upcoming words (e.g., Altmann & Kanide 1999; Farmer et al. 2011; Staub & Clifton 2006).

Results from event-related potential experiments indicate that rather specific predictions are made for upcoming input, including its lexical category (Hinojosa et al. 2005), grammatical gender (Van Berkum et al. 2005; Wicha et al. 2004), and even its onset phoneme (DeLong et al. 2005) and visual form (Dikker et al. 2010). Accordingly, there is a growing body of evidence for a substantial role of prediction in language processing (for reviews, see, e.g., Federmeier 2007; Hagoort 2009; Kamide 2008; Levy 2008; Padó et al. 2009). Similarly, eye-tracking data suggest that comprehenders routinely use a variety of sources of probabilistic information—from phonological cues to syntactic context and real-world knowledge—to anticipate the processing of upcoming words (e.g., Altmann & Kanide 1999; Farmer et al. 2011; Staub & Clifton 2006).

From the viewpoint of the Now-or-Never bottleneck, prediction provides an opportunity to begin Chunk-and-Pass processing as early as possible: to constrain representations of new linguistic material as it is encountered, and even incrementally to begin recording predictable linguistic input before it arrives. This viewpoint is consistent with recent suggestions that the production system may be pressed into service to anticipate upcoming input (e.g., Pickering & Garrod 2007; 2013a). Chunk-and-Pass processing implies that there is practically no possibility for going back once a chunk is created because such backtracking tends to derail processing (e.g., as in the classic garden path phenomena mentioned above). This imposes a Right-First-Time pressure on the language system in the face of linguistic input that is highly locally ambiguous. The contribution of predictive modeling to comprehension is that it facilitates local ambiguity resolution while the stimulus is still available. Only by recruiting multiple cues and integrating these with predictive modeling is it possible to resolve local ambiguities quickly and correctly.

Right-First-Time parsing fits with proposals such as that by Marcus (1980), where local ambiguity resolution is delayed until later disambiguating information arrives, and models in which aspects of syntactic structure may be underspecified, therefore not requiring the ambiguity to be resolved (e.g., Gorrell 1995; Sturt & Crocker 1996). It also parallels Marr’s (1976) principle of least commitment, as we mentioned earlier, according to which the perceptual system should, as far as possible, only resolve perceptual ambiguities when sufficiently confident that they will not need to be undone. Moreover, it is compatible with the fine-grained weakly parallel interactive model (Altman & Steedman 1995) in which possible chunks are proposed, word-by-word, by an autonomous parser and one is rapidly chosen using top-down information.

To facilitate chunking across multiple levels of representation, prediction takes place in parallel across the different levels but at varying timescales. Predictions for higher-level chunks may run ahead of those for lower-level chunks. For example, most people simply answer “two” in response to the question “How many animals of each kind did Moses take on the Ark?”—failing to notice the semantic anomaly (i.e., it was Noah’s Ark, not Moses’ Ark) even in the absence of time pressure and when made aware that the sentence may be anomalous (Erickson & Matteson 1981). That is, anticipatory pragmatic and communicative considerations relating to the required response appear to trump lexical semantics. More generally, the time course of normal conversation may lead to an emphasis on more temporally extended higher-level predictions over lower-level ones. This may facilitate the rapid turn-taking that has been observed cross-culturally (Stivers et al. 2009) and which seems to require that listeners make quite specific predictions about when the speaker’s current turn will finish (Magyari & De Ruiter 2012), as well as being able to quickly adapt their expectations to specific linguistic environments (Fine et al. 2013).

We view the anticipation of turn-taking as one instance of the broader alignment that takes place between dialogue partners across all levels of linguistic representation (for a review, see Pickering & Garrod 2004). This dovetails with fMRI analyses indicating that although there are some comprehension- and production-specific brain areas, spatiotemporal patterns of brain activity are in general closely coupled between speakers and listeners (e.g., Silbert et al. 2014). In particular, Stephens et al. (2010) observed close synchrony between neural activations in speakers and listeners in early auditory areas. Speaker activations preceded those of listeners in posterior brain regions (including parts of Wernicke’s area), whereas listener activations preceded those of speakers in the striatum and anterior frontal areas. In the Chunk-and-Pass framework, the listener lag primarily derives from delays caused by the chunking process across the various levels of linguistic representation, whereas the speaker lag predominantly reflects the listener’s anticipation of upcoming input, especially at the higher levels of representation (e.g., pragmatics and discourse). Strikingly, the extent of the listener’s anticipatory brain responses were strongly correlated with successful comprehension, further underscoring the importance of prediction-based alignment for language processing. Indeed, analyses of real-time interactions show that alignment increases when the communicative task becomes more difficult (Louwverse et al. 2012). By decreasing the impact of potential ambiguities, alignment thus makes processing as well as production easier in the face of the Now-or-Nevert bottleneck.

We have suggested that only an incremental, predictive language system, continually building and passing on new chunks of linguistic material, encoded at increasingly
abstract levels of representation, can deal with the on-slaught of linguistic input in the face of the severe memory constraints of the Now-or-Nevert bottleneck. We suggest that a productive line of future work is to consider the extent to which existing models of language are compatible with these constraints, and to use these properties to guide the creation of new theories of language processing.

4. Acquisition is learning to process

If speaking and understanding language involves Chunk-and-Pass processing, then acquiring a language requires learning how to create and integrate the right chunks rapidly, before current information is overwritten by new input. Indeed, the ability to quickly process linguistic input—which has been proposed as an indicator of chunking ability (Jones 2012)—is a strong predictor of language acquisition outcomes from infancy to middle childhood (Marchman & Fernald 2008). The importance of this process is also introspectively evident to anyone acquiring a second language: Initially, even segmenting the speech stream into recognizable sounds can be challenging, let alone parsing it into words or processing morphology and grammatical relations rapidly enough to build a semantic interpretation. The ability to acquire and rapidly deploy a hierarchy of chunks at different linguistic scales is parallel to the ability to chunk sequences of motor movements, numbers, or chess positions: It is a skill, built up by continual practice.

Viewing language acquisition as continuous with other types of skill learning is very different from the standard formulation of the problem of language acquisition in linguistics. There, the child is viewed as a linguistic theorist who has the goal of inferring an abstract grammar from a corpus of example sentences (e.g., Chomsky 1957; 1965) and only secondarily learning the skill of generating and understanding language. But perhaps the child is not a mini-linguist. Instead, we suggest that language acquisition is nothing more than learning to process: to turn meanings into streams of sound or sign (when generating language), and to turn streams of sound or sign back into meanings (when understanding language).

If linguistic input is available only fleetingly, then any learning must occur while that information is present; that is, learning must occur in real time, as the Chunk-and-Pass process takes place. Accordingly, any modifications to the learner’s cognitive system in light of processing must, according to the Now-or-Nevert bottleneck, occur at the time of processing. The learner must learn to chunk the input appropriately—to learn to recode the input at successively more abstract linguistic levels; and to do this requires, of course, learning the structure of the language being spoken. But how is this structure learned?

We suggest that, in language acquisition, as in other areas of perceptual-motor learning, people learn by processing, and that past processing leaves traces that can facilitate future processing. What, then, is retained, so that language processing gradually improves? We can consider various possibilities: For example, the weights of a connectionist network can be updated online in the light of current processing (Rumelhart et al. 1986a, b); in an exemplar-based model, traces of past examples can be reused in the future (e.g., Hintzman 1988; Logan 1988; Nosofsky 1986). Whatever the appropriate computational framework, the Now-or-Nevert bottleneck requires that language acquisition be viewed as a type of skill learning, such as learning to drive, juggle, play the violin, or play chess. Such skills appear to be learned through practicing the skill, using online feedback during the practice itself, although the consolidation of learning occurs subsequently (Schmidt & Wrisberg 2004). The challenge of language acquisition is to learn a dazzling sequence of rapid processing operations, rather than conjecturing a correct “linguistic theory.”

4.1. Implications of Strategy 1: Online learning

The Now-or-Nevert bottleneck implies that learning can depend only on material currently being processed. As we have seen, this implication requires a processing strategy according to which modification to current representations (in this context, learning) occurs right away; in machine-learning terminology, learning is online. If learning does not occur at the time of processing, the representation of linguistic material will be obliterated, and the opportunity for learning will be gone forever. To facilitate such online learning, the child must learn to use all available information to help constrain processing. The integration of multiple constraints—or cues—is a fundamental component of many current theories of language acquisition (see, e.g., contributions in Gollnick et al. 2000; Morgan & Demuth 1996; Weissenborn & Höhle 2001; for a review, see Monaghan & Christiansen 2008). For example, second-graders’ initial guesses about whether a novel word refers to an object or an action are affected by that word’s phonological properties (Fitneva et al. 2009); 7-year-olds use visual context to constrain online sentence interpretation (Trueswell et al. 1999); and preschoolers’ language production and comprehension is constrained by pragmatic factors (Nadig & Sedivy 2002). Thus, children learn rapidly to apply the multiple constraints used in incremental adult processing (Borovsky et al. 2012).

Nonetheless, online learning contrasts with traditional approaches in which the structure of the language is learned offline by the cognitive system acquiring a corpus of past linguistic inputs and choosing the grammar or other model of the language that best fits with those inputs. For example, in both mathematical and theoretical analysis (e.g., Gold 1967; Hsu et al. 2011; Pinker 1984) and in grammar-induction algorithms in machine learning and cognitive science, it is typically assumed that a corpus of language can be held in memory, and that the candidate grammar is successively adjusted to fit the corpus as well as possible (e.g., Manning & Schütze 1999; Pereira & Schabes 1992; Redington et al. 1998). However, this approach involves learning linguistic regularities (at, say, the morphological level), by storing and later surveying relevant linguistic input at a lower level of analysis (e.g., involving strings of phonemes); and then attempting to determine which higher-level regularities best fit the database of lower-level examples. There are a number of difficulties with this type of proposal—for example, that only a very rich lower-level representation (perhaps combined with annotations concerning relevant syntactic and semantic context) is likely to be a useful basis for later analysis. But more fundamentally, the Now-or-Nevert bottleneck requires that information be retained only if it is recoded at
processing time: Phonological information that is not chunked at the morphological level and beyond will be obliterated by oncoming phonological material.\footnote{12}

So, if learning is shaped by the Now-or-NeVer bottleneck, then linguistic input must, when it is encountered, be redecoded successively at increasingly abstract linguistic levels if it is to be retained at all—a constraint imposed, we argue, by basic principles of memory. Crucially, such information is not, therefore, in a suitably “neutral” format to allow for the discovery of previously unsuspected linguistic regularities. In a nutshell, the lossy compression of the linguistic input is achieved by applying the learner’s current model of the language. But information that would point toward a better model of the language (if examined in retrospect) will typically be lost (or, at best, badly obscured) by this compression, precisely because those regularities are not captured by the current model of the language. Suppose, for example, that we create a lossy encoding of language using a simple, context-free phrase structure grammar that cannot handle, say, noun-verb agreement. The lossy encoding of the linguistic input produced using this grammar will provide a poor basis for learning a more sophisticated grammar that includes agreement—precisely because agreement information will have been thrown away. So the Now-or-NeVer bottleneck rules out the possibility that the learner can survey a neutral database of linguistic material, to optimize its model of the language.

The emphasis on online learning does not, of course, rule out the possibility that any linguistic material that is remembered may subsequently be used to inform learning. But according to the present viewpoint, any further learning requires reprocessing that material. So if a child comes to learn a poem, song, or story verbatim, the child might extract more structure from that material by mental rehearsal (or, indeed, by saying it aloud). The online learning constraint is that material is learned only when it is being processed—ruling out any putative learning processes that involve carrying out linguistic analyses or compiling statistics over a stored corpus of linguistic material.

If this general picture of acquisition as learning-to-process is correct, then we should expect the evolution of memory to require “replaying” learned material, so that it can be re-processed. Thus, the application of memory itself requires passing through the Now-or-NeVer bottleneck—there is no way of directly interrogating an internal database of past experience; indeed, this viewpoint fits with our subjective sense that we need to “bring to mind” past experiences or rehearse verbal material to process it further. Interestingly, there is now also substantial neuroscientific evidence that replay does occur (e.g., in rat spatial learning, Carr et al. 2011). Moreover, it has long been suggested that dreaming may have a related function (here using “reverse” learning over “fictional” input to eliminate spurious relationships identified by the brain, Crick & Mitchison 1983; see Hinton & Sejnowski 1986, for a closely related computational model). Deficits in the ability to replay material would, in this view, lead to consequent deficits in memory and inference; consistent with this viewpoint, Martin and colleagues have argued that rehearsal deficits for phonological pattern and semantic information may lead to difficulties in the long-term acquisition and retention of word forms and word meanings, respectively, and their use in language processing (e.g., Martin & He 2004; Martin et al. 1994). In summary, then, language acquisition involves learning to process, and generalizations can only be made over past processing episodes.

4.2. Implications of Strategy 2: Local learning

Online learning faces a particularly acute version of a general learning problem: the stability-plasticity dilemma (e.g., Mermillod et al. 2013). How can new information be acquired without interfering with prior information? The problem is especially challenging because reviewing prior information is typically difficult (because recalling earlier information interferes with new input) or impossible (where prior input has been forgotten). Thus, to a good approximation, the learner can only update its model of the language in a way that responds to current linguistic input, without being able to review whether any updates are inconsistent with prior input. Specifically, if the learner has a global model of the entire language (e.g., a traditional grammar), the learner runs the risk of overfitting that model to capture regularities in the momentary linguistic input at the expense of damaging the match with past linguistic input.

Avoiding this problem, we suggest, requires that learning be highly local, consisting of learning about specific relationships between particular linguistic representations. New items can be acquired, with implications for later processing of similar items; but learning current items does not thereby create changes to the entire model of the language, thus potentially interfering with what was learned from past input. One way to learn in a local fashion is to store individual examples (this requires, in our framework, that those examples have been abstractly recoded by successive Chunk-and-Pass operations, of course), and then to generalize, piecemeal, from these examples. This standpoint is consistent with the idea that the “priority of the specific,” as observed in other areas of cognition (e.g., Jacoby et al. 1989), also applies to language acquisition. For example, children seem to be highly sensitive to multivowel chunks (Arnon & Clark 2011; Bannard & Matthews 2008; see Arnon & Christiansen, submitted, for a review\footnote{13}). More generally, learning based on past traces of processing will typically be sensitive to details of that processing, as is observed across phonetics, phonology, lexical access, syntax, and semantics (e.g., Bybee 2006; Goldinger 1998; Pierre-humbert 2002; Tomasello 1992).

That learning is local provides a powerful constraint, incompatible with typical computational models of how the child might infer the grammar of the language—because these models typically do not operate incrementally but range across the input corpus, evaluating alternative grammatical hypotheses (so-called batch learning). But, given the Now-or-NeVer bottleneck, the “unprocessed” corpus, so readily available to the linguistic theorist, or to a computer model, is lost to the human learner almost as soon as it is encountered. Where such information has been memo- rized (as in the case of SF’s encoding of streams of digits), recall and processing is slow and effortful. Moreover, because information is encoded in terms of the current encoding, it becomes difficult to neutrally review that input to create a better encoding, and cross-check past data to test wide-ranging grammatical hypotheses.\footnote{14}

So, as we have already noted, the Now-or-NeVer bottleneck seems incompatible with the view of a child as a mini-linguist.
4.3. Implications of Strategy 3: Learning to predict

If language processing involves prediction – to make the encoding of new linguistic material sufficiently rapid – then a critical aspect of language acquisition is learning to make such predictions successfully (Altmann & Mirkovic 2009). Perhaps the most natural approach to predictive learning is to compare predictions with subsequent reality, thus creating an “error signal,” and then to modify the predictive model to systematically reduce this error.

Throughout many areas of cognition, such error-driven learning has been widely explored in a range of computational frameworks (e.g., from connectionist networks, to reinforcement learning, to support vector machines) and has considerable behavioral (e.g., Kamin 1969) and neurobiological support (e.g., Schulz et al. 1997).

Predictive learning can, in principle, take a number of forms: For example, predictive errors can be accumulated over many samples, and then modifications made to the predictive model to minimize the overall error over those samples (i.e., batch learning). But this is ruled out by the Now-or-Neaver bottleneck: Linguistic input, and the predictions concerning it, is present only fleetingly. But error-driven learning can also be “online” – each prediction error leads to an immediate, though typically small, modification of the predictive model, and the accumulation of these small modifications gradually reduces prediction errors on future input.

A number of computational models adhere to these principles: Learning involves creating a predictive model of the language, using online error-driven learning. Such models, limited though they are, may provide a starting point for creating an increasingly realistic account of language acquisition and processing. For example, a connectionist model which embodies these principles is the simple recurrent network (Altmann 2002; Christiansen & Chater 1999; Elman 1990), which learns to map from the current input on to the next element in a continuous sequence of linguistic (or other) input; and which learns, online, by adjusting its parameters (the “weights” of the network) to reduce the observed prediction error, using the back-propagation learning algorithm. Using a very different framework, in the spirit of construction grammar (e.g., Croft 2001; Goldberg 2006), McCauley and Christiansen (2011) recently developed a psychologically based, online chunking model of incremental language acquisition and processing, incorporating prediction to generalize to new chunk combinations. Exemplar-based analogical models of language acquisition and processing may also be constructed, which build and predict language structure online, by incrementally creating a database of possible structures, and dynamically using online computation of similarity to recruit these structures to process and predict new linguistic input.

Importantly, prediction allows for top-down information to influence current processing across different levels of linguistic representation, from phonology to discourse, and at different temporal windows (as indicated by Fig. 2). We see the ability to use such top-down information as emerging gradually across development, building on bottom-up information. That is, children gradually learn to apply top-down knowledge to facilitate processing via prediction, as higher-level information becomes more entrenched and allows for anticipatory generalizations to be made.

In this section, we have argued that the child should not be viewed as a mini-linguist, attempting to infer the abstract structure of grammar, but as learning to process: that is, learning to alleviate the severe constraints imposed by the Now-or-Neaver bottleneck. Next, we discuss how chunk-based language acquisition and processing have shaped linguistic change and, ultimately, the evolution of language.

5. Language change is item-based

Like language, human culture constantly changes. We continually tinker with all aspects of culture, from social conventions and rituals to technology and everyday artifacts (see contributions in Richerson & Christiansen 2013). Perhaps language, too, is a result of cultural evolution – a product of piecemeal tinkering – with the long-term evolution of language resulting from the compounding of myriad local short-term processes of language change. This hypothesis figures prominently in many recent theories of language evolution (e.g., Arbib 2005; Beckner et al. 2009; Christiansen & Chater 2008; Hurford 1999; Smith & Kirby 2008; Tomasello 2003; for a review of these theories, see Dediu et al. 2013). Language is construed as a complex evolving system in its own right; linguistic forms that are easier to use and learn, or are more communicatively efficient, will tend to proliferate, whereas those that are not will be prone to die out. Over time, processes of cultural evolution involving repeated cycles of learning and use are hypothesized to have shaped the languages we observe today.

If aspects of language survive only when they are easy to produce and understand, then moment-by-moment
processing will shape not only the structure of language (see also Hawkins 2004; O’Grady 2005), but also the learning problem that the child faces. Thus, from the perspective of language as an evolving system, language processing at the timescale of seconds has implications for the longer timescales of language acquisition and evolution. Figure 3 illustrates how the effects of the Now-or-Neve bottleneck flow from the timescale of processing to those of acquisition and evolution.

Chunk-and-Pass processing carves the input (or output) into chunks at different levels of linguistic representation at the timescale of the utterance (seconds). These chunks constitute the comprehension and production events from which children and adults learn and update their ability to process their native language over the timescale of the individual (tens of years). Each learner, in turn, is part of a population of language users that shape the cultural evolution of language across a historical timescale (hundreds or thousands of years): Language will be shaped by the linguistic patterns learners find easiest to acquire and process. And the learners will, of course, be strongly constrained by the basic cognitive limitation that is the Now-or-Neve bottleneck—and, hence, through cultural evolution, linguistic patterns, which can be processed through that bottleneck, will be strongly selected. Moreover, if acquiring a language is learning to process and processing involves incremental Chunk-and-Pass operations, then language change will operate through changes driven by Chunk-and-Pass processing, both within and between individuals. But this, in turn, implies that processes of language change should be item-based, driven by processing/acquisition mechanisms defined over Chunk-and-Pass representations (rather than, for example, being defined over abstract linguistic parameters, with diverse structural consequences across the entire language).

We noted earlier that a consequence of Chunk-and-Pass processing for production is a tendency toward reduction, especially of more frequently used forms, and this constitutes one of several pressures on language change (see also MacDonald 2013). Because reduction minimizes articulatory processing effort for the speaker but may increase processing effort for the hearer and learner, this pressure can in extreme cases lead to a communicative collapse. This is exemplified by a lab-based analogue of the game of “telephone,” in which participants were exposed to a miniature artificial language consisting of simple form-meaning mappings (Kirby et al. 2008). The initial language contained random mappings between syllable strings and pictures of moving geometric figures in different colors. After exposure, participants were asked to produce linguistic forms corresponding to specific pictures. Importantly, the participants saw only a subset of the language but nonetheless had to generalize to the full language. The productions of the initial learner were then used as the input language for the next learner, and so on for a total of 10 “generations.” In the absence of other communicative pressures (such as the avoidance of ambiguity; Grice 1967), the language collapsed into just a few different forms that allowed for systematic, albeit semantically underspecified, generalization to unseen items. In natural language, however, the pressure toward reduction is normally kept in balance by the need to maintain effective communication.

Expanding on the notion of reduction and erosion, we suggest that constraints from Chunk-and-Pass processing can provide a cognitive foundation for grammaticalization (Hopper & Traugott 1993). Specifically, chunks at different levels of linguistic structure—discourse, syntax, morphology, and phonology—are potentially subject to reduction. Consequently, we can distinguish between different types of grammaticalization, from discourse syntacticization and
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semantic bleaching to morphological reduction and phonetic erosion. Repeated chunking of loose discourse structures may result in their reduction into more rigid syntactic constructions, reflecting Givón’s (1979) hypothesis that today’s syntax is yesterday’s discourse. For example, the resultative construction *He pulled the window open* might derive from syntacticization of a loose discourse sequence such as *He pulled the window and it opened* (Tomasello 2003). As a further by-product of chunking, some words that occur frequently in certain kinds of construction may gradually become “bleached” of meaning and ultimately signal only general syntactic properties. Consider, as an example, the construction *be going to*, which was originally used exclusively to indicate movement in space (e.g., *I’m going to Ithaca*) but which is now also used as an intention or future marker when followed by a verb (as in *I’m going to eat at seven*; Bybee et al. 1994). Additionally, a chunked linguistic expression may further be subject to morphological reduction, resulting in further loss of morphological (or syntactic) elements. For instance, the demonstrative *that* in English (e.g., *that window*) lost the grammatical category of number (that *ang* vs. *those* *pl*) when it came to be used as a complementizer, as in *in the window/windows that is are dirty* (Hopper & Traugott 1993). Finally, as noted earlier, frequently chunked elements are likely to become phonologically reduced, leading to the emergence of new shortened grammaticalized forms, such as the phonetic erosion of *going to into gonna* (Bybee et al. 1994). Thus, the Now-or-Neve bottleneck provides a constant pressure toward reduction and erosion across the different levels of linguistic representation, providing a possible explanation for why grammaticalization tends to be a largely unidirectional process (e.g., Bybee et al. 1994; Haspelmath 1999; Heine & Kuteva 2002; Hopper & Traugott 1993).

Beyond grammaticalization, we suggest that language change, more broadly, will be local at the level of individual chunks. At the level of sound change, our perspective is consistent with lexical diffusion theory (e.g., Wang 1969; 1977; Wang & Cheng 1977), suggesting that sound change originates with a small set of words and then gradually spreads to other words with a similar phonological make-up. The extent and speed of such sound change is affected by a number of factors, including frequency, word class, and phonological environment (e.g., Bybee 2002; Phillips 2006). Similarly, morpho-syntactic change is also predicted to be local in nature: what we might call “constructional diffusion.” Accordingly, we interpret the cross-linguistic evidence indicating the effects of processing constraints on grammatical structure (e.g., Hawkins 2004; Kempson et al. 2001; O’Grady 2005; see Jaeger & Tily 2011, for a review) as a process of gradual change over individual constructions, instead of wholesale changes to grammatical rules. Note, though, that because chunks are not independent of one another but form a system within a given level of linguistic representation, a change to a highly productive chunk may have cascading effects to other chunks at that level (and similarly for representations at other levels of abstraction). For example, if a frequently used construction changes, then constructional diffusion could in principle lead to rapid, far-reaching, change throughout the language.

On this account, another ubiquitous process of language change, regularization, whereby representations at a particular linguistic level become more patterned, should also be a piecemeal process. This is exemplified by another of Kirby et al.’s (2008) game-of-telephone experiments, showing that when ambiguity is avoided, a highly structured linguistic system emerges across generations of learners, with morpheme-like substrings indicating different semantic properties (color, shape, and movement). Another similar, lab-based cultural evolution experiment showed that this process of regularization does not result in the elimination of variability but, rather, in increased predictability through lexicalized patterns (Smith & Wonnacott 2010). Whereas the initial language contained unpredictable pairings of nouns with plural markers, each noun became chunked with a specific marker in the final languages.

These examples illustrate how Chunk-and-Pass processing over time may lead to so-called obligatorification, whereby a pattern that was initially flexible or optional becomes obligatory (e.g., Heine & Kuteva 2007). This process is one of the ways in which new chunks may be created. So, although chunks at each linguistic level can lose information through grammaticalization, and although they cannot regain it, a countervailing process exists by which complex chunks are constructed by “gluing together” existing chunks. That is, in Bybee’s (2002) phrase, “items that are used together fuse together.” For example, auxiliary verbs (e.g., to have, to go) can become fused with main verbs to create new morphological patterns, as in many Romance languages, in which the future tense is signaled by an auxiliary tacked on as a suffix to the infinitive. In Spanish, the future tense endings -er, -ir, -er, -es, -emos, -éis, -en derive from the present tense of the auxiliary haber, namely, he, has, ha, hemos, habéis, han; and in French, the corresponding endings -ai, -as, -a, -ons, -ez, -on derive from the present tense of the auxiliary avoir, namely, ai, as, a, avons, avez, ont (Fleischman 1982). Such complex new chunks are then subject to erosion (e.g., as is implicit in the example above, the Spanish for *you informal plural will eat* is *comeréis*, rather than *comerhabéis*; the first syllable of the auxiliary has been stripped away).

Importantly, the present viewpoint is neutral regarding the extent to which children are the primary source of innovation (e.g., Bickerton 1984) or regularization (e.g., Hudson et al. 2005) of linguistic material, although constraints from child language acquisition likely play some role (e.g., in the emergence of regular subject-object-verb word order in the Al-Sayid Bedouin Sign Language; Sandler et al. 2005). In general, we would expect that multiple forces influence language change in parallel (for reviews, see Dediu et al. 2013; Hruschka et al. 2009), including sociolinguistic factors (e.g., Trudgill 2011), language contact (e.g., Mulwene 2008), and use of language as an ethnic marker (e.g., Boyd & Richerson 1987).

Because language change, like processing and acquisition, is driven by multiple competing factors, which are amplified by cultural evolution, linguistic diversity will be the norm. Accordingly, we would expect few, if any, “true” language universals to exist in the sense of constraints that can be explained only in purely linguistic terms (Christiansen & Chater 2008). Nonetheless, domain-general processing constraints are likely to significantly constrain the set of possible languages (see, e.g., Cann & Kempson 2008). This picture is consistent with linguistic arguments suggesting that there may be no strict language universals (Bybee 2009; Evans & Levinson 2009). For example, computational phylogenetic analyses indicate that word order correlations are lineage-specific (Dunn et al. 2011), shaped by particular histories.
6. Structure as processing

The Now-or-Neve bottleneck implies, we have argued, that language comprehension involves incrementally chunking linguistic material and immediately passing the result for further processing, and production involves a similar cascade of just-in-time processing operations in the opposite direction. And language will be shaped through cultural evolution to be easy to learn and process by generations of speakers/hearers, who are forced to chunk and pass the oncoming stream of linguistic material. What are the resulting implications for the structure of language and its mental representation? In this section, we first show that certain key properties of language follow naturally from this framework; we then reconceptualize certain important notions in the language sciences.

6.1. Explaining key properties of language

6.1.1. The bounded nature of linguistic units. In nonlinguistic sequential tasks, memory constraints are so severe that chunks of more than a few items are rare. People typically encode phone numbers, number plates, postal codes, and Social Security numbers into sequences of between two and four digits or letters; memory recall deteriorates rapidly for unchunked item-sequences longer than about four elements (Cowan 2000), and memory recall typically breaks into short chunk-like phrases. Similar chunking processes are thought to govern nonlinguistic sequences of actions (e.g., Graybiel 1998). As we have argued previously in this article, the same constraints apply throughout language processing, from sound to discourse.

Across different levels of linguistic representation, units also tend to have only a few component elements. Even though the nature of sound-based units in speech is theoretically contentious, all proposals capture the sharply bounded nature of such units. For example, a traditional perspective on English phonology would postulate phonemes, short sequences of which are grouped into syllables, with multisyllabic words being organized by intonational or perhaps morphological groupings. Indeed, the tendency toward few-element units is so strong that long, nonsense words with many syllables such as supercalifragilisticexpialidocious is chunked successively, for example, as tentatively indicated:

\[[[(\text{Super})][\text{cali}]][::-1][\text{fragi}][\text{listic}][\text{expi}][\text{ali}][\text{docious}]]

Similarly, agglutinating languages, such as Turkish, chunk complex morpheme formulas using local grouping mechanisms that include formulaic morpheme expressions (Durrant 2013). Likewise, at higher levels of linguistic representation, verbs normally have only two or three arguments at most. Across linguistic theories of different persuasions, syntactic phrases typically consist of only a few constituents. Thus, the Now-or-Neve bottleneck provides a strong bias toward bounded linguistic units across various levels of linguistic representations.

6.1.2. The local nature of linguistic dependencies. Just as we have argued that Chunk-and-Pass processing leads to simple linguistic units with only a small number of components, so it produces a powerful tendency toward local dependencies. Dependencies between linguistic elements will primarily be adjacent or separated by only a few other elements. For example, at the phonological level, processes are highly local, as reflected by data on coarticulation, assimilation, and phonotactic constraints (e.g., Clark et al. 2007). Similarly, we expect word formation processes to be highly local in nature, which is in line with a variety of different linguistic perspectives on the prominence of adjacency in morphological composition (e.g., Carstairs-McCarthy 1992). Hay 2000; Siegel 1978). Strikingly, adjacency even appears to be a key characteristic of multi-morphemic formulaic units in an agglutinating language such as Turkish (Durrant 2013).

At the syntactic level, there is also a strong bias toward local dependencies. For example, when processing the sentence “The key to the cabinets was...” comprehenders experience local interference from the plural cabinets, although the verb was needs to agree with the singular key (Nicol et al.1997; Pearlmutter et al. 1999). Indeed, individuals who are good at picking up adjacent dependencies among sequence elements in a serial-reaction time task also experience greater local interference effects in sentence processing (Misyak & Christiansen 2010). Moreover, similar local interference effects have been observed in production when people are asked to continue the above sentence after cabinets (Bock & Miller 1991).

More generally, analyses of Romanian and Czech (Ferrer-i-Cancho 2004) as well as Catalan, Basque, and Spanish (Ferrer-i-Cancho & Liu 2014) point to a pressure toward minimization of the distance between syntactically related words. This tendency toward local dependencies seems to be particularly strongly expressed in strict-word-order languages such as English, but somewhat less so for more flexible languages such as German (Gildea & Temperley 2010). However, the use of case marking in German may provide a cue to overcome this by indicating who does what to whom, as suggested by simulations of the learnability of different word orders with or without case markings (e.g., Lupyan & Christiansen 2002; Van Everbroeck 1999). This highlights the importance not only of distributional information (e.g., regarding word order) but also of other types of cues (e.g., involving phonological, semantic, or pragmatic information), as discussed previously.

We want to stress, however, that we are not denying the existence of long-distance syntactic dependencies; rather, we are suggesting that our ability to process such dependencies will be bounded by the number of chunks that can be kept in memory at a given level of linguistic...
representation. In many cases, chunking may help to minimize the distance over which a dependency has to remain in memory. For example, the use of personal pronouns can facilitate the processing of otherwise difficult object relative clauses because they are more easily chunked (e.g., People [you know] are more fun; Reali & Christiansen 2007a). Similarly, the processing of long-distance dependencies is eased when they are separated by highly frequent word combinations that can be readily chunked (e.g., Reali & Christiansen 2007b). More generally, the Chunk-and-Pass account is in line with other approaches that assign processing limitations and complexity as primary constraints on long-distance dependencies, thus potentially providing explanations for linguistic phenomena, such as subjacency (e.g., Berwick & Weinberg 1984; Klhender & Kutas 1993), island constraints (e.g., Hofmeister & Sag 2010), referential binding (e.g., Culicover 2013), and scope effects (e.g., O’Grady 2013). Crucially, though, as we argued earlier, the impact of these processing constraints may be lessened to some degree by the integration of multiple sources of information (e.g., from pragmatics, discourse context, and world knowledge) to support the ongoing interpretation of the input (e.g., Altmann & Steedman 1988; Heider et al. 2014; Tanenhaus et al. 1995).

6.1.3. Multiple levels of linguistic representation. Speech allows us to transmit a digital, symbolic code over a serial, analog channel using time variation in sound pressure (or using analog movements, in sign language). How might we expect this digital-analog-digital conversion to be tuned, to optimize the amount of information transmitted?

The problem of encoding and decoding digital signals over an analog serial channel is well studied in communication theory (Shannon 1948) – and, interestingly, the solutions typically adopted look very different from those employed by natural language. Crucially, to maximize the rate of transfer of information it is generally best to transform the message to be conveyed across the analog signal in a very nonlocal way. That is, rather than matching up portions of the information to be conveyed (e.g., in an engineering context, these might be the contents of a database) to particular portions of the analog signal, the best strategy is to encrypt the entire digital message using the entire analog signal, so that the message is coded as a block (e.g., MacKay 2003). But why is the engineering solution to information transmission so very different from that used by natural language, in which distinct portions of the analog signal correspond to meaningful units in the digital code (e.g., phonemes, words)? The Now-or-Never bottleneck provides a natural explanation.

A block-based code requires decoding a stored memory trace for the entire analog signal (for language, typically, acoustic) – that is, the whole block. This is straightforward for artificial computing systems, where memory interference is no obstacle. But this type of block coding is, of course, precisely what the Now-or-Never bottleneck rules out. The human perceptual system must turn the acoustic input into a (lossy) compressed form right away, or else the acoustic signal is lost forever. Similarly, the speech production system cannot decide to send a single, lengthy analog signal, and then successfully reel off the lengthy corresponding sequence of articulatory instructions, because this will vastly exceed our memory capacity for sequences of actions. Instead, the acoustic signal must be generated and decoded incrementally so that the symbolic information to be transmitted maps, fairly locally, to portions of the acoustic signal. Thus, to an approximation, whereas individual phonemes acoustically exhibit enormous contextual variation, diphones (pairs of phonemes) are a fairly stable acoustic signal, as evident by their use in tolerably good speech synthesis and recognition (e.g., Jurafsky et al. 2000). Overall, then, each successive segment of the analog acoustic input must correspond to a part of the symbolic code being transmitted. This is not because of considerations of informational efficiency but because of the brain’s processing limitations in encoding and decoding: specifically, by the Now-or-Never bottleneck.

The need rapidly to encode and decode implies that spoken language will consist of a sequence of short sound-based units (the precise nature of these units may be controversial, and may even differ between languages, but units could include diphones, phonemes, mora, syllables, etc.). Similarly, in speech production, the Now-or-Never bottleneck rules out planning and executing a long articulatory sequence (as in a block-code used in communication technology); rather, speech must be planned incrementally, in the Just-in-Time fashion, requiring that the speech signal corresponds to sequences of discrete sound-based units.

6.1.4. Duality of patterning. Our perspective has yet further intriguing implications. Because the Now-or-Never bottleneck requires that symbolic information must rapidly be read off the analog signal, the number of such symbols will be severely limited – and in particular, may be much smaller than the vocabulary of a typical speaker (many thousands or tens of thousands of items). This implies that the short symbolic sequences into which the acoustic signal is initially recoded cannot, in general, be bearers of meaning; instead, the primary bearers of meaning, lexical items, and morphemes, will be composed out of these smaller units.

Thus, the Now-or-Never bottleneck provides a potential explanation for a puzzling but ubiquitous feature of human languages, including signed languages. This is duality of patterning: the existence of (one or more) level(s) of symbolically encoded sound structure (whether described in terms of phonemes, mora, or syllables) from which the level of words and morphemes (over which meanings are defined) are composed. Such patterning arises, in the present analysis, as a consequence of rapid online multilevel chunking in both speech production and perception. In the absence of duality of patterning, the acoustic signal corresponding, say, to a single noun, could not be recoded incrementally as it is received (Warren & Marslen-Wilson 1987) – but would have to be processed as a whole, thus dramatically overloading sensory memory.

It is, perhaps, also of interest to note that the other domain in which people process enormously complex acoustic input – music – also typically consists of multiple layers of structure (notes, phrases, and so on, see, e.g., Lerdahl & Jackendoff 1983; Orwin et al. 2013). We may conjecture that Chunk-and-Pass processing operates for music as well as language, thus helping to explain why our ability to process musical input spectacularly exceeds our ability to process arbitrary sequential acoustic material (Clément et al. 1999).
6.1.5. The quasi-regularity of linguistic structure. We have argued that the Now-or-Nevers bottleneck implies that language processing involves applying highly local Chunk-and-Pass operations across a range of representational levels; and that language acquisition involves learning to perform such operations. But, as in the acquisition of other skills, learning from such specific instances does not operate by rote but leads to generalization and hence modification from one instance to another (Goldberg 2006). Indeed, such processes of local generalization are ubiquitous in language change, as we have noted above. From this standpoint, we should expect the rule-like patterns in language to emerge from generalizations across specific instances (see, e.g., Hahn & Nakisa 2000, for an example of this approach to inflectional morphology in German); once entrenched, such rule-like patterns can, of course, be applied quite broadly to newly encountered cases. Thus, patterns of regularity in language will emerge locally and bottom-up, from generalizations across individual instances, through processes of language use, acquisition, and change.

We should therefore expect language to be quasi-regular across phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics—to be an amalgam of overlapping and partially incompatible patterns, involving generalizations from the variety of linguistic forms from which successive language learners generalize. For example, English past tense morphology has, famously, the regular –ed ending, a range of subregularities (sing → sang, ring → rang, spring → sprung, but fling → flung, wring → wrung; and even bring → brought; with some verbs having the same present and past tense forms, e.g., cost → cost, hit → hit, split → split; whereas others differ wildly, e.g., go → went; am → was; see, e.g., Bybee & Slobin 1982; Pinker & Prince 1988; Rumelhart & McClelland 1986). This quasi-regular structure (Seidenberg & McClelland 1989) does indeed seem to be widespread throughout many aspects of language (e.g., Culicover 1999; Goldberg 2006; Pierrehumbert 2002).

From a traditional, generative perspective on language, such quasi-regularities are puzzling: Natural language is as-similated, somewhat by force, to the structure of a formal language with a precisely defined syntax and semantics—the ubiquitous departures from such regularities are mysterious. From the present standpoint, by contrast, the quasi-regular structure of language arises in rather the same way that a partially regular pattern of tracks were laid down across a forest, through the overlaid traces of an endless number of agents finding the path of local least resistance; and where each language processing episode tends to facilitate future, similar, processing episodes, just as an animal’s choice of path facilitates the use of that path for animals that follow.

6.2. What is linguistic structure?

Chunk-and-Pass processing can be viewed as having an interesting connection with traditional linguistic notions. In both production and comprehension, the language system creates a sequence of chunking operations, which link different linguistic units together across multiple levels of structure. That is, the syntactic structure of a given utterance is reflected in its processing history. This conception is reminiscent of previous proposals, in which syntax is viewed as a control structure for guiding semantic interpretation (e.g., Ford et al. 1982; Kempson et al. 2001; Morrill 2010). For example, in describing his incremental parser-interpreter, Pulman (1985) noted, “Syntactic information is used to build up the interpretation and to guide the parse, but does not result in the construction of an independent level of representation” (p. 132). Steedman (2000) adopted a closely related perspective when introducing his combinatorial categorial grammar, which aims to map surface structure directly onto logic-based semantic interpretations, given rich lexical representations of words that include information about phonological structure, syntactic category, and meaning: “… syntactic structure is merely the characterization of the process of constructing a logical form, rather than a representational level of structure that actually needs to be built…” (p. xi). Thus, in these accounts, the syntactic structure of a sentence is not explicitly represented by the language system but plays the role of a processing “trace” of the operations used to create or interpret the sentence (see also O’Grady 2005).

To take an analogy from constructing objects, rather than sentences, the process by which components of an IKEA-style flat-pack cabinet are combined provides a “history” (combine a board, handle, and screws to construct the doors; combine frame and shelf to construct the body; combine doors, body, and legs to create the finished cabinet). The history by which the cabinet was constructed may thus reveal the intricate structure of the finished item, but this structure need not be explicitly represented during the construction process. Thus, we can “read off” the syntactic structure of a sentence from its processing history, revealing the syntactic relations between various constituents (likely with a “flat” structure; Frank et al. 2012). Syntactic representations are neither computed during comprehension nor in production; instead, there is just a history of processing operations. That is, we view linguistic structure as processing history. Importantly, this means that syntax is not privileged but is only one part of the system—and it is not independent of the other parts (see also Fig. 2).

In this view, a rather minimal notion of grammar specifies how the chunks from which a sentence is built can be composed. There may be several, or indeed many, orders in which such combinations can occur, just as operations for furniture assembly may be carried out somewhat flexibly (but not completely without constraints—it might turn out that the body must be screwed together before a shelf can be attached). In the context of producing and understanding language, the process of construction is likely to be much more constrained: Each new “component” is presented in turn, and it must be used immediately or it will be lost. Moreover, viewing Chunk-and-Pass processing as an aspect of skill acquisition, we might expect that the precise nature of chunks may change with expertise: Highly overlearned material might, for example, gradually come to be treated as a single chunk (see Arnon & Christiansen, submitted, for a review).

Crucially, as with other skills, the cognitive system will tend to be a cognitive miser (Fiske & Taylor 1984), generally following a principle of least effort (Zipf 1949). As processing proceeds, there is an intricate interplay of top-down and bottom-up processing to align on the message as rapidly as possible. The language system need only construct enough chunk structure so that, when combined with prior discourse and background knowledge, the intended message can be inferred incrementally. This
observation relates to some interesting contemporary linguistic proposals. For example, from a generative perspective, Culicover (2013) highlighted the importance of incremental processing, arguing that the interpretation of a pronoun depends on which discourse elements are available when it is encountered. This implies that the linear order of words in a sentence (rather than hierarchical structure) plays an important role in many apparently grammatical phenomena, including weak cross-over effects in referential binding. From an emergentist perspective, O’Grady (2015) similarly emphasized the importance of real-time processing constraints for explaining differences in the interpretation of reflexive pronouns (himself, themselves) and plain pronouns (him, them). The former are resolved locally, and thus almost instantly, whereas the antecedents for the latter are searched for within a broader domain (causing problems in acquisition because of a bias toward local information).

More generally, our view of linguistic structure as processing history offers a way to integrate the formal linguistic contributions of construction grammar (e.g., Croft 2001; Goldberg 2006) with the psychological insights from usage-based approaches to language acquisition and processing (e.g., Bybee & McClelland 2003; Tomasello 2003). Specifically, we propose to view constructions as computational procedures—specifying how to process and produce a particular chunk—where we take a broad view of constructions as involving chunks at different levels of linguistic representation, from morphemes to multiword sequences. A procedure may integrate several different aspects of language processing or production, including chunking acoustic input into sound-based units (phonemes, syllables), mapping a chunk onto meaning (or vice versa), incorporating pragmatic or discourse information, and associating a chunk with specific arguments (see also O’Grady 2005; 2013). As with other skills (e.g., Heathcote et al. 2000; Newell & Rosenbloom 1981), there will be practice effects, where the repeated use of a given chunk results in faster processing and reduced demands on cognitive resources, and with sufficient use, leading to a high degree of automaticity (e.g., Logan 1988; see Bybee & McClelland 2005, for a linguistic perspective).

In terms of our previous forest track analogy, the more a particular chunk is comprehended or produced, the more entrenched it becomes, resulting in easier access and faster processing; tracks become more established with use. With sufficiently frequent use, adjacent tracks may blend together, creating somewhat wider paths. For example, the frequent processing of simple transitive sentences, processed individually as multwort chunks, such as “I want milk.” “I want candy,” might first lead to a wider track involving the item-based template “I want X.” Repeated use of this template along with others (e.g., “I like X.” “I see X”) might eventually give rise to a more abstract transitive generalization along the lines of N V N (a highway in terms of our track analogy). Similar proposals for the emergence of basic word order patterns have been proposed both within emergentist (e.g., O’Grady 2005; 2013; Tomasello 2003) and generative perspectives (e.g., Townsend & Bever 2001). Importantly, however, just as with generalizations in perception and motor skills, the grammatical abstractions are not explicitly represented but result from the merging of item-based procedures for chunking. Consequently, there is no representation of grammatical structure separate from processing. Learning to process is learning the grammar.

7. Conclusion

The perspective developed in this article sees language as composed of a myriad of specific processing episodes, where particular messages are conveyed and understood. Like other action sequences, linguistic acts have their structure in virtue of the cognitive mechanisms that produce and perceive them. We have argued that the structure of language is, in particular, strongly affected by a severe limitation on human memory: the Now-or-Never bottleneck. Sequential information, at many levels of analysis, must rapidly be recoded to avoid being interfered with or overwritten by the deluge of subsequent material. To cope with the Now-or-Never bottleneck, the language system chunks new material as rapidly as possible at a range of increasingly abstract levels of representation. As a consequence, Chunk-and-Pass processing induces a multilevel structure over linguistic input. The history of the process of chunk building can be viewed as analogous to a shallow surface structure in linguistics, and the repertoire of possible chunking mechanisms and the principles by which they can be combined can be viewed as defining a grammar. Indeed, we have suggested that chunking procedures may be one interpretation of the constructions that are at the core of linguistic theories of construction grammar. More broadly, the Now-or-Never bottleneck promises to provide a framework within which to reintegrate the language sciences, from the psychology of language comprehension and production, to language acquisition, language change, and evolution, to the study of language structure.
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NOTES
1. Levinson (2000) used the term bottleneck in a different, though interestingly related, way to refer to an asymmetry between the speed of language production and comprehension processes. Slower production processes are in this sense a “bottleneck” to communication.
2. Moreover, the rate of information transfer per unit of time appears to be quite similar across spoken and signed languages (Bellugi & Fischer 1972). Indeed, information transfer also appears to be roughly constant across a variety of spoken languages (Pellegrino et al. 2011).
3. Note that the Chunk-and-Pass framework does not take a stand on whether “coded meaning” is necessarily computed before “enriched meaning” (for discussion, see Noveck & Reboul 2005). Indeed, to the extent that familiar “chunks” can be “gestalts” associated with standardized enriched meanings, then the coded meaning could, in principle, be bypassed. So, for example, could you pass the salt might be directly interpreted as a request, bypassing any putative initial representation as a yes/no question. Similarly, an idiom such as kick the bucket may
directly be associated with the meaning die. The same appears to be true for non-idiomatic compositional "chunks" such as to the edge (Jolsvai et al. 2013). This viewpoint is compatible with a variety of perspectives in linguistics that treat multword chunks in the same way as traditional lexical items (e.g., Croft 2001; Goldberg 2006).

4. Our framework is neutral about competing proposals concerning how precisely production and comprehension processes are entwined (e.g., Capp et al. 2012; Dell & Chang 2014; Pickering & Garrod 2013a) — but see Chater et al. (2016).

5. The phrase “just-in-time” has been used in the engineering field of speech synthesis in a similar way (Baumann & Schlangen 2012).

6. It is likely that some more detailed information is also maintained and accessible to the language system. For example, Levy et al. (2009) found more eye-movement regressions when people read The coach smiled at the player tossed the Frisbee compared with The coach smiled toward the player tossed the Frisbee. They argued that this is because at has contextually plausible neighbors (as, and) whereas toward does not. The regression suggests that, on encountering processing difficulty, the language system “checks back” to see whether it recognized an earlier word correctly — but does so only when other plausible alternative interpretations may be possible. This pattern requires that higher-level representations do not throw away lower-level information entirely. Some information about the visual (or perhaps phonological) form of at and toward must be maintained, to determine whether or not there are contextually plausible neighbors that might be the correct interpretation. This pattern is compatible with the present account: Indeed, the example of SF in section 2 indicates how high-level organization may be critical to retaining lower-level information (e.g., interpreting random digits as running times makes them more memorable).

7. It is conceivable that the presence of ambiguities may be a necessary component of an efficient communication system, in which easy-to-produce chunks are reused — thus becoming ambiguous — in a trade-off between ease of production and difficulty of comprehension (Piantadosi et al. 2012).

8. Although our account is consistent with the standard linguistic levels, from phonology through syntax to pragmatics, we envisage that a complete model may include finer-grained levels, distinguishing, for example, multiple levels of discourse representation. One interesting proposal along these lines, developed from the work of Austin (1962) and Clark (1996), is outlined in Enfield (2013).

9. Note that, in particular, the present viewpoint does not rule out the possibility that some detailed information is retained in processing (e.g., Goldinger 1998; Gurevich et al. 2010; Pierrehumbert 2002). But such detailed information can be retained only because the original input has been chunked successfully, rather than being stored in raw form.

10. It is often difficult empirically to distinguish bottom-up and top-down effects. Bottom-up statistics across large corpora of low-level representations can mimic the operation of high-level representations in many cases; indeed, the power of such statistics is central to the success of much statistical natural language processing, including speech recognition and machine translation (e.g., Manning & Schütze 1999). However, rapid sensitivity to background knowledge and nonlinguistic context suggests that there is also an important top-down flow of information in human language processing (e.g., Altmann 2004; Altmann & Kamide 1999; Marslen-Wilson et al. 1993) as well as in cognition, more generally (e.g., Bar 2004).

11. Strictly speaking, “good-enough first time” may be a more appropriate description. As may be true across cognition (e.g., Simon 1956), the language system may be a satisficer rather than a maximizer (Ferreira et al. 2002).

12. Some classes of learning algorithm can be converted from “batch-learning” to “incremental” or “online” form, including connectionist learning (Saad 1998) and the widely used expectation-maximization (EM) algorithms (Neal & Hinton 1998), typically with diminished learning performance. How far it is possible to create viable online versions of existing language acquisition algorithms is an important question for future research.

13. Nonetheless, as would be expected from a statistical model of learning, some early productivity is observed at the word level, where words are fairly independent and may not form reliable chunks (e.g., children’s determiner-noun combinations, Valian et al. 2009; Yang 2013; though see McAuley & Christiansen 2014b; Pine et al. 2013, for evidence that such productivity is not driven by syntactic categories).

14. Interestingly, though, the notion of “triggers” in the principles and parameters model (Chomsky 1981) potentially fits with the online learning framework outlined here (Berwick 1985; Fodor 1998; Lightfoot 1989). Parameters are presumed to be set when crucial “triggering” information is observed in the child’s input (for discussion, see Gibson & Waxler 1994; Niyoji & Berwick 1996; Yang 2002). However, this model is very difficult to reconcile with incremental processing and, moreover, it does not provide a good fit with empirical linguistic data (Boeckx & Leivada 2013).

15. Note that the stability—plasticity dilemma arises in connectionist modeling: models that globally modify their weights, in response to new items, often learn only very slowly, to avoid “catastrophic interference” with prior items (e.g., French 1999; McCloskey & Cohen 1989; Ratcliff 1990). Notably, though, catastrophic interference may occur only if the old input rarely reappears later in learning.

16. Although Givón (1979) discussed how syntactic constructions might derive from previous pragmatic discourse structure, he did not coin the phrase “today’s syntax is yesterday’s discourse.” Instead, it has been ascribed to him through paraphrasings of his maxim that “today’s morphology is yesterday’s syntax” from Givón (1971), an idea he attributed to the Chinese philosopher Lao Tse.

17. Apparent counterexamples to the general unidirectionality of grammaticalization — such as the compound verb to up the ante (e.g., Campbell 2000) — are entirely compatible with the present approach: They correspond to the creation of new idiomatic chunks, from other pre-existing chunks, and thus do not violate our principle that chunks generally decay.

18. It remains, of course, of great interest to understand the biological evolutionary history that led to the cognitive pre-requisites for the cultural evolution of language. Candidate mechanisms include joint attention, large long-term memory, sequence processing ability, appropriate articulatory machinery, auditory processing systems, and so on. But this is the study not of language evolution but of the evolution of the biological precursors of language (Christiansen & Chater 2008; for an opposing perspective, see Pinker & Bloom 1990).

19. The term “computational procedure” is also used by Saggar and Herschensohn (2010), but they viewed such procedures as developing “in tandem with the growing grammatical competence” (p. 2022). Likewise, Townsend and Bever (2001) discussed “frequency-based perceptual templates that assign the initial meaning” (p. 6). However, they argued that this only results in “pseudosyntactic” structure, which is later checked against a complete derivational structure. In contrast, we argue that these computational procedures are all there is to grammar, a proposal that dovetails with O’Grady’s (2005; 2013) notion of “computational routines,” but with a focus on chunking in our case.
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Abstract: For language acquisition and processing, the ideomotor theory predicts that the comprehension and the production of language are functionally based on their expected perceptual effects (i.e., linguistic events). This anticipative mechanism is central for action–perception behaviors in human and nonhuman animals, but a recent ideomotor recycling theory has emphasized a language account throughout an evolutionary perspective. The Now-or-Neaver bottleneck, according to Christiansen & Chater (C&C), is, in a broad-spectrum view, a convincing constraint in language acquisition and processing. From general action–perception principles, this bottleneck deals with a myriad of linguistic inputs to recode them by chunks as rapidly as possible. Accordingly, language processing involves a prediction (or anticipation) mechanism that encodes new linguistic feature very rapidly. I agree with this general position, but the described predictive mechanism in charge of such anticipation does not seem theoretically conclusive in regard to a recent ideomotor recycling theory (Badets et al. 2016).

Sensorimotor and predictive mechanisms have been clearly theorized in the last 40 years (Adams 1971; Shin et al. 2010; Wolpert et al. 2011). For example, as suggested in the Now-or-Neaver bottleneck framework, the computational modeling approaches of motor control assume that two kinds of internal models are in charge of producing goal-directed behaviors (e.g., Wolpert et al. 2001). The first is the forward model, which predicts the expected sensory consequences as a function of the motor command. The second is the inverse model, a mechanism that transforms the expected sensory consequences into motor commands. Basically, the inverse model is related to a motor plan to reach the expected goal, and the forward model is in charge of monitoring an action by comparing the expected sensory consequences to the actual sensory consequences. Differences can cause an adaptation to the motor mechanism in order to attain the goal. For efficient regulations of goal-directed actions, the forward and inverse models are equally central. However, this theoretical framework assumes an equivalent weight for the representation underlying the expected perceptual effects and the representation of the behavior to achieve these effects. In contrast, the ideomotor theory does not deny the involvement of a movement system but assumes a primary role for expected perceptual events, which could be central in language production and comprehension (Badets et al. 2016 see also Kishima et al. 2013).

Ideomotor theory predicts that behaviors are functionally linked to their sensory consequences (Greenwald 1976; Hommel et al. 2001). The core mechanism is that actions are represented mainly by the expected perceptual consequences (or effects) they aim to produce in the environment. From an evolutionary account, it is obvious that such an action–perception mechanism dedicated to situated interaction is present for millions of years, since ancestral animals (Cisek & Kalaska 2001). Moreover, Badets et al. 2016 have recently suggested “we can easily assume that there is a reuse of cognitive function from mechanisms of simple motor control to more elaborated communication and language processing” (p. 11). In this theory based on the concept of exaptation (Gould & Vrba 1982), the ideomotor mechanism is recycled (i.e., exapted) during evolution or normal development in order to manage new world interaction like the human language (see Anderson 2010 for a neuronal reuse perspective).

According to the ideomotor recycling theory, the expected consequences of abstract meanings are simulated in an anticipative way in order to retrieve the appropriate and concrete words and sentences during the production (≈ action) and the comprehension (≈ perception) of language. Importantly, and as suggested by Greenwald (1972), “it ought to be possible to select a response very directly, perhaps totally bypassing any limited-capacity process, by presenting a stimulus that closely resembles the response’s sensory feedback” (p. 52). Consequently, we can easily clarify the close alignment of linguistic meanings during a dialogue between two persons (see also Pickering & Garrod 2013a). In this context, an utterance is represented by the expected consequences of abstract meanings for speaker, which can be processed (≈ stimulus processing) very rapidly, as expected meanings for the subsequent utterance in listener (≈ sensory feedback). For the ideomotor recycling theory, there are common representational formats between shared abstract meanings during a dialogue.

Finally, there is another piece, but indirect, of evolutionary evidence for an ideomotor account in language processing. Indeed, for Gardenfors (2004) “there has been a co-evolution of cooperation and communicative goals and symbolic communications” (p. 243). Corballis (2009) suggested the same mutual mechanism between the capacity to envision the far future and language processing. Consequently, if the ideomotor recycling theory can explain some parts of human language (Badets et al. 2016), it could be argued that the same recycled mechanism can also be in charge for the representation of the future (see also Badets & Ronson et al. 2015). In this view, Badets and Osirak (2015) have recently suggested that such an anticipative mechanism could be central for the representation of future scenarios. From different paradigms and domains like tool use, action memory, prospective memory, or motor skill learning, compelling evidence highlights that the ideomotor mechanism can predict far-future-situated events to adapt different and efficient behaviors. For Corballis (2009), language has the capacity to improve the representation of such future scenarios. For instance, in telling a person what will happen next week (associated with predicted storm weather) if he or she practices sailing, it is possible to form a coherent agent representation that can be avoided in the future. This mutual ideomotor mechanism between language and the capacity to envision the future gives an evident evolutionary advantage for humans.

To conclude, it seems that, from an evolutionary perspective, the ideomotor mechanism has been recycled in order to spread its influence on human behavior beyond simple motor acts. The ideomotor recycling theory can apply to language processing and other higher cognitive functions as foresight. For language, common representational formats between shared and expected abstract meanings during a dialogue can explain very rapid and efficient language skills.

Language processing is not a race against time
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Abstract: We agree with Christiansen & Chater (C&C) that language processing and acquisition are tightly constrained by the limits of sensory and memory systems. However, the human brain supports a range of cognitive functions that mitigate the effects of information processing bottlenecks. The language system is partly organised around...
these moderating factors, not just around restrictions on storage and computation.

Christiansen & Chater’s (C&C’s) theory builds upon the notion that linguistic structures and processes are specific responses to the limitations of sensory and memory systems. Language relies on three main strategies – incrementality, hierarchical representation, and prediction – for coping with those limitations. We think this list is incomplete, and that it should also include inference, the ability to read and write, pragmatic devices for coordinating speaker and hearer, and the mutual tuning of speech comprehension and production systems in the brain. We aim to show that this is more than merely adding items to a list: Our argument points to a different balance between restrictions on storage and computation, and the full range of cognitive functions that have a mitigating effect on them. Indeed, C&C’s concise inventory satisfies all constraints, but no more. Language processing remains a race against time. We argue instead that the moderating factors widely offset the constraints, suggesting a different picture of language than the one envisaged by C&C.

Hearing is the main input channel for language. C&C discuss constraints on auditory analysis, but not the mechanisms by which the brain recovers lost information. Sensory systems rely heavily on perceptual inference. A classic example is phonemic restoration (PhR) (Warren 1970): Deleting auditory segments from speech reduces comprehension, but if the deleted segment is replaced with noise, comprehension is restored. PhR is not the creation of an illusory percept but the reorganisation of input. Because PhR arises in auditory cortices, it requires that energy be present at the relevant frequencies (Petkov et al. 2007). Short segments of unprocessed speech are not necessarily lost but may often be reconstructed. Probabilistic and logical inference to richer structures based on sparse data is available at all levels of representation in language (Graesser et al. 1994; Swinney & Osterhout 1990).

Vision is next in line in importance. In C&C’s theory, vision has largely a supporting role: It may provide cues that disambiguate speech, but it is itself subject to constraints like auditory processing. However, the human brain can translate information across modalities, such that constraints that apply to one modality are weaker or absent in another. This applies to some innovations in recent human evolutionary history, including reading and writing. By the nature of texts as static visual objects, the effects of temporal constraints on information intake may be reduced or abolished. This is not to say there are no temporal constraints on reading: Processing the fine temporal structure of speech is crucial for reading acquisition (Dehaene 2009; Goswami 2015). Written information, though, is often freely accessible in ways that auditory information is not. We acquire a portion of our vocabulary and grammar through written language, and we massively use text to communicate. Therefore, it seems that C&C’s premise that “language is fleeting” applies to spoken language only, and not to language in general.

But even auditory information can often be freely re-accessed. Misperception and the loss of information in conversation pose coordination problems. These can be solved by deploying a number of pragmatic devices that allow speaker and hearer to realign: echo questions are one example (A: “I just returned from Kyrgyzstan.” B: “You just returned from where?”). Information is re-accessed by manipulating the source of the input, with (implicit) requests to slow down production, or to deliver a new token of the same type. Language use relies on a two-track system (Clark 1996): (1) communication about “stuff” and (2) communication about communication. Track 2 allows us to recover from failure to process information on Track 1, and to focus attention on what matters from Track 1. Signals from both tracks are subject to bottlenecks and constraints; nonetheless, Track 2 alleviates the effects of restrictions on Track 1 processing. Interestingly, infants are able to engage in repair of failed messages (Golinkoff 1986). This capacity develops early in childhood, in parallel with language growth (Brinton et al. 1986a; Saxton et al. 2005; Tomasello et al. 1990; Yoneta 1998).

Finally, C&C claim that different levels of linguistic representation are mapped onto a hierarchy of cortical circuits. Each circuit chunks and passes elements at increasingly larger timescales. But research indicates the picture is rather more complicated. Most brain regions can work at multiple timescales. Frontal and temporal language cortices can represent and manipulate information delivered at different rates, and over intervals of different duration (Fuster 1995; Pallier et al. 2011; Ding et al. 2016). Furthermore, the left parietal lobe is a critical region for both temporal processing (e.g., Vicario et al. 2013; see Wiener et al. 2018 for a review) and amodal (spoken and written) word comprehension (Mesulam 1998). The left inferior parietal cortex is a core area for speech comprehension and production because of its connections with wide portions of Wernicke’s (superior temporal cortex [STC]) and Broca’s (left inferior frontal gyrus) areas (Catani et al. 2005). The temporal cortex processes speech at different scales: at shorter windows (25–50 ms) in the left STG, and at longer windows (150–250 ms) in the right STG (Boenio et al. 2005; Giraud et al. 2007; Giraud & Poeppel 2012). This asymmetry might result from mutual tuning of primary auditory and motor cortices in the left hemisphere (Morillon et al. 2010). If speech production and perception indeed share some of the constraints described by C&C, then neither system should be expected to lag behind the speed or the resolution of the other.

A more comprehensive theory of language processing would arise from taking into account constraints of the kind discussed by C&C, plus a wider array of cognitive mechanisms mitigating the effect of these constraints, including (but not limited to) Chunk-and-Pass processing and its corollaries. The human brain’s ubiquitous capacity to infer, recover, and re-access unprocessed, lost, or degraded information is as much part of the “design” of the language system as incrementality, hierarchical representation, and prediction. The joint effect of these strategies is to make language processing much less prone to information loss and much less subject to time pressures than C&C seem to imply.

**Pro and con: Internal speech and the evolution of complex language**
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**Abstract:** The target article by Christiansen & Chater (C&C) offers an integrated framework for the study of language acquisition and, possibly, a novel role for internal speech in language acquisition. However, the “Now-or-Ne ver bottleneck” raises a paradox for language evolution. It seems to imply that language complexity has been either reduced over time or has remained the same. How, then, could languages as complex as ours have evolved in prelinguistic ancestors? Linguistic Platonism could offer a solution to this paradox.

Christiansen & Chater (C&C) promise to provide “an integrated framework for explaining many aspects of language structure, acquisition, and evolution that have previously been treated separately” (sect. 1, para. 5). This integration results in a plausible language acquisition model. Citing a wealth of compelling empirical evidence, C&C propose that language is learned like other skills and that linguistic abilities are not isolated biological traits, as suggested by Hauser et al. (2014), but continuous with other motor and cognitive skills. Rejecting the Chomskyan dogma that language learning is effortless and
(virtually) instantaneous (Chomsky 1975; 1980; 1986; 2012). C&C propose that "the Now-or-Never bottleneck requires that language acquisition be viewed as a type of skill learning, such as learning to drive, juggle, play the violin, or play chess. Such skills appear to be learned through practicing the skill, using online feedback during the practice itself." (sect. 4, para. 4). This view integrates language naturally within cognition and does not require the postulation of domain-specific cognitive modules. Additionally, C&C’s account casts doubt on Chomsky’s claim that the fact that we frequently talk silently to ourselves supports his view that the function of language is not communication (e.g., Chomsky 2000; 2002; 2012). A more parsimonious explanation would assume that frequent internal monologues arose from the habitual “practise” (fine-tuning by [silently] doing) of language learning. C&C argue that “we should expect the exploitation of memory to require ‘replaying’ learned material, so that it can be reprocessed” (sect. 4.1, para. 5). They cite substantial neuroscientific evidence that such replay occurs and propose that dreaming may have a related function. Given that especially the integration of available information across different types and levels of abstraction and the anticipation of responses might require more practice than the mere execution of (audible) speech itself, this might initially provide an additional medium for language learning. Later in life, such internal monologue could be recruited to the function Chomsky envisioned. Future research could uncover at what age children begin using internal monologue, to what degree second-language acquisition is assisted by learners switching their internal monologue from L1 to L2, and whether the lack of internal monologue (e.g., Grandin 2005) has negative effects on fluency in production.

Although C&C’s account offers an attractive language acquisition model, it seems to create a paradox for language evolution. C&C argue that there are strong pressures toward simplification and reduction. For example, when a very simple artificial toy language was simulated, it “collapses into just a few different forms that allowed for systematic, albeit semantically underspecified, generalization.” In natural language, however, the pressure toward reduction is normally kept in balance by the need to maintain effective communication (sect. 5, para. 4). This observation raises the following problem: For an existing, fairly complex system, simplification may indeed lead to the kinds of changes C&C discuss (e.g., that “chunks at each level of linguistic structure – discourse, syntax, morphology, and phonology – are potentially subject to reduction” [sect. 5, para. 5]). But in this view there is a strong pressure toward simplification and virtually no possibility of increasing complexity. Yet it is not clear why the language of our distant ancestors would have been more complex than or at least as complex as modern languages. It has been argued convincingly that the complexity of grammar actually needed to support most daily activities of humans living in complex contemporary societies is substantially less than that exhibited by any contemporary human language (Gil 2009, p. 19), and it seems implausible that existing language complexity is functionally motivated.

If the Now-or-Never bottleneck has the power C&C attribute to it, it must have constrained language learning and use for our distant ancestors in the same way as it does for us. Presumably these ancestors had cognitive capacities that were not superior to ours, and their culture would have imposed even fewer demands for linguistic complexity than contemporary culture. So how could they have evolved a highly complex language system that in turn could be reduced to provide the cognitive foundation for grammaticalization? C&C suggest analogies between language and other cognitive processes (e.g., vision). This is problematic because the visual system evolved to perceive objects that exist independently of this system. On purely naturalist accounts, languages have no existence independent of human brains or human culture. Therefore, both the cognitive abilities underlying linguistic competence and the language that is learned must have evolved. Decades ago it was suggested that many of the problems that bedevil Chomskyan linguistics can be eliminated if one adopts linguistic Platonism and draws a distinction between the knowledge speakers have of their language and the languages that speakers have knowledge of. Platonism considers as distinct (1) the study of semantic properties and relations like ambiguity, synonymy, meaningfulness, and analyticity, and (2) the study of the neuropsychological brain-states of a person who has acquired knowledge about these semantic properties (e.g., Behme 2014a; Katz 1984; 1996; 1998; Katz & Postal 1991–1992; Neef 2014; Postal 2003; 2009). In such a view, languages and brains that have acquired knowledge of languages are two distinct ontological systems.

In addition to eliminating many problems for contemporary linguistics, such a view also might resolve the language evolution paradox because languages have an independent existence, and only human cognitive capacity evolves. It might be argued that the epistemology of linguistic Platonism is hopeless. Although this is not the place to defend linguistic Platonism, one should remember that in mathematics it is widely accepted that the number systems exist independently of human brains and human culture, and are discovered, just as are other objects of scientific discovery. It has been argued that if one accepts the possibility of mathematical realism, there is no a priori reason to reject the possibility of linguistic realism (e.g., Behme 2014b; Katz 1998). Before rejecting linguistic Platonism out of hand, one ought to remember that

For psychology, AI, and the related cognitive sciences, the question of what a grammar is a theory of is important because its answer can resolve troublesome issues about where the linguist’s work ends and the cognitive scientist’s begins. A Platonist answer to this question would clearly divide linguistics and cognitive sciences so that the wasteful and unnecessary quarrels of the past can be put behind us. (Katz 1984, p. 28)
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Socio-demographic influences on language structure and change: Not all learners are the same
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Socio-demographic influences on language structure and change: Not all learners are the same

Abstract: The Now-or-Never bottleneck has important consequence for understanding why languages have the structures they do. However, not addressed by C&C is that the bottleneck may interact with echo is doing the learning: While some languages are mostly learned by infants, others have a large share of adult learners. We argue that such socio-demographic differences extend and qualify C&C’s thesis. We wholeheartedly agree with Christiansen & Chater (C&C) that “acquiring a language is learning to process” (sect. 5, para. 3) and that “there is no representation of grammatical structure separate from processing” (sect. 6.2, para. 6). We also agree with C&C’s more general thesis that the structure of language cannot be understood without taking into account the constraints and biases of the language learners and users. Although the Now-or-Neve
Commentary/Christiansen & Chater: The Now-or-Neaver bottleneck: A fundamental constraint on language processing
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Abstract: Christiansen & Chater (C&C) propose that language comprehenders must immediately compress perceptual data by ‘chunking’ them into higher-level categories. Effective language understanding, however, requires maintaining perceptual information long enough to integrate it with downstream cues. Indeed, recent results suggest comprehenders do this. Although cognitive systems are undoubtedly limited, frameworks that do not take into account the tasks that these systems evolved to solve risk missing important insights.

Christiansen & Chater (C&C) propose that memory limitations force language comprehenders to compress perceptual data immediately, forgetting lower-level information and maintaining only higher-level categories (“chunks”). Recent data from speech perception and sentence processing, however, demonstrate that comprehenders can maintain fine-grained lower-level perception information for substantial durations. These results directly contradict the central idea behind the Now-or-Neaver bottleneck. To the extent that the framework allows them, it risks becoming so flexible that it fails to make substantive claims. On the other hand, these results are predicted by existing frameworks, such as bounded rationality, which are thus more productive frameworks for future research. We illustrate this argument with recent developments in our understanding of a classic result in speech perception: categorical perception.

Initial results in speech perception suggested that listeners are insensitive to fine-grained within-category differences in voice onset time (VOT), the most important cue distinguishing voiced and voiceless stop consonants, e.g., “b” versus “p” in hill versus pill, encoding only whether a sound is “voiced” or “voiceless” (Liberman et al. 1957). Subsequent work demonstrated sensitivity to within-category differences (Carney et al. 1977; Pisoni & Tash 1974), with some findings interpreted as evidence this sensitivity rapidly decays (e.g., Pisoni & Lazarus 1974). Such a picture is very similar to the idea behind Chunk-and-Pass: Listeners rapidly chunk phonetic detail into a phoneme, forgetting the subcategorical information in the process.

Although we agree with C&C that “multiple forces influence language change in parallel” (sect. 5, para. 9), we emphasize the force constraining the learning community. Languages adapt to the specific (cognitive) learning constraints and communicative needs of the learners and speakers.

Now or … later: Perceptual data are not immediately forgotten during language processing
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Abstract: Christiansen & Chater (C&C) propose that language comprehenders must immediately compress perceptual data by ‘chunking’ them into higher-level categories. Effective language understanding, however, requires maintaining perceptual information long enough to integrate it with downstream cues. Indeed, recent results suggest comprehenders do this. Although cognitive systems are undoubtedly limited, frameworks that do not take into account the tasks that these systems evolved to solve risk missing important insights.

Christiansen & Chater (C&C) propose that memory limitations force language comprehenders to compress perceptual data immediately, forgetting lower-level information and maintaining only higher-level categories (“chunks”). Recent data from speech perception and sentence processing, however, demonstrate that comprehenders can maintain fine-grained lower-level perception information for substantial durations. These results directly contradict the central idea behind the Now-or-Neaver bottleneck. To the extent that the framework allows them, it risks becoming so flexible that it fails to make substantive claims. On the other hand, these results are predicted by existing frameworks, such as bounded rationality, which are thus more productive frameworks for future research. We illustrate this argument with recent developments in our understanding of a classic result in speech perception: categorical perception.

Initial results in speech perception suggested that listeners are insensitive to fine-grained within-category differences in voice onset time (VOT), the most important cue distinguishing voiced and voiceless stop consonants, e.g., “b” versus “p” in hill versus pill, encoding only whether a sound is “voiced” or “voiceless” (Liberman et al. 1957). Subsequent work demonstrated sensitivity to within-category differences (Carney et al. 1977; Pisoni & Tash 1974), with some findings interpreted as evidence this sensitivity rapidly decays (e.g., Pisoni & Lazarus 1974). Such a picture is very similar to the idea behind Chunk-and-Pass: Listeners rapidly chunk phonetic detail into a phoneme, forgetting the subcategorical information in the process.

Although we agree with C&C that “multiple forces influence language change in parallel” (sect. 5, para. 9), we emphasize the force constraining the learning community. Languages adapt to the specific (cognitive) learning constraints and communicative needs of the learners and speakers.
of bounded rationality: Information critical to the successful recognition of phonetic categories often occurs downstream in the speech signal (Bard et al. 1988; Grosjean 1985). Effective language understanding thus requires maintaining and integrating graded support for different phonetic categories provided by a sound’s acoustics (its subcategorical information) with information present in the downstream signal. Indeed, more recent work suggests that competitors are maintained for this. For example, evidence in VOT are not immediately forgotten but are still available downstream at the end of a multisyllabic word (McMurray et al. 2009; see Dahan 2010, for further discussion of right-context effects).

Of particular relevance is a line of work initiated by Connine et al. (1991, Expt. 1). They manipulated VOT in the initial segment of target words (dent/tent) and embedded these words in utterances with downstream information about the word’s identity (e.g., “The tent in the fender” or “… forest”). They found that listeners can maintain subcategorical phonetic detail and integrate it with downstream information even beyond word boundaries.

Chunk-and-Pass does not predict these results. Recognizing this, C&C allow violations of No-Or-Never, as long as “such online ‘right-context effects’ [are] highly local, because raw perceptual input will be lost if it is not rapidly identified” (sect. 3.1, para. 7). The studies of Proctor (1982) substantially weakens the predictive power of their proposal. On the other hand, Connine et al.’s results do seem to support this qualification. They reported that subcategorical phonetic detail (a) was maintained only 3 syllables downstream, but not 6–8, and (b) was maintained only for maximally ambiguous tokens.

Recent work, however, points to methodological issues that call both of these limitations into question (Bicknell et al. 2015). Regarding (a), Connine et al. allowed listeners to respond at any point in the sentence: On 84% of trials in the 6–8 syllable condition, listeners categorized the target word prior to hearing the relevant right-context (e.g., fender or forest). Therefore, these responses could not probe access to subcategorical information. In a replication that avoided this problem, we found that subcategorical detail decays more slowly than Connine et al’s analysis would suggest: Subcategorical detail was maintained for at least 6–8 syllables (the longest range investigated). Regarding (b), Connine et al.’s analysis was based on proportions, rather than log-odds. Rational integration of downstream information with subcategorical information should lead to additive effects in log-odds space (which, in proportional space, then are largest around the maximally ambiguous tokens; Bicknell et al. 2015). This is indeed what we found. The effect of downstream information on the log-odds of hearing dent (or tent) was constant across the entire VOT range. In short, subcategorical information is maintained longer than previous studies suggested, not immediately discarded by chunking (see also Szostak & Pitt 2013). Moreover, maintenance is not limited to special cases; it is the default (Brown et al. 2014).

Clearly, language processing is subject to cognitive limitations; many—if not most—theories of language processing acknowledge this. In its general form, the Now-or-Never bottleneck thus embodies an idea as old as the cognitive sciences: that observable behavior and the cognitive representations and mechanisms underlying this behavior are primarily driven by a priori (static/ fixed) cognitive limitations. This contrasts with another view: Cognitive and neural systems have evolved efficient solutions to the computational tasks agents face (Anderson 1990). Both views have been productive, providing explanations for perception, motor control, and cognition, including language (and C&C have contributed to both views). A number of proposals have tied together these insights. This includes the idea of bounded rationality, that is, rational use of limited resources given task constraints (Howes et al. 2009; Neumann et al. 2014; Simon 1982, for language: e.g., Bicknell & Levy 2010; Feldman et al. 2009; Kleinschmidt & Jaeger 2015; Kuperberg & Jaeger 2016; Lewis et al. 2013). Chunk-and-Pass is a step backward because it blurs the connection between these two principled dimensions of theory development. Consequently, it fails to predict systematic maintenance of subcategorical information, whereas bounded rationality predicts this property of language processing and offers an explanation for it.

The Now-or-Never bottleneck makes novel, testable predictions only insofar as it makes strong claims about comprehenders’ (in)ability to maintain lower-level information beyond the “now.” The studies we summarized above are inconsistent with this claim. Similarly inconsistent is evidence from research on reading suggesting that lower-level information survives long enough to influence incremental parsing (Levy 2011; Levy et al. 2009). Moreover, the history of research on categorical perception provides a word of caution: Rather than focusing too much on cognitive limitations, it is essential for researchers to equally consider the computational problems of language processing and how comprehender goals can be effectively achieved.

Linguistic representations and memory architectures: The devil is in the details
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Abstract: Attempts to explain linguistic phenomena as consequnces of memory constraints require detailed specification of linguistic representations and memory architectures alike. We discuss examples of support for locality bias in language comprehension and production, and their link to memory constraints. Findings do not generally favor Christiansen & Chater’s (C&C’s) approach. We discuss connections to debates that stretch back to the nineteenth century.

It is important to understand how language is shaped by cognitive constraints, and limits on memory are natural culprits. In this regard, Christiansen & Chater (C&C) join a tradition in language research that has a long pedigree (Frazier & Fodor 1978; Wundt 1904) and to which we are sympathetic. C&C’s model aims to integrate an impressive range of phenomena, but the authors play fast and loose with the details; they mischaracterize a number of phenomena; and key predictions depend on auxiliary assumptions that are independent of their model. An approach that takes the details of linguistic representations and memory architectures more seriously will ultimately be more fruitful. We illustrate using examples from comprehension and production. C&C propose that comprehenders can maintain only a few low-level percepts at once and must therefore quickly encode higher-order, abstract representations. They argue that this explains the pervasive bias for shorter dependencies. However, memory representations are more than simple strings of words that quickly vanish. Sentences are encoded as richly articulated, connected representations that persist in memory, perhaps without explicit encoding of order, and memory access is similarly articulated (Lewis et al. 2006). As evidence of their model, C&C cite agreement attraction in sentences like *The key to the cabinets are on the table*. These errors are common in production and often go unnoticed in comprehension, and it is tempting to describe them in terms of “proximity concord” (Quirk et al. 1972). But this is inaccurate. Agreement attraction is widespread in cases where the distractor is further from the verb than the true subject, as in *The musicians who the reviewer praise so highly will win* (Bock & Miller 1991). Attraction is asymmetrical, yielding “illusions of grammaticality” but not “illusions of ungrammaticality” (Wagers et al. 2009), and depends on whether the distractor is syntactically “active” (Franck et al. 2010). These facts are surprising if attraction reflects simple recency, but they can be captured in a model that combines articulated linguistic representations with a content-addressable memory architecture (Dillon et al. 2013).
C&C also endorse the appealing view that locality constraints in syntax (‘island effects’; Ross 1967) can be reduced to memory-driven locality biases in the processing of filler-gap dependencies (Kluender & Kutas 1993). Details matter here, too, and the suggest a different conclusion. When linear and structural locality diverge, as in head-final languages such as Japanese, it becomes clear that the bias for shorter filler-gap dependencies in processing is linear, whereas grammatical locality constraints are structural (Aoshima et al. 2004; Chacón et al., submitted; Omaki et al. 2014).

The moral that we draw from these examples is that each reductionist claim about language must be evaluated on its own merits (Phillips 2013).

Turning to production, C&C argue that incrementality and locality biases reflect severe memory constraints, suggesting that we speak “into the void.” This amounts to what is sometimes called radical incrementality (Ferreira & Swets 2002). It implies that sentence production involves word-by-word planning that is tightly synchronized with articulation—for example, planning is just-in-time, leading to a bias for local dependencies between words. However, this view of production does not reflect memory constraints alone, and it is empirically unwarranted.

Radical incrementality carries a strong representational assumption whose problems were pointed out in the late nineteenth century. The philologist Hermann Paul, an opponent of Wilhelm Wundt, argued that a sentence is essentially an associative sum of clearly segmentable concepts, each of which can trigger articulation in isolation. Radical incrementality requires this assumption, as it presupposes the isolability of each word or phrase in a sentence at all levels of representation. Memory constraints alone do not require this assumption, and so there is a gap in C&C’s argument that memory constraints entail radical incrementality. Indeed, Wundt was already aware of memory limitations, and yet he adopted the contrasting view that sentence planning involves a successive scanning (upperception) of a sentence that is simultaneously present in the background of consciousness during speech (Wundt 1904). The historical debate illustrates that radical incrementality turns on representational assumptions rather than directly following from memory limitations.

Empirically, radical incrementality has had limited success in accounting for production data. Three bodies of data that C&C cite turn out to not support their view. First, the scope of planning at higher levels (e.g., conceptual) can span a clause (Meyer 1996; Smith & Wheelock 1999). Also, recent evidence suggests that linguistic dependencies can modulate the scope of planning (Lee et al. 2013; Momma et al. 2015, in press). Second, since Wundt’s time, availability effects on word order have not led researchers to assume radical incrementality (see Levelt 2012 for an accessible introduction to Wundt’s views). Bock (1987) emphasized that availability effects on order result from the tendency for accessible words to be assigned a higher grammatical function (e.g., subject). In languages where word order and the grammatical functional hierarchy dissociate, availability effects support the grammatical function explanation rather than radical incrementality (Christianson & Ferreira 2005). Third, contrary to C&C’s claim, early observations about speech errors indicated that exchange errors readily cross phrasal and clausal boundaries (Garrett 1980).

C&C could argue that their view is compatible with many of these data; memory capacity at higher levels of representation is left as a free parameter. But this is precisely the limitation of their model: Specific predictions depend on specific commitments. Radical incrementality is certainly possible in some circumstances, but it is not required, and this is unexpected under C&C’s view that speaking reduces to a chain of word productions that are constrained by severe memory limitations.

To conclude, we affirm the need to closely link language processes and cognitive constraints, and we suspect the rest of the field does too. However, the specifics of the memory system and linguistic representations are essential for an empirically informative theory, and they are often validated by the counterintuitive facts that they explain.
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Consequences of the Now-or-Never bottleneck for signed versus spoken languages

Abstract: Signed and spoken languages emerge, change, are acquired, and are processed under distinct perceptual, motor, and memory constraints. Therefore, the Now-or-Never bottleneck has different ramifications for these languages, which are highlighted in this commentary. The extent to which typological differences in linguistic structure can be traced to processing differences provides unique evidence for the claim that structure is processing.

Christiansen & Chater (C&C) make it clear that the consequences of the Now-or-Never bottleneck for language are not speech-specific. This commentary highlights how and why signed and spoken languages respond differently to the limitations imposed by the bottleneck. C&C argue that the Now-or-Never bottleneck arises from general principles of perceptuo-motor processing and memory, and both have different properties for visual-manual and aural-oral languages, which lead to adaptations and preferences that are specific to each language type.

The vocal articulators (lips, tongue, larynx) are smaller and quicker than the hands and arms, and the auditory system is generally more adept at temporal processing than the visual system, which is better at spatial processing. These perceptual and motoric differences exert distinct pressures and affordances when solving the problems presented by the Now-or-Never bottleneck. As a consequence, signed and spoken languages prefer different chunking types for structuring linguistic information. At the phonological level, spoken languages prefer what could be called serial chunking, whereas signed languages prefer spatial chunking. For example, for spoken languages, single-segment words are rare and multisegment words are common, but the reverse pattern holds for sign languages (Brentari 1998). Oversimplifying here, consonants and vowels constitute segment types for speech, while locations and movements constitute segment types for sign (e.g., Sandler 1986). Single-segment spoken words are rare because they are extremely short and generally limited to the number of vowels in the language. Single consonants violate the Possible-Word Constraint (Norris et al. 1997), which also applies to sign language (Orfanidou et al. 2010). Single-segment signs are not problematic because other phonological information—for example, hand configuration—can be produced (and perceived) simultaneously with a large number of possible single location or movement segments. Multisegment (> three) and multisyllabic signs are rare in part because the hands are relatively large and slow articulators, and this limits the number of serial segments that can be quickly chunked and passed on to the phonological level of representation.

Distinct preferences for serial versus spatial chunking are also found at the morphological level. Spoken languages show a general preference for linear affixation (specifically, suffixation) over nonconcatenative processes such as reduplication or templatic morphology (Cutler 1985). In contrast, linear affixation (particularly for inflectional morphology) is rare across sign languages, and simultaneous, nonconcatenative morphology is the norm. Arnoff et al. (2005) attributed the paucity of linear morphology to the youth of sign languages but acknowledged that processing constraints imposed by modality also shape this preference (Emmorey 1995). Specifically, the ability of the visual system to process spatially distributed information in parallel, the slow articulation rate of the hands, and limits on working memory all conspire to induce sign languages to favor simultaneous over sequential morphological processes. In fact, when the linear morphology of a spoken language is implemented in the visual-manual modality, as in Manually Coded English (MCE), deaf children who have no exposure to a natural sign language spontaneously create simultaneous morphology to mark verb arguments (Supalla 1991). In addition, linear manual suffixes in MCE are often incorrectly analyzed by children as separate signs because prosodically and perceptually they do not pattern like bound morphemes (Supalla & McKee 2002).

Although the architecture of the memory system is parallel for signed and spoken languages (Wilson & Emmorey 1997, 1998), immediate memory for sequences of items has consistently
been found to be superior for speech (Bellugi et al. 1975, inter alia). Hall and Bavelier (2009) demonstrated that the serial span discrepancy between speech and sign arises during perception and encoding, but not during recall, where sign actually shows an advantage (possibly because visual feedback during signing does not interfere with the memory store, unlike auditory feedback during speaking; Emmorey et al. 2000). The source of these differences is still unclear, but the short-term memory capacity for sign (4–5 items) is typical of a variety of types of memory (Cowan 2000), and thus what needs to be explained is why the memory capacity for speech is unusually high.

Because sign languages emerge, change, are acquired, and are processed under distinct memory and perceptive-motor constraints, they provide an important testing ground for C&C’s controversial proposals that learning to process the grammar and that linguistic structure is processing history. Typological differences between the structure of signed and spoken languages may be particularly revealing. Can such structural differences be explained by distinct processing adaptations to the Now-or-Never bottleneck? For example, given the bottleneck pressures, one might expect duality of patterning to emerge quickly in a signed language, but recent evidence suggests that it may not (Sandler et al. 2011). Could this be because the Now-or-Never bottleneck (NNB) on the observation that sensory memory disappears quickly in explicit memory tasks. (sect. 1, para. 1). From this "Now-or-Never bottleneck" (NNB), C&C derive “now-or-never fundamental implications for language processing, acquisition and change as well as for the structure of language itself” (sect. 2, para. 10). We question both the premise and the consequentiality of its purported implications.

**Problematic premises.** Christiansen & Chater (C&C) base the Now-or-Never bottleneck (NNB) on the observation that sensory memory disappears quickly in explicit memory tasks. We note, first, that not all forms of explicit memory are short-lived. For example, children remember words encountered once after a month (Carey & Bartlett 1978; Markson & Bloom 1997). More important, it is by no means clear that explicit memory is the (only) relevant form of language for memory processing and acquisition, nor how quickly other forms of memory decay. For example, the perceptual learning literature suggests that learning can occur even in the absence of awareness of the stimuli (Seitz & Watanabe 2003; Watanabe et al. 2001) and sometimes has long-lasting effects (Schwab et al. 1985). Similarly, visual memories that start decreasing over a few seconds can be stabilized by presenting items another time (Enders & Potter 2014). At a minimum, then, such memory traces are long-lasting enough for repeated exposure to have cumulative learning effects. Information that is not even perceived is thus used for learning and processing, and some forms of memory do not disappear immediately. Hence, it is still an open empirical question whether poor performance in explicit recall tasks provides severe constraints on processing and learning.

We note, in passing, that even if relevant forms of memory were short-lived, this would not necessarily be a bottleneck. Mechanisms to make representations last longer—such as self-sustained activity—are well documented in many brain regions (Major & Tank 2003), and one of these assumptions is that the short-term memory capacity for sign (4–5 items) is typical of a variety of types of memory (Cowan 2000), and thus what needs to be explained is why the memory capacity for speech is unusually high.

Could this be because the Now-or-Never bottleneck implies that knowledge of language is the skill of parsing predictively. There is indeed ample evidence for a central role for prediction in parsing (e.g., Levy 2008), but this is not a consequence of the NNB. The advantages of predictive processing are orthogonal to the NNB, and, even assuming the NNB, processing might still occur element by element without predictions. C&C also claim that the NNB implies a processor with no explicit representation of syntax (other than what can be read off the parsing process as a trace). It is unclear what they actually mean with this claim, though. First, if C&C mean that the parser does not construct full syntactic trees but rather produces a minimum that allows semantics and phonology to operate, they just echo a view discussed by Pulman (1986) and others. Although this view is an open possibility, we do not see how it follows from the NNB. Second, if C&C mean that the NNB implies that parsing does not use explicit syntactic knowledge, this view is incorrect: Many parsing algorithms (e.g., LR, Earley’s algorithm, incremental CKY) respect the NNB by being incremental and not needing to refer back to raw data (they can all refer to the result of earlier processing instead) and yet make reference to explicit syntactic structure (e.g., Elman 1990; McCalley & Christiansen 2011) fail to explain why we can recognize unpredictable sentences as grammatical (e.g., Evil unicorns devour xylophones).

Regarding learning, C&C claim that the NNB is incompatible with approaches to learning that involve elaborate linguistic knowledge. This, however, is incorrect: The only implication of the NNB for learning is that if memory is indeed fleeting, any learning mechanism must be online rather than batch, relying only on current information. But online learning does not rule out theory-based models of language in anyway (e.g., Börschinger & Tannekoon 2011). In fact, some have argued that modularities can be approximated by empirically observed patterns of learning (e.g., Frank et al. 2010).

Regarding the evolution of language (which they conflate with the biological evolution of language), C&C claim that it is item-based and gradual, and that linguistic diversity is the norm, with few if any true universals. However, how these claims might follow from the NNB is unclear, and C&C are inconsistent with the relevant literature. For example, language change has been argued to be abrupt and nonlinear (see Nyogi & Berwick 2009), often involving what look like changes in abstract principles rather than concrete lexical items. As for linguistic diversity, C&C repeat claims from Christiansen and Chater (2008) and Evans and Levinson (2008), but those works ignore the strongest typological patterns revealed by generative linguistics. For example, no known language allows for a single conjugation to be displaced in a question (Ross 1967): We might know that Kim ate *peas* and...
Is Now-or-Never language processing good enough?
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Abstract: Christiansen & Chater’s (C&C’s) Now-or-Never bottleneck framework is similar to the Good-Enough Language Processing model (Ferreira et al. 2002), particularly in its emphasis on sparse representations. We discuss areas of overlap and review experimental findings that reinforce some of C&C’s arguments, including evidence for underspecification and for parsing in “chunks.” In contrast to Good-Enough, however, Now-or-Never does not appear to capture misinterpretations or task effects, both of which are important aspects of comprehension performance.

Christiansen & Chater’s proposal concerning the nature of language, intended to explain fundamental aspects of language comprehension, production, learning, and evolution. We agree with the basic framework, and indeed we have offered our own theoretical approach, Good-Enough (GE) Language Processing, to capture many of the phenomena discussed in the target article, particularly those relating to both online and offline comprehension. In this commentary, we hope to expand the discussion by pointing to some of these connections and highlighting additional phenomena that C&C did not discuss but that reinforce some of their points. In addition, however, we believe the GE model is better able to explain important aspects of language comprehension that C&C consider, as well as several they leave out. Of course, no single article could be comprehensive when it comes to a field as broad and active as this one, but we believe a complete theory of language must ultimately have something to say about these important phenomena, and particularly the content of people’s interpretations.

We begin, then, with a brief review of the GE approach (Ferreira et al. 2002). The fundamental assumption is that interpretations are often shallow and sometimes inaccurate. This idea that interpretations are shallow and underspecified is similar to C&C’s suggestion that the comprehension system creates chunks that might not be combined into a single, global representation. In their model, this tendency arises from memory constraints that lead the system to build chunks at increasingly abstract levels of representation. As evidence for this assumption regarding underspecified representations, C&C might have discussed our work demonstrating that ambiguous relative clauses are often not definitively attached into the matrix structure if a failure to attach has no interpretive consequences (Swets et al. 2008; cf. Payne et al. 2014). Very much in line with C&C, Swets et al. observed that people who are asked detailed comprehension questions probing their interpretation of the ambiguous relative clause make definitive attachments, but those asked only shallow questions about superficial features of the sentence seem to leave the relative clause unattached—that is, they underspecify. This finding fits neatly with C&C’s discussion of “right context effects,” where here “right context” can be broadly construed to mean the follow-on comprehension question that influences the interpretation constructed online. An important difference, however, emerges as well, and here we believe the GE framework has some advantages over Now-or-Never as a broad model of comprehension: Our framework predicts that the language user’s task will have a strong effect on the composition of “chunks” and the interpretation created from them (cf. Christianson & Luke 2011; Lim & Christianson 2015). We have reported these results in production as well, demonstrating that the extent to which speaking is incremental depends on the processing demands of the speaking task (Ferreira & Swets 2002). Given the importance of task effects in a range of cognitive domains, any complete model of language processing must include mechanisms for explaining how they arise.

Moreover, the idea that language processing proceeds chunk-by-chunk is not novel. C&C consider some antecedents of their proposal, but several are overlooked. For example, they argue that memory places major constraints on language processing, essentially obligating the system to chunk and interpret as rapidly as possible (what they term “eager processing”). This was a key motivation for Lyn Frazier’s original garden-path model (Frazier & Rayner 1982) and the parsing strategies known as minimal attachment and late closure: The parser’s goal is to build an interpretation quickly and pursue the one that emerges first rather than waiting for and considering multiple alternatives. This, too, is part of C&C’s proposal—that the parser cannot construct multiple representations at the same level in parallel but the connections to the early garden-path model are not mentioned, and the incompatibility of this idea with parallel models of parsing is also not given adequate attention. Another example is work by Tyler and Warren (1987), who showed that listeners form unlinked local phrasal chunks during spoken language processing and who conclude that they could find no evidence for the formation of a global sentence representation. Thus, several of these ideas have been part of the literature for many years, and evidence for them can be found in research motivated from a broad range of theoretical perspectives.

Perhaps the most critical aspect of comprehension that C&C’s approach does not capture is meaning and interpretation: C&C describe an architecture that can account for some aspects of processing, but their model seems silent on the matter of the content of people’s interpretations. This is a serious shortcoming given the considerable evidence for systematic misinterpretation (e.g., Christianson et al. 2001; 2006; Patson et al. 2009; van Gompel et al. 2006). In our work, we demonstrated that people who read sentences such as While Mary bathed the baby played in the crib often derive the interpretation that Mary bathed the baby, and they also misinterpret simple passives such as The dog was bitten by the man (Ferreira 2003). These are not small tendencies; the effects are large, and they have been replicated in numerous studies across many different labs. For C&C, these omissions are a lost opportunity because these results are consistent with their proposed architecture. For example, misinterpretations of garden-path sentences arise in part because the parser processes sentences in thematic chunks and fails to reconcile the various meanings constructed online. Recently, we demonstrated that the misinterpretations are attributable to a failure to “clean up” the interpretive consequences of creating these chunks (Slattery et al. 2013), a finding compatible with C&C’s
idea that chunks are quickly recoded into more abstract levels of representation and that it is difficult to re-access the less abstract representations.

C&G’s framework is exciting, and we believe it will inspire significant research. Their creative synthesis is a major achievement, and we hope we have contributed constructively to the project by pointing to areas of connection and convergence as well as by highlighting important gaps.

Reservoir computing and the Sooner-is-Better bottleneck
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Abstract: Prior language input is not lost but integrated with the current input. This principle is demonstrated by “reservoir computing”: Untrained recurrent neural networks project input sequences onto a random point in high-dimensional state space. Earlier inputs can be retrieved from this projection, albeit less reliably so as more input is received. The bottleneck is therefore not “Now-or-Neither” but “Sooner-is-Better.”

Christiansen & Chater (C&C) argue that the “Now-or-Neither” bottleneck arises because input that is not immediately processed is forever lost when it is overwritten by new input entering the same neural substrate. However, the brain, like any recurrent network, is a state-dependent processor whose current state is a function of both the previous state and the latest input (Bunyanov & Maass 2009). The incoming signal therefore does not wipe out previous input. Rather, the two are integrated into a new state that, in turn, will be integrated with the next input. In this way, an input stream “lives on” in processing memory. Because prior input is implicitly present in the system’s current state, it can be faithfully recovered from the state, even after some time. Hence, there is no need to immediately “chunk” the latest input to protect it from interference. This does not mean that no part of the input is ever lost. As the integrated input stream grows in length, it becomes increasingly difficult to reliably make use of the earliest input. Therefore, the sooner the input can be used for further processing, the more successful this will be: There is a “Sooner-is-Better” rather than a “Now-or-Neither” bottleneck.

So-called reservoir computing models (Lukšićević & Jaeger 2009; Maass et al. 2002) exemplify this perspective on language processing. Reservoir computing applies untrained recurrent networks to project a temporal input stream into a random point in a very high-dimensional state space. A “read-out” network is then calibrated, either online through gradient descent or offline by linear regression, to transform this random mapping into a desired output, such as a prediction of the incoming input, a reconstruction of (part of) the previous input stream, or a semantic representation of the processed language. Crucially, the recurrent network itself is not trained, so the ability to retrieve earlier input from the random projection cannot be the result of learned chunking or other processes that have been acquired from language exposure. Indeed, Christiansen and Chater (1999) found that even before training, the random, initial representations in a simple recurrent network’s hidden layer allow for better-than-chance classification of earlier inputs. Reservoir computing has been applied to simulations of human language learning and comprehension, and such models accounted for experimental findings from both behavioural (Fitz 2011; Frank & Bod 2011) and neurophysiological studies (Dominey et al. 2003; Hinton & Dominey 2013). Moreover, it has been argued that reservoir computing shares important processing characteristics with cortical networks (Rabinovich et al. 2008; Rigotti et al. 2013; Singer 2013), making this framework particularly suitable to the computational study of cognitive functions.

To demonstrate the ability of reservoir models to memorize linguistic input over time, we exposed an echo-state network (Jaeger & Haas 2004) to a word sequence consisting of the first 1,000 words (roughly the length of this commentary) of the Scholardia entry on echo-state networks. Ten networks were randomly generated with 1,000 units and static, recurrent, sparse connectivity (20% inhibition). The read-outs were adapted such that the network had to recall the input sequence 10 and 100 words back. The 358 different words in the corpus were represented orthogonally, and the word corresponding to the most active output was taken as the recalled word. For a 10-word delay, the correct word was recalled with an average accuracy of 96% (SD=0.6%). After 100 words, accuracy remained at 96%, suggesting that the network had memorized the entire input sequence. This indicates that there was sufficient information in the system’s state-space trajectory to reliably recover previous perceptual input even after very long delays. Sparseness and inhibition, twin properties of the neocortex and hippocampus, were critical: Without inhibition, average recall after a 10-word delay dropped to 51%, whereas fully connected networks correctly recalled only 9%, which equals the frequency of the most common word in the model’s input. In short, the more brain-like the network, the better its capacity to memorize past input.

The modelling results should not be mistaken for a claim that people are able to perfectly remember words after 100 items of intervening input. To steer the language system towards an interpretation, earlier input need not be available to explicit recall and verbalization. Thus, it is also irrelevant to our echo-state network simulation whether or not such specialized read-outs exist in the human language system. The simulation merely serves to illustrate the concept of state-dependent processing where past perceptual input is implicitly represented in the current state of the network. A more realistic demonstration would take phonetic, or perhaps even auditory, features as input, rather than presegmented words. Because the dynamics in cortical networks is vastly more diverse than in our model, there is no principled reason such networks should not be able to cope with richer information sources. Downstream networks can then access this information when interpreting incoming utterances, without explicitly recalling previous words. Prior input encoded in the current state can be used for any context-sensitive operation the language system might be carrying out—for example, to predict the next phoneme or word in the unfolding utterance, to assign a thematic role to the word in the unfolding utterance, to assign a thematic role to the word in the unfolding utterance, to assign a thematic role to the word in the unfolding utterance, to assign a thematic role to the word in the unfolding utterance, to assign a thematic role to the word in the unfolding utterance, to assign a thematic role to the word in the unfolding utterance, to assign a thematic role to the word in the unfolding utterance.

Because language is structured at different levels of granularity (ranging from phonetic features to discourse relations), the language system requires neuronal and synaptic mechanisms that operate at different timescales (from milliseconds to minutes) in order to retain relevant information in the system’s state. Precisely how these memory mechanisms are implemented in biological networks of spiking neurons is currently not well-understood; proposals include a role for diverse, fast-changing neuronal dynamics (Gerstner et al. 2014) coupled with short-term synaptic plasticity (Mongillo et al. 2008) and more long-term adaptation through spike-timing dependent plasticity (Bi & Poo 2001). The nature of processing memory will be crucial in any neurobiologically viable theory of language processing (Peterson & Hagoort 2012), and we should therefore not lock ourselves into architectural commitments based on stipulated bottlenecks.
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Abstract: Researchers, motivated by the need to improve the efficiency of natural language processing tools to handle web-scale data, have recently arrived at models that remarkably match the expected features of human language processing under the Now-or-Never bottleneck framework. This provides additional support for said framework and highlights the research potential in the interaction between applied computational linguistics and cognitive science.

Christiansen & Chater (C&C) describe how the brain’s limitations to retain language input (the Now-or-Never bottleneck) constrain and shape human language processing and acquisition. Interestingly, there is a very strong coincidence between the characteristics of processing and learning under the Now-or-Never bottleneck and recent computational models used in the field of natural language processing (NLP), especially in syntactic parsing. C&C provide some comparison with classic cognitively inspired models of parsing, noting that they are in contradiction with the constraints of the Now-or-Never bottleneck. However, a close look at the recent NLP and computational linguistics literature (rather than the cognitive science literature) shows a clear trend toward systems and models that fit remarkably well with C&C’s framework.

It is worth noting that most NLP research is driven by purely pragmatic, engineering-oriented requirements: The primary goal is not to find models that provide plausible explanations of the properties of language and its processing by humans, but rather to design systems that can parse text and utterances as accurately and efficiently as possible for practical applications like opinion mining, machine translation, or information extraction, among others.

In recent years, the need to develop faster parsers that can work on web-scale data has led to much research interest in increasing, machine translation, or information extraction, among others.

Incremental processing (sect. 3.1): A defining feature of transition-based parsers is that they build syntactic analyses incrementally as they receive the input, from left to right. These systems can build analyses even under severe working memory constraints: Although the issue of “stacking up” with right-branching languages mentioned by C&C exists for so-called arc-standard parsers (Nivre 2004), parsers based on the arc-eager model (e.g., Gómez-Rodríguez & Nivre 2013; Nivre 2003) do not accumulate right-branching structures in their stack; as they build dependency links as soon as possible. In these parsers, we only need to keep a word in the stack while we wait for its head or its direct dependents, so the time that linguistic units need to be retained in memory is kept to the bare minimum.

Multiple levels of linguistic structure (sect. 3.2): As C&C mention, the organization of linguistic representation in multiple levels is typically assumed in the language sciences; this includes computational linguistics and transition-based parsing models. Traditionally, each of these levels was processed sequentially in a pipeline, contrasting with the parallelism of the Chunk-and-Pass framework. However, the appearance of general incremental processing frameworks spanning various levels, from segmentation to parsing (Zhang & Clark 2011), has led to recent research on joint processing where the processing of several levels takes place simultaneously and in parallel, passing information between levels (Bohnet & Nivre 2012; Hatori et al. 2012). These models, which improve accuracy over pipeline models, are very close to the Chunk-and-Pass framework.

Predictive language processing (sect. 3.3): The joint processing models just mentioned are hypothesized to provide accuracy improvements precisely because they allow for a degree of predictive processing. Contrary to pipeline approaches where information only flows in a bottom-up way, these systems allow top-down information from higher levels “to constrain the processing of the input at lower levels,” just as C&C describe.

Acquisition as learning to process (sect. 4): Transition-based parsers learn a sequence of processing actions (transitions), rather than a grammar (Gómez-Rodríguez et al. 2014; Nivre 2008), making the learning process simple and flexible.

Local learning (sect. 4.2): This is also a general characteristic of all transition-based parsers. Because they do not learn grammar rules but processing actions to take in specific situations, adding a new example to the training data will create only local changes to the inherent language model. At the implementation level, this typically corresponds to small weight changes in the underlying machine learning model—be it a support vector machine (SVM) classifier (Nivre et al. 2007), perceptron (Zhang & Clark 2011), or neural network (Chen & Manning 2014), among other possibilities.

Online learning and learning to predict (sect. 4.1 and 4.3): Evaluation of NLP systems usually takes place in standard, fixed corpora, and so recent NLP literature has not placed much emphasis on online learning. However, some systems and frameworks do use online learning models with error-driven learning, like the perceptron (Zhang & Clark 2011). The recent surge of interest in parsing with neural networks (e.g., Chen & Manning 2014; Dyer et al. 2015) also seems to point future research in this direction.

Putting it all together, we can see that researchers whose motivating goal was not psycholinguistic modeling, but only raw computational efficiency, have nevertheless arrived at models that conform to the description in the target article. This fact provides further support for the views C&C express.

A natural question arises about the extent to which this coincidence is attributable to similarities between the efficiency requirements of human and automated processing—or rather to the fact that because evolution shapes natural languages to be easy to process by humans (constrained by the Now-or-Never bottleneck), computational models that mirror human processing will naturally work well on them. Relevant differences between the brain and computers, such as in short-term memory capacity, seem to suggest the latter. Either way, there is clearly much to be gained from cross-fertilization between cognitive science and computational linguistics. For example, computational linguists can find inspiration in cognitive models for designing NLP tools that work efficiently with limited resources, and cognitive scientists can use computational tools as models to test their hypotheses. Bridging the gap between these areas of research is essential to further our understanding of language.
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Abstract: Christiansen & Chater’s (C&C) key goals for a language system have been realized by neural models for short-term storage of linguistic items in an Item-Order-Rank working memory, which inputs to Masking Fields that rapidly learn to categorize, or chunk, variable-length linguistic sequences, and choose the contextually most predictive list chunks while linguistic inputs are stored in the working memory.

Key goals that Christiansen & Chater (C&C) propose for language processing have already been realized by real-time neural models of speech and language learning and performance, notably:

1. C&C write in their abstract about a Now-or-Never bottleneck whereby the brain compresses and recodes linguistic input as rapidly as possible; a multilevel linguistic representation; and a predictive system, which ensures that local linguistic ambiguities are dealt with Right-First-Time using Chunk-and-Pass processing.

2. At the beginning of paragraph 2 of section 3.3, C&C note that predictions for higher-level chunks may “run ahead” of those for lower-level chunks, as when listeners answer “two” in response to the question “How many animals of each kind did Moses take on the Ark?”

Neural models of speech and language embody design principles and mechanisms that automatically satisfy such properties. Introduced in Grossberg (1978a; 1978b), they have progressively developed to the present time. Two key contributions are as follows: (a) a model for short-term storage of sequences of language items that can include repeated items, called an Item-Order-Rank (IOR) working memory. The working memory inputs via an adaptive filter to (b) a model for learned unitization, categorization, or chunking of variable-length sequences of items that are stored in working memory, called a Masking Field (MF). An MF clarifies how the brain rapidly learns to categorize, or chunk, variable-length linguistic sequences, and uses recurrent competitive interactions to choose the most predictive sequence chunk, or list chunk, as linguistic inputs are processed in real time by the working memory. The MF, in turn, sends predictive top-down matching signals to the working memory to attentively select item sequences that the winning chunks represent.

Both IOR and MF networks are realized by recurrent on-center, off-surround networks whose cells obey the membrane equations of neurophysiology; that is, shuttling dynamics (Grossberg 1973). These working memory and chunking networks have been used to explain and simulate many challenging properties of variable-rate variable-speaker speech and language data; for example, Ames and Grossberg (2008), Boardman et al. (1999), Cohen and Grossberg (1986), Cooper and Grossberg (1986), Grossberg (1986), Grossberg et al. (1997), Grossberg and Myers (2000), and Grossberg and Pearson (2008). Most recently, such working memories and chunking networks have been incorporated into the CORTWRODL hierarchical laminar cortical model of speech learning and recognition (Grossberg & Kazeronian 2011; Kazeronian & Grossberg 2014).

The Item-Order-Rank working memory clarifies data such as in Goal 2 cited above because sufficient subsets of working memory items can choose a predictive chunk, even if there are incongruent sequence elements. A Masking Field clarifies data such as in Goal 1, above, because the most predictive list chunks are chosen in real time as linguistic data are processed in working memory.

An IOR working memory (WM) stores a temporal stream of inputs through time as an evolving spatial pattern of content-addressable item representations. This WM model is called an IOR model because its nodes, or cell populations, represent list items, the temporal order in which the items are presented is stored by an activity gradient across nodes, and the same item can be repeated in different list positions, or ranks. A primacy gradient stores items in WM in the correct temporal order, with the first item having the highest activity. Recall occurs when a basal ganglia rehearsal wave activates WM read-out. The node with the highest activity reads out fastest and self-inhibits its WM representation. Such inhibition-of-return prevents perseveration of performance. Both psychophysical and neurophysiological data support this coding scheme; see Grossberg (2013), Grossberg and Pearson (2008), and Silver et al. (2011).

These circuits were derived by analyzing how a WM could be designed to enable list chunks of variable length to be rapidly learned and stably remembered through time, leading to postulates which imply that all working memories—linguistic, motor, and spatial—have a similar design, with similar data patterns across modalities, and that there exists an intimate link between list chunking and WM storage. Grossberg (2013) reviews supportive data.

An MF is a specialized IOR WM. The “items” stored in an MF are list chunks that are selectively activated, via a bottom-up adaptive filter, by subsequences of items that are stored in an item.
WM. As items are stored in item WM, an adaptive filter activates the learned list chunks that represent the most predictive item groupings at any time, while suppressing less-predictive chunks. In order for an MF list chunk to represent lists (e.g., syllables or words) of multiple lengths, its cells interact within and between multiple spatial scales, with the cells of larger scales capable of selectively representing item sequences of greater length, and of inhibiting other MF cells that represent item sequences of lesser length (“self-similarity”).

MFs solve the temporal chunking problem, which asks how a chunk for an unfamiliar list of familiar speech units—for example, a novel word composed of familiar subwords—can be learned under unsupervised learning conditions. What mechanisms prevent familiarity of subwords (e.g., MY, ELF, and SELF), which have already learned to activate their own list chunks, from forcing the novel longer list (e.g., MYSELF) to always be processed as a sequence of these smaller familiar chunks, rather than as a newly learned, unitized whole? How does a not-yet-established word representation overcome the salience of already well-established phoneme, syllable, or word representations to enable learning of the novel word to occur? This solution implies the properties of Goal 1, as well as psycho-physical data like the Magical Number Seven and word superiority effects.

Lists with repeated words can be coded by a three-level network (Fig. 1): The first level contains item chunks that input to a Masking Field through an adaptive filter. This MF inputs to a second MF through an adaptive filter that compresses “items” from the first MF into list chunks. These “items” are, however, list chunks. Thus, the second MF’s list chunks represent sequences of list chunks. Because it is also an IOR working memory, it can store sequences with repeated list chunks, including sequences with repeated words—for example, “DOG EATS DOG”—thereby providing the kind of multilevel, multiscale, predictive hierarchy that the authors seek.

Better late than Now-or-Never: The case of interactive repair phenomena
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Abstract: Empirical evidence from dialogue, both corpus and experimental, highlights the importance of interaction in language use—and this raises some questions for Christiansen & Chater’s (C&C) proposals. We endorse C&C’s call for an integrated framework but argue that their emphasis on local, individual production and comprehension makes it difficult to accommodate the ubiquitous, interactive, and defeasible processes of clarification and repair in conversation.

Language is first encountered and deployed in interaction. A characteristic feature of natural interaction is that people often need to address problems with mutual understanding in which elements of what has been said need to be reworked or redone in some way. These processes raise some important questions for Christiansen & Chater’s (C&C) proposals. We support C&C’s approach and agree that an integrated framework for the language sciences is a desirable goal for language researchers. However, we argue that C&C’s emphasis on local, individual production and comprehension misses some of the key challenges posed by the processes of clarification and repair in conversation.

The thrust of C&C’s approach is that language processing is a “Now-or-Never” process that involves rapid, local, lossy chunking of linguistic representations and facilitates a form of autonomous prediction of both our own and each other’s utterances. This leads to the proposal that “Chunk-and-Pass processing implies that there is practically no possibility for going back once a chunk is created” (sect. 3.3, para. 2).

The phenomena of clarification and repair seem to present an important counterexample to this picture of language use. Dynamic revisions to utterances, or repairs, are ubiquitous in dialogue. In natural conversations it is rare for even a single utterance to be produced without some form of online revision, with these occurring approximately once every 25 words in conversational speech (Hough & Purver 2013), with the rate of repairs adjusted to task demands (Colman & Healey 2011) and to individual differences such as clinical conditions (Howes et al. 2012; Lake et al. 2011). Repair contagion, whereby the probability of another repair occurring increases after an initial one, is also common (Hough & Purver 2013).

Although many of these repairs are syntactically or lexically local in C&C’s sense—for example, words or word fragments that are restarted—some involve more-substantial revisions, and some occur after a turn is apparently complete (Schegloff et al. 1977). Conversation analysts claim that the (minimum) space in which direct repairs or revisions to a speaker’s utterance can be made is the four subsequent turns in the conversation (Schegloff 1995). This highlights the operation of significant, nonlocal mechanisms that can make use of prior phonetic, lexical, syntactic, and semantic information over relatively long intervals.

Even self-repairs, the most common and most local form of backtracking in conversation, are often nonlocal in a different sense, as they are produced in response to concurrent feedback from an interlocutor, which works against the idea of encapsulated local processing (e.g., Bavelas & Gerwing 2007; Goodwin 1979). The more strongly people are committed to the predictions of their own language processor, the less able they must be to deal with these real-time adjustments or reversals of decisions—potentially of phonetic, lexical, syntactic, or semantic information—in response to feedback from others. However, it seems that in conversation such revisions are the norm, not the exception. People can take advantage of each other’s repair behavior, too: In a visual world paradigm, when experimental subjects hear repaired referring expressions compared to fluent ones, participants can use repaired material to speed up reference resolution (Brennan & Schober 2001). Additionally, experiments in interruptive clarification (Healey et al. 2011) show that participants often restart the interrupted turn after responding to a clarification request, again showing that people must, at least in some cases, have access to the previously produced material.

Ambiguities can emerge late in a dialogue, and people routinely deal with them. Although C&C do acknowledge the availability of mechanisms to “repair the communication by requesting clarification from the dialogue partner” (sect. 3.1, para. 8), they do not discuss how and whether these repair phenomena are consistent with the Chunk-and-Pass model. Similarly, C&C argue that early commitment to predictions about what is coming next should lead to frequent reuse of our own and each other’s lexical and syntactic representations; however, the evidence for this in natural conversation is controversial. We have found that syntactic reuse is actually less common than would be expected by chance (Healey et al. 2014). The need to respond constructively to a conversational partner seems to overwhelm some of the processes observed in individual language processing.

These observations reinforce C&C’s emphasis on the highly time-critical and piecemeal, incremental nature of language processing but also suggest that the demands of engaging with a live conversational partner requires more flexible, defeasible, and interactive mechanisms. Their proposal currently
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How long is now? The multiple timescales of language processing
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Abstract: Christiansen & Chater (C&C) envision language function as a hierarchical chain of transformations, enabling rapid, continuous processing of input. Their notion of a “Now-or-Never” bottleneck may be elaborated by recognizing that timescales become longer at successive levels of the sensory processing hierarchy—that is, the window of “Now” expands. We propose that a hierarchical “process memory” is intrinsic to language processing.

Meaningful interactions between linguistic units occur on many timescales. After listening to 10 minutes of a typical English narrative, a listener will have heard ~1,000 words composing ~25 sentences grouped into ~25 paragraphs. When the 1,001st word in the narrative arrives, it enters a rich syntactic and semantic context that spans multiple timescales and levels of abstraction. Christiansen & Chater (C&C) rightfully emphasize the constraints imposed by the rapidity of language input. Here we highlight the importance of a related class of constraints: those imposed by the need to integrate incoming information with prior information over multiple timescales.

C&C motivate the “Now-or-Never bottleneck” with the observations that “memory is fleeting” and “new material rapidly obliterates previous material” (abstract). These statements tend to hold true in low-level auditory masking (Elliott 1962) and in short-term memory experiments involving unrelated auditory items (Warren et al. 1969). However, in real-life language processing, memory cannot all be fleeting. This is because new stimuli have a prior relationship to, and must be actively integrated with, the stimuli that were just encountered. Thus, in real-life contexts, previous material exerts a powerful influence on the processing of new material.

Consider the difference between hearing the sequence of words “friend-nucleus-key” and hearing the sequence of words “friend-ship-pact.” In the first sequence, the representation of the event “friend” is degraded by interference with much “friend” and “key.” In the second sequence, by contrast, the word “friend” interacts meaningfully with “ship” and “pact.” This simple example reflects a general and ubiquitous phenomenon in real-life language: New material does not necessarily obliterate previous material. Instead, past and present information interact to produce understanding, and the memory of past events continually shapes the present (Nieuwland & Van Berkum 2006).

It seems the processing bottleneck that C&C describe applies best to early processing areas (e.g., primary sensory cortex), where sensory traces may have a very short lifetime (<200 ms). At higher levels of the language hierarchy, however, neural circuits must retain a longer history of past input to enable the integration of information over time. Temporal integration is necessary for higher-order regions to support the understanding of a novel word in relation to a prior sentence or a new sentence in relation to the larger discourse. We have found that temporal integration occurs over longer timescales in higher-order regions (Hasson et al. 2008; Lerner et al. 2011), and that the intrinsic neural dynamics become slower across consecutive stages of the cortical hierarchy (Honey et al. 2012; Stephens et al. 2013).

Thus, the temporal bottleneck appears to gradually widen across the consecutive stages of the language processing hierarchy, as increasingly abstract linguistic structures are processed over longer timescales.

Influenced by the ideas of Macdonald and Christiansen (1996), as well as Fuster (1997), concerning the memory that is intrinsic to ongoing information processing, and supported by recent single-unit, electrocorticography, and functional imaging data, we have developed a brain-based framework for such a functional organization (Hasson et al. 2015). In this framework, (a) virtual cortical circuits can accumulate information over time, and (b) the timescale of accumulation varies hierarchically, from early sensory areas with short processing timescales (tens to hundreds of milliseconds) to higher-order areas with long processing timescales (many seconds to minutes). In this hierarchical systems perspective, memory is not restricted to a few localized stores and it is not transient; instead memory is intrinsic to information processing that unfolds throughout the brain on timescales from milliseconds to minutes. We have suggested the term “process memory” to refer to active traces of past information that are used by a local neural circuit to process incoming information in the present moment; this is in distinction to the more traditional notion of “working memory,” which is a more functionally encapsulated memory store.

Process memory may support the Chunk-and-Pass mechanism that C&C propose for organizing inter-regional information flow. As they note: “incremental processing in comprehension and production takes place in parallel across multiple levels of linguistic representation, each with a characteristic temporal window” (sect. 3.2, para. 5). In our view, the Now-or-Never bottleneck can be made compatible with contextual language processing by allowing the “Now” (i.e., the local circuit memory of prior events) to have a variable duration. For example, the “Now” could be understood to have a short (e.g., milliseconds) timescale in sensory areas, where representations are fleeting, and then to gradually expand in duration in higher-order areas, where chunking is required over longer (e.g., seconds) and longer (e.g., minutes) windows of input. Thus, the “Now” may be understood as a time window around the present moment, in which information can be integrated, and the duration of the “Now” may lengthen as one moves from sensory areas toward higher-order language circuits.
In summary, we share the vision of C&C in which language function arises from a chain of transformations across a hierarchy of circuits, and that language learning is a kind of “learning to process.” At the same time, we suggest that this hierarchical processing framework could be refined to account for the process memory that is intrinsic to language processing and is needed for comprehending incoming input within multiple timescales of prior context.

**Neural constraints and flexibility in language processing**
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Abstract: Humans process language with their neurons. Memory in neurons is supported by neural firing and by short- and long-term synaptic weight change; the emergent behaviour of neurons, synchronous firing, and cell assembly dynamics is also a form of memory. As the language signal moves to later stages, it is processed with different mechanisms that are slower but more persistent.

The Now-or-Never bottleneck in language processing that Christiansen & Chater (C&C) propose has a great deal of evidence to support it. Like all cognitive processes, language processing must be implemented in neurons, and the bottleneck is a neural one. Signals from the environment must be processed by neurons, and those neurons must keep a memory trace of those signals or they will be lost. Moreover, any processing mechanism must not only be implemented by the behaviour of neurons, but in the case of language, the process must be learned by those neurons.

Neural memory comes in several forms. Neurons spike propagating signals across their synapses to post-synaptic neurons taking tens of milliseconds. Neurons can be wired into cell assemblies (Hebb 1949) that can persistently fire for seconds. Synaptic weights can be modified for seconds to minutes by means of short-term potentiation (STP), or for days, months, or longer, through long-term potentiation (LTP). The formation of a cell assembly, by potentiation, can form a circuit that can last indefinitely. When that long-term memory is activated by a cascade of neural firing in the cell assembly, the long-term memory is also an active short-term memory.

When a sentence is parsed, either in speech or in text, the parsing is generally done in one pass. This single pass can be seen in eye-tracking evidence, especially when repairs are needed (Just & Carpenter 1980). One pass parsing is typically simulated with a stack, but a memory-based mechanism (Lewis & Vasishth 2005) can eliminate the need for a stack. A memory-based parsing mechanism has been implemented in a neural parsing model (Huyck 2009), with the persistence of the cell assembly showing the strength and duration of the memory. I am unaware of any existing simulated neural mechanism for backtracking in parsing. One important aspect of eliminating the stack in parsing is that it reduces the need for binding. Binding is another type of neural memory mechanism that, although needed in standard computational models, is typically overlooked. In a standard program, if a variable is assigned a value, the two are bound. Binding is usually a primitive operation so it is ignored. Binding in a neural system is more difficult because it is not primitive. There are various binding mechanisms; synchronous firing is most widely used in the literature (Fuster & Alexander 1971). Two bound assemblies fire in roughly the same firing pattern, while another pair (or more) can be bound in a different pattern. Synchronous binding requires the neurons to continue firing. Moreover, only a small number of patterns can be supported simultaneously, so there are a limited number of bindings; the bound neurons do not all fire at the exact same time, so separate patterns must be quite distinct. Another option is to bind with STP. This method has neither of these limits, with a much larger number of bindings supported and the duration being up to minutes; it does, however, take longer to form. Binding can also be done with LTP, but this shades into permanent associative memory.

When people or computer systems process language, it is faster and safer to avoid binding. When binding is necessary, lower-level processing is likely to use synchrony. Higher-level processing is likely to use STP. So the speech signal uses synchrony; neurons representing the prime formants fire synchronously in the auditory cortex (Eggermont 2001). The simulated neural parser (Huyck 2009) uses STP for binding the slots in the neural implementation of verb frames associated with sentences. This can be used immediately after sentence processing to retrieve the meaning of the sentence, but they are gradually erased by the STP fading. The neurons that support the binding are reused later for processing other sentences.

Finite-state automata (FSA) do not require binding. The evidence from text engineering to support the bottleneck is that the Message Understanding Competitions for Text Extraction (Appelt et al. 1993) converged on an FSA cascade to solve the problem of processing text. One automaton separated words, a second categorised them lexically, a third did simple phrase parsing, and a fourth combined phrases. These could be run in a cascade, and perhaps a cascade is the basic mechanism that the brain uses.

As C&C note, the bottleneck also has ramifications for learning. First, the whole language cascade (whatever that may be) is being learned simultaneously. Initially, low-level phenomena, such as morphemes, are learned. Later, larger systems such as simple phrase grammars begin to be learned, but the lower-level systems are still being developed. We do not know how these biological neural systems work, much less how they are learned. One mechanism may be that things are being learned and cell assemblies (CAs) are formed; CAs can be connected to form FSA. Binding may be involved initially, and the synapse can then be modified to combine CAs into FSA; STP can support reverberation, which can then lead to LTP. Although one finite-state automaton in the cascade is being learned, both FSA above and below it can be learned so that the whole system continues to improve.

At the highest level, dialogue and above, the bottleneck begins to disappear. Rich cognitive maps support this kind of processing, and memory is formed mostly through LTP and CA circuit dynamics. Since these CAs can persistently fire, and the circuits can be reactivated using associative memory, it is possible to remember large amounts of things. (For example, I can still remember some of the dialogue from the movie I saw this weekend, and the plot.)

There is solid support for the Now-or-Never bottleneck in language processing, although the bottleneck’s duration is reduced as the signal passes through stages of language processing. The distributed nature of neural processing supports multiple stages in processing, and the simultaneous learning of these stages. Processing and learning is implemented in neurons, although CA dynamics and binding issues are often not considered by researchers. By expanding understanding and modelling at the neural level, we can better understand language processing, and we can construct more robust language processing systems.
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Abstract: We argue that to reflect participant interactivity in conversational dialogue, the Christiansen & Chater (C&C) perspective needs a formal grammar framework capturing word-by-word incrementality, as in Dynamic Syntax, in which syntax is the incremental building of semantic representations reflecting real-time parsing dynamics. We demonstrate that, with such formulation, syntactic, semantic, and morpho-syntactic dependencies are all analysable as grounded in their potential for interaction.

Following their observation of a Now-or Never bottleneck on cognitive processing and aChunk-and-Pass constraint to overcome this hurdle, Christiansen & Chater (C&C) set the challenge that existing grammars be evaluated in terms of commensurability with their claim that language itself should be seen in processing terms. Directly in line with their perspective is Dynamic Syntax (DS), in which syntax is a set of mechanisms for online building of semantic representations used in both production and perception (Cann et al. 2005; 2007; Kempson et al. 2001; 2011). These mechanisms involve anticipatory specifications of structure relative to some other structure as context, with the need for subsequent update, thus achieving the desired tightly time-constrained interpretation process. As co-developers of DS, we suggest three points of comparison between DS and the construction-grammar (CoG) perspective which C&C envisage: (1) incrementality; (2) the parsing-production interface; (3) lack of structural universals specific to language.

Though C&C stress the importance of incrementality of both parsing and production, given that CoG defines syntax as stored construction-types, somehow learned as wholes, it is not clear what basis this provides for the word-by-word incrementality displayed in conversation. In informal dialogue, participants can interrupt one another at any point, effortlessly switching roles. These switches can split any syntactic and semantic dependencies distributing them across more than one participant. In the following examples, number 1 involves a syntactic split between preposition and noun, and between infinitive and controlling subject; and number 2 involves a morpho-syntactic dependency split (hence plus past participle) and a syntactic/semantic dependency split (reflexive and local antecedent).

(1) A: We’re going to -
B: Burbage to see Granny.
(2) A (seeing B emerging from a smoke-filled kitchen): Are you OK? Have you -
B (interrupting): burnt myself? No fortunately not.

Such data, despite being widespread in conversation, pose severe challenges to conventional syntactic assumptions, including CoG, because the fragments are characteristically not induced as independently licensed by the grammar and even the sequence may not be well-formed, as in example number 2. Furthermore, it is hard to see how C&C’s account of such interactions, given a Levelt-like characterisation of production as the inverse of parsing, can match the required level of granularity. In contrast, such data follow as an immediate consequence of the DS view of syntax. Speakers and hearers both use the defined tree-growth mechanisms to construct a representation of what is being said, taking the immediate context as input: The only difference between them is the additional requirement on speakers that the construction process has to be continuous with some more richly annotated (possibly incomplete) structure corresponding to what they have in mind. This dynamic predicts that switching from parsing to production, and the converse, will be seamless, yielding the effect of in-tandem construction without needing to invoke higher levels of inference (Poesio & Rieser 2011) or superimposed duplication of the one type of activity upon the other (Pickering & Garrod 2013b). Each individual will simply be constructing the emergent structure relative to the context he or she has just constructed in his or her other capacity (Gregoromichelaki et al. 2011; 2013). Despite the DS commitment to word-by-word incrementality, interpretation can be built up with apparent delays, because language input invariably encodes no more than partial content specifications, allowing subsequent enrichment.

The result is, as C&C say, that there will be no encapsulated linguistic universals specific to the language faculty as universals will be grounded in general constraints on online cognitive processing. Yet this should not be taken to deny the existence of such universals: to the contrary, robust structural universals are predicted as dictated by limits imposed by logical and processing constraints in combination.

Consider the syntactic puzzle precluding multiple long-distance dependencies. Within DS, semantic representations as trees are defined as sets of nodes each of which is uniquely identified in terms of its position relative to other nodes in the tree (Blackburn & Meyer-Viol 1994). This definition restricts emergent tree growth to transitions which meet this characterisation. The effect is to freely license multiply building any one node, while ensuring that no such multiple actions give rise to distinguishable output. In the case of left-periphery effects, where on the DS account, nodes can be constructed as not yet fixed (“unfixed”) within the current domain, nothing precludes such an action being repeated. However, such multiple applications of this strategy will invariably give rise to one and the same node, yielding a well-formed result as long as attendant attributes are compatible: hence, the restriction precluding multiple long-distance dependency. Verb-final languages, with their as-yet unfixed arguments, might seem apparent counterexamples; but here, the Chunk-and-Pass constraint provides an answer: Case specifications on an unfixed node are taken to induce an immediate update of that node to a locally fixed relation, allowing another construction of an unfixed node again with potential from its case specifications for update in anticipation of the following verb. The supposed counterexample of NP NP NP V sequences in verb-final languages thus merely demonstrates the interaction of logic-based and processing-based constraints, in turn accounting for typological observations such that verb-final languages are typically case-marking (Kempson & Kjaer 2010).

This constraint extends to language change, further bolstering the overall perspective (Bouzouita & Chatzikyriakidis 2009). As C&C observe, language change commonly involves prosodic reduction of adjacent items leading to composite grammaticalised forms. On the DS view, such novel creations would reflect what had earlier been discretely triggered sequences of update actions, now with the novel composite form triggering this sequence of update actions as a single macro induced by that form. Accordingly, we expect such grammaticalised forms to reflect whatever general limits are imposed by intersections of logic and processing constraints (see Chatzikyriakidis & Kempson [2011] for arguments that weak [elicit] pronoun clusters in Greek constitute such a case). In short, DS buttresses C&C’s claims about language as a mechanism for progressive
construction of information-bearing units. Despite much variation across languages, synchronous and diachronic, the C&C program promises to enable formally characterisable perspectives on language directly matching the dynamics of language behaviour in interaction.

**On the generalizability of the Chunk-and-Pass processing approach: Perspectives from language acquisition and music**
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Abstract: Christiansen & Chater (C&C) offer the Chunk-and-Pass strategy as a language processing approach allowing humans to make sense of incoming language in the face of cognitive and perceptual constraints. We propose that the Chunk-and-Pass strategy is not adequate to extend universally across languages (accounting for typologically diverse languages), nor is it sufficient to generalize to other auditory modalities such as music.

Christiansen & Chater (C&C) claim universality and primacy for their Chunk-and-Pass processing approach in language acquisition and suggest that music provides an example of another complex acoustic signal with multilayered structuring, to which one could apply the Chunk-and-Pass strategy as well. However, fundamental issues that C&C leave unaddressed suggest that this strategy may not be generalizable to typologically diverse languages and to domains beyond language. We discuss two such issues: (1) cross-linguistic differences (e.g., morphology and word-order) and (2) domain-specific differences (e.g., language versus music). It is unclear how the Chunk-and-Pass strategy would work in the acquisition of synthetic languages, with complex inflectional morphology (e.g., Tamil, Turkish, Navajo, Quechua, Cree, Swahili). Because there is extensive suffusion (through agglutination or fusion), the morpheme-to-word ratio in such languages is high, resulting in lengthy words. A single multinomorphemic word expresses meanings that in a language with limited or no inflection would require a multoword clause or sentence to express. Although C&C suggest that chunking of complex multinomorphemic words, by means of local mechanisms (e.g., formulaicity), also applies to agglutinative languages, they mainly consider evidence based on English, whose impoverished inflection and low morpheme-to-word ratio (particularly in its verb forms), facilitates chunking using the word (as opposed to its subparts) as a basic unit of analysis.

In C&C’s framework, frequency and perceptual salience (rather than innate grammatical mechanisms) drive the chunking process. Existing studies on the acquisition of morphologically complex languages indicate that mechanisms proposed for English do not readily extend to synthetic language types (Kelly et al. 2014). Crucially, lexicon-building does not readily extend through storage of frequently encountered (and frequently used) exemplars in memory; instead, the chunking strategy may be only a first step in the process, in preparation for the next stage, namely, grammatical decomposition of stored units and the acquisition of the combinatorial principles determining their subparts (see Rose & Brittain 2011 for evidence from Northern East Cree). However, even a minor role for the chunking strategy in relation to morphologically complex languages may be problematic. A single verb root/stem, for example, is manifested through numerous surface realizations rendering the frequency factor unreliable. Additionally, evidence from children acquiring Quechua and Navajo, two morphologically rich languages, indicates that regardless of the perceptual salience of the verb root/stem (i.e., word initial in Quechua and word final in Navajo), the children’s earliest verb forms were root/bare stems, not permitted in the adult grammar; however, they never produced isolated affixes, contrary to what would be predicted if they were using a simple chunking procedure (Courtney & Saville-Troike 2002). Interestingly, Tamil children use bare stems in imperative contexts, similar to adults. In contrast, their earliest indicative (nonimperative) verb forms are non-adult-like and consist predominantly of verbal participles (derived or inflected nonfinite stems) with the auxiliary, tense, and agreement suffixes stripped away (Lakshmanan 2006). The mismatch between the children’s early verbs and the adult input (consisting of complex multinomorphemic words) emphasizes the role of innate knowledge of fundamental grammatical concepts (e.g., verb root/stem, inflected stem, and affixes).

A Chunk-and-Pass strategy alone (without independent grammatical mechanisms), cannot explain children’s success with “free word order” found in many morphologically complex languages. In Tamil, an SOV (Subject-Object-Verb) language, sentential constituents (NPs, FPs, and CPs) may appear in noncanonical sentential positions through rightward and leftward scrambling. Tamil, like other agglutinative languages, and sentences with overt realization of all arguments are rare. Tamil children between the ages of 17 months and 42 months, exhibit sensitivity to Case restrictions and movement constraints on scrambling and successfully use adult-like word order permutations to signal interpretive differences (Focus versus Topic) (Sarma 2003).

A Chunk-and-Pass strategy would predict that shorter sentences are easier for children to process and produce than longer sentences. However, this cannot explain scenarios where the reverse situation holds. For example, Tamil children (below age 5) produce significantly fewer participial relatives than older children. They also strongly prefer tag relatives to the participial relative, although the former are longer and less frequent than the latter. Crucially, the participial relative, though shorter (and more frequent), is structurally more complex because it involves movement (Lakshmanan 2000).

Let us now examine the generalizability of the Chunk-and-Pass approach to other complex acoustic input, as in the case of music. Some argue that music contains some semantic information, such as meaning that emerges from sound patterns resembling qualities of objects and suggesting emotional content, or sometimes as a result of symbolic connections with related but external material (Koelsch 2005). For example, Wagner was known to have short musical melodies (leitmotif) that represented characters in his operas, such that interactions between characters could be inferred or interpreted from musical composition. However, these more concrete occurrences are outliers among musical works, and other interpretations of musical semantics remain much weaker than in the context of language. Thus, although it is possible there is structural chunking, music lacks the semantic information to inform something like an “interactionist” approach (McClelland 1987) to parsing.

Another way in which music differs from language is in the context of anticipation. C&C discuss anticipation as a predictive perceptual strategy that helps streamline the process of organizing incoming speech signals. Although music perception involves anticipation, music provides clues of a different nature regarding what will follow in a phrase. Anticipation based on hierarchical context of anticipation. C&C discuss anticipation as a predictive perceptual strategy that helps streamline the process of organizing incoming speech signals. Although music perception involves anticipation, music provides clues of a different nature regarding what will follow in a phrase. Anticipation based on hierarchical
processing and chunking? What also needs explanation is the question: Why would having only domain-general mechanisms for processing different types of complex acoustic input be advantageous?

“Process and perish” or multiple buffers with push-down stacks?
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Abstract: This commentary raises two issues: (1) Language processing is hastened not only by internal pressures but also externally by turn-taking in language use; (2) the theory requires nested levels of processing, but linguistic levels do not fully nest: further, it would seem to require multiple memory buffers, otherwise there’s no obvious treatment for discontinuous structures, or for verbatim recall.

Christiansen & Chater (C&C) have tried to convert a truism of psycholinguistics (essentially, Miller’s 1956 short-term memory limitation) into a general theory of everything in language, in which representations are mere traces of processing while hierarchies, patterns of change and the design features of language all follow from processing limitations. But like most general theories, this one seems underspecified, and it is hard to know exactly what would falsify it.

In this commentary I make two points. First, I suggest that the pressure for speed of processing comes not only from the effect of an evanescent signal on internal processing constraints, but also from outside, from facts about how language is used. Second, I would like to gently question the truism of the “process and perish” theory of linguistic signals.

Language comes, for the most part, as an acoustic signal that is delivered remarkably fast—as C&C note, faster than comparable nonlinguistic signals can be decoded. But why? One might try, speculatively, to relate this to the natural processing tempo of the auditory cortex (Hickok & Poeppel 2000) or to some general drive to efficiency. In fact, there are more obvious reasons for haste—namely, the turn-taking system of language use (Sacks et al. 1974). The turn-taking system operates with short units (usually a clause with prosodic closure), and after one speaker’s such unit, any other speaker may respond, the first speaker gaining rights to that turn—thus ensuring communication proceeds apace. Turn transitions on average have a gap of only c. 200 ms, or the duration of a single syllable. Speakers are hastened on by the fact that delayed responses carry unwelcome social costs. During an incoming turn, a responder is predicting the rest of it so that the turn must proceed even during preparation of the response—so guaranteeing overlap of comprehension and production processes (Levinson & Torreira 2015). This system pushes processing to the limit.

Let’s now turn to the psycholinguistic “truism,” namely that, given the short-term memory bottleneck and the problems of competition for lexical access, processing for both comprehension and production must proceed in “chunks”—the “increments” of incremental processing. Miller’s (1956) short-term memory bottleneck is often married to Babadley’s (1987) auditory loop with a capacity of c. 2 seconds unless refreshed, rapidly overwritten by incoming stimuli. On these or similar foundations the current theory is built.

Assuming Miller’s bottleneck, and chunking as a way of mitigating it, I see at least two points in the current theory that are either problematic or need further explication:

1. How many buffers? Chunking involves recording longer lower-level strings into shorter, higher-level strings with “lossy” compression of the lower level. In Miller’s theory, the higher-level chunks replace the lower ones, using that same short-term memory buffer. But in C&C’s theory, the higher-level chunks will need to be retained in another buffer, as the next low-level increment is processed—otherwise, for example, discontinuous syntactic elements will get overwritten by new acoustic detail. Because there is a whole hierarchy of levels (acoustic, phonetic, phonological, morphological, syntactic, discourse, etc.), the “passing the buck upward” strategy will only allow calculation of coherence if there are just as many memory buffers as there are levels.

2. Mismatching chunks across levels. C&C’s theory seems to presume nesting of chunks as one proceeds upward in comprehension from acoustics to meaning. A longstanding linguistic observation is that the levels do not in fact coincide. A well-known example is the mismatch between phonological and syntactic words (Dixon & Aikhenvald 2002). Consider resyllabification, as in the pronunciation of my bike is small as mai.bai.kismall (Vroomen & de Gelder 1999)—here, the lower-level units don’t match the higher ones. Similarly, syntactic structure and semantic structure do not match: All men looks like Tall men in surface structure, but has a quite different underlying semantics. Jackendoff’s (2002) theory of grammar, with interface rules handling the mismatch between levels, is an attempt to handle this lack of nesting across levels.

Another fly in the ointment is that, despite the hand-waving in sect. 6.1.2, nonlocal dependencies are not exceptional. Particle verbs, conditionals, parentheticals, wh-movement, center-embedding, topicalization, extraposition, and so forth, have been central to linguistic theorizing, and together such discontinuous constructions are frequent. Now, it is true that English—despite these constructions—generally likes to keep together the bits that belong together. But other languages (like the Australian ones) are much freer in word order—like classical Latin with c. 12% of NPs discontinuous, as in the three-way split (parts in bold, Pinkster 2005; Snipper 2012) in Figure 1.

Likewise, the preference for strictly local chunking runs into difficulties at other linguistic levels. Consider the phonological rule that, according to the grammar books, requires the French possessive pronoun ma to become mon before a vowel (ma femme vs. mon épouse, “my wife”); in fact, mon is governed by the properties of the head noun from which it may be separated, as in Marie sera soit mon soit ton épouse (“Marie will become either my or your wife”); Schlenker 2010). Morphology isn’t necessarily well behaved either, some languages even randomizing affixes (Bickel et al. 2007). So we need to know how the local...
processing preference fails to outlaw all of the discontinuous structures in language, and where our push-down stack capacities actually reside.

Finally, C&C’s Now-or-Never bottleneck theory suggests that details of an utterance cannot be retained in memory when following material overwrites it – only the gist of what was said may persist. But the practice of “other-initiated repair” suggests otherwise – in the following excerpt Sig repeats verbatim what he earlier said, just with extra stress on shoot even though three conversational turns intervene (Schegloff 2007, p. 109):

(1) Sig: Conservatives like to shoot people (and liberals don’t?)
(2.0)
Dad: Conservatives like what?
(0.8)
Sig: Wha?*
Dad: Whadyu say about conservatives? (mouth full)
(0.3)
Sig: Conservatives like to shoot people on (hh) liberals don’t?

The fact that we can rerun the phonetics (=? = rising intonation, underlining = stress) of utterances shows the existence of other buffers that escape the proposed bottleneck.

**Linguistic structure emerges through the interaction of memory constraints and communicative pressures**
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Abstract: If memory constraints were the only limitation on language processing, the best possible language would be one with only one word. But to explain the rich structure of language, we need to posit a second constraint; the pressure to communicate informatively. Many aspects of linguistic structure can be accounted for by appealing to equilibria that result from these two pressures.

Christiansen & Chater (C&C) claim that memory limitations force the cognitive system to process the transient linguistic signal by compressing it. They suggest that this processing pressure influences the ultimate structure of language over the course of language evolution. Taken at face value, this proposal would lead to a degenerate linguistic structure, however. If memory constraints were the only pressure on language, languages would evolve to compress meaning into the simplest possible form—a single word (Horn 1984). But, as the authors point out, natural languages are not of this sort; they are richly structured into lexical and phrasal units of varying length. To account for this variability, we highlight the need to consider the communicative function of language. Communication serves as an important counter-pressure against compression in language processing, not just as a caveat.

Interlocutors use language with the goal of communicating information, but they also aim to minimize energetic cost (Zipf 1949). For the speaker, this goal implies minimizing production cost, and for the listener it implies minimizing comprehension cost. Importantly, these processing constraints have opposing cost functions (Horn 1984; Zipf 1949). For a producer, processing is minimized when a form is easy to say, and thus highly compressible. For the comprehender, however, processing is minimized when a form is minimally ambiguous and thus verbose. Compressing information is a useful strategy for a speaker who faces memory constraints, but it is useful only to the extent that the listener can still recover the intended meaning. This view of language use as rational action—minimizing costs while maximizing information transfer—is supported by a rich body of theoretical and empirical work (Clark 1996; Frank & Goodman 2012; Goodman & Stuhlmüller 2013; Grece 1975).

Although C&C argue that compression is the key factor in the emergence of structure, evidence at both the acquisition and evolution timescales suggests language is the product of the interaction between both compression and informativeness. At the timescale of acquisition, experimental work suggests the resolution of reference in word learning is the product of communicative inferences (e.g., Baldwin 1991; 1993; Frank et al. 2009; Frank & Goodman 2014). And at the timescale of language evolution, a growing body of work suggests that the forms of words are also equilibria between these two pressures (Lewis & Frank 2014; Mahowald et al. 2012; Pantalosi et al. 2011; Zipf 1936). For example, Pantalosi et al. (2011) found that words that are less predictable in their linguistic context are longer, suggesting that speakers may lengthen words that are surprising in order to increase time for the listener to process.

In addition to linguistic form, these pressures influence the mapping between form and meaning. An equilibrium in the structure of form-meaning mappings is one in which the listener is able to recover the intended meaning, but the speaker does not exert additional effort over-describing. A range of semantic domains reflect this equilibrium (Badeley & Attewell 2009; Kemp & Regier 2012; Regier et al. 2007), and ambiguity, more generally, has been argued to reflect this communicative tradeoff (Pantalosi et al. 2012). Ambiguity is an equilibrium in cases where the listener can recover the intended meaning from the communicative context. One example is the word some, which has a literal meaning of “at least one and possibly all” but can be strengthened pragmatically to mean “at least one but not all” (Horn 1972). Because its meaning is determined through communicative context, its literal semantics can overlap those of its competitor, “all.”

The key challenge associated with this broader proposal—that processing pressures influence linguistic structure—is providing direct evidence for a causal link between these two timescales. This problem is difficult to study in the laboratory because the proposed mechanism takes place over a long timescale and over multiple individual speakers. Furthermore, the presence of a causal link does not entail that phenomena in processing are directly reflected in linguistic structure—rather, entirely new properties may emerge at higher levels of abstraction from the interactions of more fundamental phenomena (Anderson 1972). It may, therefore, not be possible to directly extrapolate from brief communicative interactions observed in the laboratory to properties of linguistic structure.

Several recent pieces of experimental data begin to address this challenge, however. In one study, Fedzechkina et al. (2012) asked speakers to learn an artificial language that arbitrarily distinguished nouns through case-marking. Over learning sessions, speakers developed a system for marking in contexts where meanings were least predictable—a pattern reflected in the case-marking systems of natural language. Other work has used a similar paradigm to reveal the emergence of typologically prevalent patterns in the domains of word order (Culbertson et al. 2012; Culbertson & Newport 2015) and phonology (Wilson 2008).

A particularly promising approach for exploring this causal link is through transmission chains (Kirby et al. 2008; Reali & Griffiths 2009). In a transmission chain, a participant learns and recalls a language, and then the recalled language becomes the learning input for a new learner. By iterating over learners, we can observe how languages change across transmission of learners over the course of language evolution. Kirby et al. (2015) have compared the emergence of linguistic structure in a...
regime that iterates over different partners of learners versus a regime where the same two partners repeatedly interact with each other. They find that linguistic structure emerges only by iterating over different partners, demonstrating the unique contribution of cross-generational learning to the emergence of structure. Others have begun to use this paradigm to link the interaction of processing pressures to the emergence of communicative regularities in semantic structure (Carstensen et al. 2015; Lewis & Frank 2015).

In sum, the consequences of memory constraints are likely a critical factor in shaping language structure. But an additional important constraint is the pressure to communicate informatively, and this constraint should not be overlooked in accounting for linguistic structure.

The bottleneck may be the solution, not the problem
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Abstract: As a highly consequential biological trait, a memory "bottleneck" cannot escape selection pressures. It must therefore co-evolve with other cognitive mechanisms rather than act as an independent constraint. Recent theory and an implemented model of language acquisition suggest that a limit on working memory may evolve to help learning. Furthermore, it need not hamper the use of language for communication.

The target article by Christiansen & Chater (C&C) makes many useful and valid observations about language that we happily endorse. Indeed, several of C&C's major points appear in our own papers, including the following: (a) the inability of non-chunked, "analog" approaches to language to compete with "digital" combinatorics over chunks (Edelman, 2005b); (b) the centrality of chunking to modeling incremental, memory-constrained language acquisition and generation (Goldstein et al. 2010; Kolodny et al. 2015b) and the possible evolutionary roots of these features of language (Kolodny et al. 2014; 2015a; Lotem & Halpern 2012); (c) the realization that language experience has the form of a graph (Solan et al. 2005; cf. Edelman 2006a, p. 274), corresponding to C&C's "forest tracks" analogy; and (d) a presupposed set of general principles for language acquisition and processing (Goldstein et al. 2010), one of which is essentially identical to C&C's "Now-or-Neaver bottleneck." However, our theory is critically different in its causality structure. Rather than assuming that the memory limit is a fixed constraint to which all other traits must adapt, we view it as an adaptation that evolved to cope with computational challenges. Doing so brings theory in line with standard practice in evolutionary biology, is more consistent with research findings, and raises numerous important research issues. We expand on these points in the following paragraphs.

No biological trait can be simply assumed as a "constraint." Viewing the Now-or-Neaver bottleneck as an evolutionary constraint to which language adapts – C&C's central idea – is unwarranted. In evolutionary theory, biological constraints – as opposed to constraints imposed by physics and chemistry, which are not subject to biological evolution – cannot simply be assumed; they must be understood in terms of trade-offs among selective pressures. Clearly, birds' wings evolved under aerodynamic constraints rather than vice versa. However, biological traits such as memory are not exempt from evolving. In proposing a bottleneck to which everything else in the system must adapt while the bottleneck itself remains fixed and independent (Fig. 1 in the target article), C&C implicitly assume that it cannot evolve.

To justify this assumption, C&C should have offered evidence of stabilizing selection pressures that act against genetic variants coding for a broader or narrower bottleneck, and thereby affecting cognition and, ultimately, fitness. Alternatively, they might have assumed that the biological mechanisms underlying the memory bottleneck cannot be genetically variable – an odd assumption, which runs counter to substantial evidence in humans of (a) a range of verbal memory decay rates (Mueller & Krawitz 2009), including in particular the longer verbal working memory span in individuals with Asperger's (Cui et al. 2010); (b) heritable variation in language and in word memory (Stromswold 2001; van Soelen et al. 2011) and in working memory (Blokland et al. 2011; Vogler et al. 2014); and (c) variation in perceptual memory across species (Lind et al. 2015; Mery et al. 2007). Given that heritable variation in a trait means that it can respond to selection (e.g., Falconer 1981), it is likely that the bottleneck can evolve, and that it is what it is because individuals with longer or shorter verbal working memory had lower biological fitness.

If language is supported by domain-general mechanisms, verbal memory is even less immune to evolution. If the emergence of language constitutes a recent and radical departure from other cognitive phenomena, it is in principle possible that working memory evolved and stabilized prior to and separately from the "increasingly abstract levels of linguistic representation" (sect. 3.2, para. 2) posited by C&C. However, there are good arguments in support of a domain-general view of language (e.g., Chater & Christiansen 2010). In particular, linguistic representations and processes are hardly as modular as C&C assume (Onnis & Spivey 2012). Furthermore, theories of neural reuse (Anderson 2010) point to the massive redeployment of existing mechanisms for new functions, resulting in brain regions coming to be involved in diverse cognitive functions. If circuits that support language continue contributing to nonlinguistic functions (including working memory), a memory bottleneck is not a prior and independent constraint on language, but rather a trait that continues to evolve under multiple selective pressures, which include language.

The bottleneck may be the solution, not the problem. As we have suggested (Goldstein et al. 2010; Lotem & Halpern 2008; 2012; Onnis et al. 2008), a limited working memory may be an adaptation for coping with the computational challenges involved in segmentation and network construction. (Importantly, regardless of whether this specific hypothesis is correct, entertaining such hypotheses is the only way of distinguishing a function from a constraint; cf. Stephens & Krebs 1986, Ch. 10.) A recently implemented model that includes this hypothesis has been tested on tasks involving language, birdsong, and foraging (Kolodny et al. 2014; 2015a; 2015b; Menyhart et al. 2015). The model includes a time window during which natural and meaningful patterns are likely to recur and thus to pass a test for statistical significance, while spurious patterns decay and are forgotten. We stress that rather than acting as a constraint, the duration of the window must co-evolve with the mechanisms influencing the distribution of data so as to increase the effectiveness of memory representations (Lotem & Halpern 2012). We do agree with C&C regarding some of the consequences of the memory bottleneck, such as the need for online incremental construction of hierarchical representation. Indeed, our model effectively implements what C&C call "Chunk-and-Pass" (Kolodny et al. 2015b). We believe, however, that the ultimate constraint on learning structure (such as that of language) in time and space is not the memory bottleneck in itself, but rather the...
computational challenges of chunking the data and of building hierarchies. Biological communication is about affecting behavior, not pumping bits. Our final point focuses on the communicative function of language. Viewing a memory window as a communication “bottleneck” suggests that massive amounts of information must flow through the channel in question. However, the real function of a message is to influence the rich network of connotations and interconnections already present in the listener’s brain (cf. Edelman 2015, sect. 2.3). Communication is about generating adaptive behavioral changes (Burghardt 1970; Green & Marler 1979) – the listener gleams from it cues relevant to decision-making. For this, a signal must be informative and reliable in the given context (Leger 1993); the amount of information is not the main issue (except as a signal of quality, as in complex courtship songs; Lachmann et al. 2001). This implies that evolutionary selection in language is for how messages fit into the information already represented by their recipient; a bottleneck may not impose significant constraints here.

NOTES

1. If verbal memory indeed evolves, language is the niche in which it does so. The target article seems to gloss over the intimate connection between cultural evolution and niche construction (Odling-Smee et al. 2003). In focusing on how “linguistic patterns, which can be processed through that bottleneck, will be strongly selected” (sect. 5, para. 3), C&C ignore the possibility of there being also selection for individuals who can better process linguistic patterns.

2. As C&C note, correctly, regarding Chunk-and-Pass, “it is entirely possible that linguistic input can simultaneously, and perhaps redundantly, be chunked in more than one way” (sect. 3.2, para. 4). This point suggests that chunking on its own, especially when carried out recursively/hierarchically, is likely to severely exacerbate the combinatorial problem faced by the learner, rather than resolve the bottleneck issue.

Memory limitations and chunking are variable and cannot explain language structure
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Abstract: Both the Now-or-Never bottleneck and the chunking mechanisms hypothesized to cope with it are more variable than Christiansen & Chater (C&C) suggest. These constructs are, therefore, too weak to support C&C’s claims for the nature of language. Key aspects of the hierarchical nature of language instead arise from the nature of sequencing of subunits during utterance planning in language production.

Christiansen & Chater (C&C) overstate both the limitations of the Now-or-Never bottleneck and the lossy character of chunking, and they are overly optimistic that memory limitations can explain the nature of language. C&C correctly note that memory limitations during planning for language production promote incremental planning (where planning of the utterance and its execution of action are interleaved), but the memory limitations are not as strict as they suggest. Whereas “radical incrementality” – very minimal advance planning owing to a severe memory bottleneck – once had its proponents in language production, recent studies argue for looser constraints, with more tolerance for higher memory loads and more extensive advance planning (Ferreira & Swets 2002). The extent of advance planning may even be under some degree of implicit strategic control (Ferreira & Swets 2002; Wagner et al. 2010), suggesting that, rather than the memory bottleneck controlling us, we instead can exert some control over our own memory loads during language production. The bottleneck also isn’t always so severe in comprehension, and chunking isn’t as uniformly eager as C&C portray. Downstream linguistic input affects interpretation of earlier material (MacDonald 1994; Warren & Sherman 1974), which shouldn’t occur if chunking greedily passes off the early information to the next level. Variability in the tolerance of memory loads suggests that the Now-or-Never bottleneck is not a wide-mouth jar, or perhaps more of an adjustable drawstring closure, and the consequences for the nature of language will therefore need adjustment as well.

Similarly, C&C view the lossy nature of Chunk-and-Pass processing as essential to explaining the nature of language processing, but chunking is neither as lossy nor as bottom-up as they suggest. C&C argue that in speech perception, sounds are rapidly chunked into words, leaving the sounds behind, so that the just-perceived sounds do not interfere with upcoming ones. These claims create several puzzles: First, this very bottom-up characterization of chunking is inconsistent with evidence for top-down influences in perception. C&C’s focus on using context only for predicting the future is misplaced, because top-down processes also allow higher-level information to elaborate on lower-level percepts. Examples include the word superiority effect (Cattell 1886) and the phoneme restoration effect (Warren 1970), in which word representations affect perception of their parts (letters, phonemes). If chunking is so eager and lossy, it’s not clear how higher-level word information could refine the lower-level percepts that should have already been discarded by lossy chunking. Second, if the memory bottleneck is so narrow, how is there room for interference, which by definition depends on several elements being in memory at the same time? There are numerous examples of semantic and sound overlap creating memory interference over fairly long distances during both comprehension (Acheson & MacDonald 2011; Van Dyke & Johns 2012), and production (Hsiao et al. 2014; Smith & Wheeldon 2004), again suggesting that the bottleneck can’t be as strict as C&C describe. Third, if lossy chunking is the solution to memory interference, why is it so easy to find interference effects? The existence of memory interference suggests that chunking may not always be so lossy after all. In at least some circumstances, there appears to be real value in non-lossy processing, such as the Levy et al. (2009) example that C&C note as well as use of prosodic information over long distances (Morrill et al. 2014). These and other examples call into question the essence of lossy, greedy, bottom-up chunking as a design feature for language.

C&C note some variability in memory limits and chunking, but they do not discuss the consequences of variability for their account. They illustrate their ideas with an individual identified as SF, who can recall vast strings of meaningless digits by chunking them into meaningful units such as dates, and using the chunks to guide production. The analogy to language is unfortunate, because SF’s chunking strategies are both conscious and idiosyncratic, inviting the inference that language users’ chunking units are similarly variable. In sum, if memory limitations and the lossy and eager characteristics of chunking have notable exceptions and are subject to individual differences, then it is difficult to make them the foundation of claims for the nature of human language.

More seriously, no matter how we conceive the memory bottleneck, it can explain neither the existence of a hierarchy in language representations, nor why the hierarchy has certain levels of representation across individuals and not others. Consider a non-linguistic analogy: the visual processes necessary to recognize a cup. Let’s assume that these processes, also constrained by memory bottlenecks, have multiple stages of chunking and passing from low-level visual processing up to object recognition. From these perceptual stages, however, we would not want to conclude that the percept itself, the cup, has a hierarchical structure. Similarly, the memory-constrained chunking and passing
for language perception, even if it works exactly as C&C describe, does not give the percept—language—its hierarchical structure.

Rather than trying to wring structure out of memory limitations, I suggest that key aspects of hierarchical structure emerge from how goals are realized in action (MacDonald 2013). Like all actions, language production must unfold over time, meaning that the various subgoals of the action must be planned and ordered in some way (Laschey 1981). For both nonlinguistic and linguistic actions, the nature of the hierarchy is constrained by the need to make decisions for some subgoals in order to plan others. To reach for a cup, the choice of which hand to use determines and must precede planning the reach. Similarly, a speaker must choose words (cap or mug?) before programming their articulation, naturally creating a hierarchy of lexical and sublexical plans. Although language and nonlinguistic action are not identical, important aspects of the hierarchical nature of language emerges from the staging of language production planning processes over time. Furthermore, although action plans are held in memory and are affected by the nature of that memory, memory limitations themselves cannot bear the explanatory burden that C&C ascribe to them.

Exploring some edges: Chunk-and-Pass processing at the very beginning, across representations, and on to action
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Abstract: We identify three “working edges” for fruitful elaboration of the Chunk-and-Pass proposal: (a) accounting for the earliest phases of language acquisition, (b) explaining diversity in the stability and plasticity of different representational types, and (c) propelling investigation of action processing.

Experience is dynamic and ephemeral, yet humans routinely generate abstract representations of their individualized experience that simultaneously achieve enough stability, plasticity, and interindividually paralyzing social and cognitive functioning. Christiansen & Chater’s (C&C’s) ambitious Chunk-and-Pass processing (CPP) proposal offers hope of a comprehensive and elegant account of how this can be. CPP has impressive explanatory breadth, nearly tying language acquisition to language change and language evolution, while also offering promise of a unified account of perception and cognition more generally. By C&C’s own acknowledgment, however, many facets of the CPP account cry out for elaboration. In our view, three “working edges” will be (a) accounting for the earliest inception of language acquisition, (b) explaining stability and plasticity differences in learning profiles across knowledge systems (within language as well as across domains), and (c) elaborating CPP on the action processing front.

Regarding the first issue, C&C provide a workable framework for describing language acquisition once basic acoustic units have been discovered (e.g., phonemes, syllables), but do not describe how utter novices initially break into the system. Of course, there is a sizable literature investigating how infants initiate analysis of streaming speech (e.g., Vouloumanos & Werker 2007; Werker et al. 2012). One litmus test of the viability of CPP will be its ability to account for the phenomena documented in this literature within a unified Chunk-and-Pass framework. Among the complexities to be confronted here include findings indicating that infants’ identification/construction of basic acoustic units may still be taking place at the same time that they are beginning to chunk longer strings of sounds together into words or morphemes. For example, infants remain quite sensitive to phonetic distributions until well into the first year; at 6 to 8 months, just 2–3 minutes of focused exposure to new distributions may be enough to temporarily rearrange infants’ phonetic categories (Maye et al. 2002). And yet, by this same age, infants typically recognize at least a handful of words, including “mommy” and “daddy” (Tincoff & Jusczyk 1999b), their own name (Bortfeld et al. 2005; Mandel et al. 1999), as well as terms such as “feet” and “hand” (Tincoff & Jusczyk 2012). Does CPP somehow build linguistic structure even without clear basic units over which to operate (in contradiction to hypotheses C&C articulate on this matter; e.g., sect. 3.2, para. 1)? Alternatively, does CPP operate on units only as they reach some criterion of availability, so that words composed of early-identified phonemes would potentially be available for chunking, whereas words with more difficult-to-identify phonemes are not? Or do processes other than Chunk-and-Pass need to be brought in to account for the earliest phases of language acquisition?

The second working edge we identify relates to stability and plasticity of representations. C&C note that stability and plasticity trade off: Learning depends on representations being updated to incorporate new content, but at the same time, some degree of stability is needed to avoid new information overwhelming previously acquired information. They argue that stability is a natural product of the compression that occurs during Chunk-and-Pass processing. The processing of linguistic content is “lossy”—the only features retained are those that are captured by a learner’s current model of the language, making it difficult to dramatically alter that model since the features necessary to do so are likely the very ones lost in compression. This seems persuasive on the face of it, but leaves unclear how CPP can account for a different stability/plasticity issue: namely, the observation that representations of different types display distinct stability/plasticity profiles. In language, acquired representations of some kinds (e.g., phonetic and syntactic representations) display a strong propensity to stabilize and become markedly resistant to change (e.g., Johnson & Newport 1989; Kuhl 2004; Lenneberg 1964; Yoshida et al. 2010), whereas a variety of evidence suggests that other representational types (e.g., open-class lexical items) seem to display considerably more plasticity (e.g., Curtiss 1977; Newport 1990; Talmy 2000; Weber-Fox & Neville 1996). In question is whether these different plasticity profiles across representational types arise naturally from CPP. Are there differences in the information to be encoded across various types of representations such that the model would predict an emphasis on stability in some cases versus ongoing plasticity in others? Alternatively, will it be necessary to look to mechanisms beyond CPP to account for such differences, such as diverse neural commitment timetables?

Our third “working edge” focuses on action processing as a particularly fruitful target for broadening the scope of CPP-related investigation. Intuitively, language and action processing seem closely linked. Language can be regarded as one form of action, after all, and both language and action are subject to the Now-or-Ne ver bottleneck, making them amenable to a CPP account, as C&C themselves note. Strikingly, however, investigation regarding action processing lags considerably behind language. One glaring example is the lack of a generally accepted inventory of basic actions, comparable to inventories of phonemes or syllables in language (cf. interesting but small-scale efforts along these lines, such as therblig, Gilbreth & Gilbreth 1919). Another example concerns hierarchical structure, which seems to be a fundamental organizing principle of both action and linguistic representations. To illustrate in the action context, observers typically note that an action such as getting a cup of coffee comprises embedded subgoals, such as getting a mug from a cupboard, placing it on a counter, pouring coffee into the mug, and so on. At the same time, relevant levels of that hierarchy seem not to be as crisp or well-defined as they are in language. A “learning to process” account may provide welcome guidance for continuing attempts to gain purchase on the
representation of structure in action, and perhaps also will ultimately help to explain cross-domain differences in representation-
al structure. All in all, as an explicitly domain-general approach, CPP holds promise for accelerating understanding in the action
domain in a way that promotes interdisciplinary convergence with theorizing about language.

Many important language universals are not reducible to processing or cognition
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Abstract: Christiansen & Chater (C&C) ignore the many linguistic
universals that cannot be reduced to processing or cognitive constraints,
some of which we present. Their claim that grammar is merely acquired
language processing skill cannot account for such universals. Their claim
that all other universal properties are historically and culturally based is
a nonsequitur about language evolution, lacking data.

In this latest attempt to reduce language to other mental systems, Christiansen & Chater (C&C) present two main points, each
with two subpoints: (1a) Working memory constraints account for
many features of sentence processing during comprehension; (1b) these features in turn can account for a variety of universal
properties of language. (2a) Thus, learning a language is actually
learning a set of rapidly deployable recoding templates and pro-
cesses; (2b) what appear to be other kinds of psychologically or
disconnected structural properties of language are actually cultur-
ally and historically determined. Such attempts have a long
history, with a considerable modern literature on the issue
started in the 1970s (e.g., Bates & MacWhinney 1982; Hawkins
1983; Rumelhart & McClelland 1988; notable recent examples
include Arbib 2012; Bybee 2007; Christiansen & Chater 2008;
Perfors et al. 2011; Reali & Christiansen 2005; Rizzolatti
& Arbib 1998; Tomasello 2003; 2006). All of these attempts have
been quickly and persuasively countered: Berwick et al. 2013;
Crain et al. 2009; Gualmini & Crain 2005; Kam & Fodor 2013;
Piattelli-Palmarini et al. 2008; Pietroski 2008; Waxler 2002.)

Irreducible language universals. Many linguistic systems are
irreducible to processing or cognitive explanations. We
highlight several that seem particularly challenging to C&C's views.

(a) The Verb+Object Constraint (VOC) (Baker 2008; 2013). In
our conceptualization of the world, actions are more intimately
connected with their agent than with the object, but not syntactically so.
Verb+Complement forms a syntactic constituent (a chunk) but
Subject+Verb does not. This abstract structural relationship explains
the fact that in all languages of the world idioms are formed by a
verb and its object (In English, for example, kick the bucket, sell
the farm, hit the fan, etc.). This fact is particularly surprising for
VSO languages, on the “Chunk-and-Pass” perspective: Surface adja-
cency ought to lead to V+S idioms being more readily chunked and
learned in such languages, while V ... O idioms are, in simple
clauses, discontinuous.

(b) There is a universal hierarchy of syntactic and semantic
dominance relations (Belletti 2004; Cinque 1999; 2013): for
example, evidential (allegedly) > epistemic (probably) > necessity
(necessarily) > continuing (still) > durative (briefly) > obligation
(obligatorily) > complete (partially). (The > indicates domi-
nance in the ordering of modal modifications of a sentence, a tran-
sitive relation.) For example, in English we have:

(1) Jim is allegedly probably unable to frequently deliver
assignments on time.
(2) *Jim is frequently probably unable to allegedly deliver
highly his assignments on time.

There is a large literature on many languages suggesting that this
ordering is universal. Explanations based on statistical regularity,
general cognition, pure logic, or social conventions appear
utterly implausible.

(c) Conceptually possible but linguistically impossible word or-
dering.

“[Many potential orders are never found ... which poses a puzzle
for any culturally based account” (Cinque 2013, p. 17). Consider,
for example, the relative ordering of the categories demonstrative,
umeral, adjective, and noun, the topic of Greenberg’s Universal
20 (Greenberg 1963; see also Hawkins 1983; Dryer 1992; 2009;
Cinque 1996; 2005; 2013). All descriptions agree that some orders
are never found: Whereas (3) and (4) are common orders, no lan-
guage is reported to have as a basic noun phrase order (5) *Num
Adj Dem N or (6) *Adv Dem N Num.

(3) Three these blind mice Dem Num Adj N
(4) Mice blind three these N Adj Num Dem
(5) *Three blind these mice *Num Adj Dem N
(6) *Blind these mice three *Adv Dem N Num

The observed restrictions on nominal ordering are particularly
interesting in light of experimental work by Culbertson et al.
(e.g., Culbertson & Adger 2014; Culbertson et al. 2012). Briefly,
they find their adult subjects, in a series of artificial grammar
learning experiments, to reproduce typological word ordering pat-
terns, apparently drawing on innate cognitive biases. This is a
strong piece of evidence that the distribution of word order pat-
terns is not historical bricolage; subjects discriminate novel typolo-
logically favored patterns from disfavored patterns, with no
obvious basis in their native language.

Grammar learning is “merely” process and pattern learning.
C&C argue that in learning to comprehend (and, we
presume, talk), the child perforce must be learning a range of statis-
tically valid local patterns so that the system can proceed rapidly.
The heart of the idea is that learning patterns from repeated stim-
uli similarities are endemic to many aspects of maturaiton, hence
not specific to language. In this, they agree with a variety of
learning pattern accounts (e.g., Bever 1970; Townsend & Bever
2001). However, there are severe empirical problems. Their
account says nothing, for instance, about which chunks may
relate to each other; as far as C&C are concerned, anything goes.
But there is considerable evidence for richly nuanced, universal
principles governing many kinds of grammatical relations (subja-
cency, case, theta relations, etc.). It also makes long-distance de-
dendencies mysterious. If learners look first for local associations
in blindly segmenting their language, subject to a crippling limit
on short-term memory, it is unclear how long-distance dependen-
cies could be stable in any lineage, much less universal.

The “rest” of apparent linguistic structures (i.e., those that are
not explained by immediate processing or by cognitive or statisti-
cal facts) are culturally and historically determined.

We do not belabor a response to this point because it is irrele-
vant to the major substantive claims by C&C, and they offer very
little independent or new evidence for it. It is a claim about how
the structures evolved that we see in today’s languages that cannot
be immediately accounted for in their interpretation of processing
and cognitive constraints.

To us it seems like a very far-fetched claim about how things
worked in the forest primeval. We do know from contemporary
facts that (most) languages live in families suggesting some histori-
cal devolution; and there are clusters of shared properties among
neighboring languages that do not share families, also suggesting
historical influences. But these facts presuppose the existence of
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fully fledged languages, ready to differentiate and to be influenced by neighbors.

**Processing cost and its consequences**
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**Abstract:** I focus on two challenges that processing-based theories of language must confront: the need to explain why language has the particular properties that it does, and the need to explain why processing pressures are manifested in the particular way that they are. I discuss these matters with reference to two illustrative phenomena: proximity effects in word order and a constraint on contraction.

Christiansen & Chater’s (C&C) proposal has much to recommend it: Processing resources are severely limited, and Chunk-and-Pass is a promising strategy for accommodating those limitations. The hope and promise of this type of work is that in addition to shedding light on the nature of incremental processing, it can help explain specific properties of linguistic systems. C&C focus their attention on a very general features of language, such as duality of patterning, the bounded nature of linguistic units, and the existence of multiple levels of representation. But many properties at a finer level of granularity also call for attention. Why, for example, do we find certain systems of agreement and case marking, but not others? Why are some languages ergative? Why are filler-gap dependencies subject to certain types of locality constraints? Traditionally, the answers to such questions invoke principles of grammar, not processing. However, a wave of recent research by C&C and others (e.g., Hawkins 2004; 2014; O’Grady 2005; 2013; 2015a) proposes a very different approach: Languages are the way they are because of their need to adapt to processing pressures.

At least two challenges immediately arise. On the one hand, it is necessary to demonstrate that processing pressures can help resolve the baffling puzzles that spring up everywhere in the phonology, morphology, and syntax of natural languages. On the other hand, it is necessary to develop a theory to explain why the effects of the processing bottleneck are felt when and where they are. Two examples help illustrate this point.

As C&C note (sect. 6.1.2), items that enter into a relationship with each other should occur in close proximity, for obvious processing reasons. But how close? In Thai, not even a determiner can intervene between a verb and the head of its direct object (one says “I read book that”). But the picture is complicated by data from other languages.

(1) a. A determiner intervenes: (English, French, Mandarin)

\[
\text{read [that book)}
\]

b. A possessor NP intervenes: (English, Mandarin)

\[
\text{read [a good friend’s book}}
\]

c. A relative clause intervenes (Mandarin):

\[
\text{read [that I just bought] books}
\]

(compare English: read books [that I just bought])

Hawkins (2004, p. 123ff) offers a key insight: All other things being equal, if a language permits a more costly implementation of a particular relationship, it will also permit a less costly implementation. For example, Mandarin allows a relative clause to appear between the verb and the head of its direct object, as in (1c) — a costly option in terms of working memory; as predicted, however, Mandarin also allows a less complex possessor phrase and a simple determiner to occur in that position. English sets the bar lower, allowing only possessor phrases and determiners to intervene — as in (1a,b) — but not a relative clause. The cut-off point for French is still lower: A determiner can intervene, as in (1a), but not a possessor or a relative clause. Most restrictive of all is Thai, in which even determiners cannot intervene. The processing bottleneck, it seems, is not absolute; it is manifested in different ways in different languages.

Another example of systematic variation in processing effects involves the notorious constraint on want to contraction illustrated below.

(2) a. Contraction allowed:

\[
\text{Ask whether they want to stay there. (cf. They want to stay there.)}
\]

\[
wanna
\]

b. Contraction prohibited:

\[
\text{Ask who they want to stay there. (cf. They want Mary to stay there.)}
\]

\[
wanna
\]

Jaeggi (1980) proposed that contraction is blocked in (2b) by the presence of an invisible Case-marked trace between want and to — a classic example of grammatical analysis. In contrast, O’Grady (2005) outlined a processing-based alternative that turns on the interplay between two pressures: (a) for reasons related to working memory, filler-gap dependencies are best resolved at the first opportunity; (b) for articulatory reasons, contraction is most natural when want and to combine with each other without delay. Matters are straightforward in (2a), where the articulatory system moves seamlessly from want to to, producing a contracted pronunciation.

(3) Ask whether they want-to stay there.

\[
\downarrow
\]

\[
wanna
\]

The situation is very different in (3) than in (2b), in which the transition from want to to is interrupted by the need to promptly resolve the filler-gap dependency by associating the wh word with want, which is transitive here (cf. We want her to stay). The resulting delay, often accompanied by prosodic reflexes such as lengthening of want (Warren et al. 2003), compromises the naturality of contraction.

(4) Ask who they want # to stay there.

Here too, though, there is evidently room for variation. Ito (2005) reported that 5 of the 41 English speakers who she studied allowed wanna in patterns like (2b). Crucially, however, they also permitted contraction in the less-demanding (2a). The reverse is, of course, not true: Many speakers permit contraction in the easy pattern but not the difficult one.

In sum, case phenomena such as these help confirm that processing pressures (C&C’s Now-or-Never bottleneck) shape the way language works, creating an explanatory narrative that is fundamentally different from traditional grammar-based accounts. At the same time, we gain insight into the nature of processing itself, for which an intriguing story is beginning to emerge. Because processing cost can never be reduced to zero, there is no perfect language and no single way to manage processing costs. What we find instead is systematic variation in what languages (and speakers) tolerate, with a preference for less-costly options over more-demanding alternatives. The end result is an array of effects in phenomena ranging from typological variation to developmental order (O’Grady 2013; 2015b).

Processing cost offers an important idea on which to build. The next step requires further close-range attention to the details of how languages work, how they differ from each other, and how they are acquired. Here, in the traditional data fields of linguistics, lie the clues needed to settle the disputes that define the contemporary study of language.
Conceptual short-term memory (CSTM) supports core claims of Christiansen and Chater
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Abstract: Rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) of words or pictured scenes provides evidence for a large-capacity conceptual short-term memory (CSTM) that momentarily provides rich associated material from long-term memory, permitting rapid chunking (Potter 1993; 2009; 2012). In perception of scenes as well as language comprehension, we make use of knowledge that briefly exceeds the supposed limits of working memory.

Christiansen & Chater (C&C) focus on cognitive limitations in language understanding and production that force immediate decisions at multiple levels. Our experiments using rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) of written words and of pictured scenes show that a large-capacity but short-lasting conceptual short-term memory (CSTM), consisting of associations from long-term memory, is retrieved in response to currently active stimuli and thoughts (Potter 1993; 2012). We “understand” when some structural connections are found between the current stimuli and CSTM. In visual perception of scenes and objects, as well as in language comprehension, we make quick use of knowledge that briefly exceeds the supposed limits of short-term memory. Consistent with C&C’s core ideas, rich but unselective associations arise quickly but last only long enough for selective pattern recognition—chunking, in C&C’s terms. Irrelevant associations never become conscious (or are immediately forgotten).

Three interrelated characteristics of CSTM support key ideas in C&C’s target article. Demos of some of these effects can be seen on Scholarpedia (Potter 2009).

1. There is rapid access to conceptual (semantic) information about a stimulus and its associations. Conceptual information about a word or a picture is available within 100–300 ms, as shown by experiments using semantic priming (Neely 1991), inclusion masked priming (Forster & Davis 1984); eye tracking when reading (Rayner 1983; 1992) or looking at pictures (Lof毛主席 1983); measurement of event-related potentials during reading (Kutas & Hillyard 1980; Luck et al. 1996); and target detection in RSVP with letters and digits (Chun & Potter 1995; Sperling et al. 1971), with pictures (Intrabarn 1981; Meng & Potter 2008; Potter 1976; Potter et al. 2010 ), or with words (Davenport & Potter 2005; Lawrence 1971b; Meng & Potter 2011; Potter et al. 2002). Conceptually defined targets can be detected in a stream of nontargets presented at rates of 8–10 items per second or faster (Potter et al. 2014), showing that categorical information about a written word or picture is activated and then selected extremely rapidly. The converging evidence shows that semantic or conceptual characteristics of a stimulus have an effect on performance as early as 100 ms after its onset. This time course is too rapid for slower cognitive processes, such as intentional encoding, deliberation, or serial comparison in working memory.

2. New structures can be discovered or built out of the momentarily activated conceptual information, influenced by the observer’s task or goal. Evidence for this claim comes from comparing responses to RSVP sentences, scrambled sentences, and lists of unrelated words. It is possible to process the syntactic and conceptual structure in a sentence and, hence, subsequently to recall it, when reading at a rate such as 12 words per second (Forster 1970; Potter 1984; 1993; Potter et al. 1980; 1986). In contrast, when short lists of unrelated words are presented at that rate, only two or three words can be recalled (see also Lawrence 1971a). For sentences, the meaning and plausibility of the sentence, as well as the syntactic structure, are recovered as the sentence is processed. Words that do not fit the syntax or meaning are systematically misperceived (Potter et al. 1993). Syntactic and semantic choices are made online (Potter et al. 1998). Memory for the sentence may be reconstructed from meaning, rather than recalled word for word (Lombari & Potter 1992; Potter & Lombardi 1990; 1998). Because almost all of the sentences one normally encounters (and all of the experimental sentences) include new combinations of ideas, structure-building is not simply a matter of locating a previously encountered pattern in long-term memory: It involves the creation of a new relationship among existing concepts.

As with words, so with a new pictured scene: Not only must critical objects and the setting be identified, but also the relations among them—the gist of the picture (e.g., Davenport & Potter 2004). Associated long-term memory of visual scenes must be activated to recognize that one is looking at a picnic, or a bride and groom, or a ball game. As C&C suggest, structure-building presumably takes advantage of as much old structure as possible, using any preexisting associations and chunks of information to bind elements.

3. There is rapid forgetting of information that is not structured or that is not selected for further processing. Conceptual information is activated rapidly, but the initial activation is highly unstable and will be deactivated and forgotten within a few hundred milliseconds if it is not incorporated into a structure, consistent with C&C’s proposal. As a structure is built—for example, as a sentence is being parsed and interpreted—the resulting interpretation can be held in memory and ultimately stabilized or consolidated in working or long-term memory as a unit, whereas only a small part of an unstructured sequence such as a string of unrelated words or an incoherent picture can be consolidated in the same time period.

Because similar principles seem to apply to language comprehension and to nonlinguistic visual understanding, I have proposed that understanding in both cases is abstractly conceptual rather than fundamentally language-based. For example, pictured objects and their names give equivalent and equally rapid information about meaning (Potter & Faulconer 1975; Potter et al. 1977). Other perceptual senses such as audition and touch also have rapid access to the same conceptual level.

If the CSTM hypothesis is correct, then the Now-or-Neber bottleneck occurs after a rich set of associations from long-term memory has enabled conceptual chunking of incoming linguistic or visual information. At that point, the information can be passed through the bottleneck to a more abstract level of discourse or scene understanding. Moreover, the severe limitations of working memory seen for arbitrary lists of letters, numbers, or geometric figures are largely overcome when proactive interference from reuse of a small set of stimuli is eliminated (Endress & Potter 2014a). The desperate speed of processing noted by C&C is not due solely to the limitations of short-term memory, but more generally reflects the pressure to think, see, understand, and act as fast as possible, in order to survive in a predatory world.

Language acquisition is model-based rather than model-free
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Abstract: Christiansen & Chater (C&C) propose that learning language is learning to process language. However, we believe that the general-
purpose prediction mechanism they propose is insufficient to account for many phenomena in language acquisition. We argue from theoretical considerations and empirical evidence that many acquisition tasks are model-based, and that different acquisition tasks require different, specialized models.

Given the Chunk-and-Pass processing necessitated by the Now-or-Never bottleneck, Christiansen & Chater (C&C) propose that learning language is learning to process language. In C&C’s conceptualization, the learning and prediction processes are general, (henceforth, *model-free*), and knowledge used in prediction arises gradually. In discussing the consequences of this scenario, C&C impose a dichotomy between these prediction-based models that are the outcome of learning to process, and learning based on more specialized constraints on how linguistic information is processed (the “child as linguist” approach, henceforth, *model-based*). In this commentary, we leave aside discussion of the Now-or-Never bottleneck per se and focus on C&C’s claims about its theoretical consequences for language acquisition.

C&C’s perspective provides an interesting framework for guiding research and developing theories. However, we argue that it does not provide significant constraints on the broader theoretical debates with which the field is engaged: in particular, debates about the nature of constraints on learning. Our argument is based on theoretical necessity and empirical evidence. Theoretically, the model-free approach is destined to be misled by surface-level information. Specifically, the general-purpose learning procedure is underspecified with respect to the level of analysis given different problems. Information for particular problems may exist at different levels, and using the wrong level may lead the learner astray. Empirically, when the model-based and model-free approaches are computationally equivalent, the model-free approach simply may not coincide with human performance. To support these claims we cite two cases: one from syntax, and another from word learning.

Many arguments for model-based learning come from phenomena that require a specific level of analysis. An oft-cited example is the constraint on structure-dependence, which specifies that grammatical operations apply to abstract phrasal structures, not linear sequences. It accounts for the fact that the yes/no question in 1(b), following, is the correct form that is related to the declarative 1(a), but question in 1(c) is not.

1. a. The girl who is smiling is happy.
   b. Is the girl who is smiling happy?
   c. *Is the girl who smiling is happy?

The distinction hinges superficially on which is is moved to the beginning of the sentence in the question. The grammatical principle that governs this operation is subject-auxiliary inversion; in 1(a), the subject is the complex noun phase [the girl who is smiling], so the entire structure inverts with is. The model-based argument is that young children’s input lacks the positive examples of the complex embedded questions as in 1(b), but rather consists of simpler utterances such as 2(a) and 2(b); without the notion that syntactic operations operate over phrasal structures, why would a learner not conclude from 2(a) and 2(b) to simply front the first is?

(2) a. The girl is happy.
   b. Is the girl happy?

Reali and Christiansen’s (2005) model-free approach addresses this question. They demonstrated that a model-free learner who is sensitive to local bigram patterns could make the correct predictions about the structure of yes/no questions with complex noun phrases. This demonstration showed how attending to local sequential patterns could achieve the appropriate behavior despite not representing linguistic material at the level of syntactic hierarchies, as called for by model-based accounts. However, it turned out that the success of the model-free mechanism was an artifact of idiosyncrasies in English that had nothing to do with the syntactic structures in question (Kam et al. 2008). This does not rule out the possibility that a different model-free mechanism would succeed at learning the right generalizations, but adopting the view that learning language is learning to process language does not get around the fundamental challenges.

We now turn to an example from our own work in cross-situational word-learning, where model-based and model-free versions of learning mechanisms can both work in principle (Yu et al. 2007). Cross-situational word learning refers to naturalistic situations where learners encounter words under referential ambiguity, and learn the correct word-to-referent mappings via the accumulation of cross situational statistics (Yu & Smith 2007, among others). The associative learning account for how cross-situational statistics are used proposes that learning is model-free, in that passive accumulation of the co-occurrence statistics between words and their possible referents suffices for learning word-referent mappings. In contrast, model-based word-learning accounts posit that, like a mini-linguist, learners have the overarching assumption that words are referential, and learners actively evaluate possible word-referent mappings (e.g. Trueswell et al. 2013; Waxman & Gelman 2009). Although computationally, both accounts are plausible (Yu et al. 2007), we recently carried out an experiment showing the importance of learners’ knowledge that words are referential—a model-based, top-down constraint (Wang & Mintz, under revision). We created a cross-situational learning experiment in which there was referential ambiguity within trials, but reliable cross-situational statistical information as to the word-referent mappings. In two different conditions, we held word and referent co-occurrence statistics constant but gave each group of participants different instructions. Both groups were instructed to perform a distractor task, and only one group was also told to learn word meanings. Only the latter group successfully learned the mappings, even though both groups were exposed to the same word-to-referent co-occurrence patterns. Thus, although a model-free learner could succeed in the task, human learners required the notion that words refer for word learning. We take this as evidence that model-based hypothesis testing is required for word learning empirically, even though the model-free version could have worked in principle.

In sum, although the Now-or-Never bottleneck presents interesting challenges for theories of language acquisition, the perspective C&C espouse does not solve problems that model-based approaches do, and empirically, model-free mechanisms do not apply to certain learning situations. Thus, casting acquisition as learning to process across levels of linguistic abstraction does not avoid the theoretical controversies and debates that inhabit the field. It simply shifts the debate from the nature of the constraints on linguistic knowledge acquisition to the nature of the constraints on “learning to process.” We do not believe that this shift has substantial theoretical consequences for understanding the nature of the constraints on language learning.

---

**What gets passed in “Chunk-and-Pass” processing? A predictive processing solution to the Now-or-Never bottleneck**
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**Abstract:** I agree with the existence, and importance, of the “Now-or-Never” bottleneck. However, there is a far simpler and more parsimonious solution to it. This solution is predictive processing, and the failure to view the solution that this provides fundamentally boils...
in other words, (a) the same consequences for how to understand language that the
come the Now-or-Never bottleneck in an evolutionarily, biologi-
construed but is rather its fundamental principle, then we over-
ing to which prediction is not an
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the brain uses Bayesian inference (it takes into account not only
features prior to its occurrence. (Bubic et al. 2010, p. 10, quoted in
Clark 2013).
If we adopt a wholesale predictive processing approach, accord-
ing to which prediction is not an aid to processing as traditionally
construed but is rather its fundamental principle, then we over-
come the Now-or-Never bottleneck in an evolutionarily, biologi-
cally arranged, with the hypotheses of one level providing the
representation with the input, but also its
(co) to settle on one hypothesis rather than another. Thus, a
hypothesis can have a really good fit but such a low prior probabil-
ity that it isn’t selected (or it can have a poor fit, but such a high
prior probability that it is selected).
This Bayesian strategy gets implemented in the brain as
follows. The selection of a hypothesis determines a set of predic-
tions about subsequent inputs, namely, inputs that are compati-
bile with the hypothesis. If the hypothesis does a bad job of
predicting inputs, it will be tweaked or abandoned altogether
in favour of another hypothesis. These hypotheses are hierarchi-
cally arranged, with the hypotheses of one level providing the
inputs (prediction error) for the next. “Higher” parts of the hier-
archy are, roughly, those parts that are further away from the
sensory stimulus. These tend to operate at longer timescales,
and at higher levels of abstraction. “Lower” parts of the hierarchy
are closer to the sensory stimulus. These tend to operate at shorter
timescales, and at lower levels of abstraction. These, for example,
correspond to early stages of visual processing: your brain’s
early statistically driven attempts to make sense of (predict)
noisy inputs.
Predictive processing is time and energy efficient, and it in-
volves compression (more or less “lossy” depending on the
occasion). You save on bandwidth by passing on only what is new-
worthy. What counts as “newworthy” is simply what the receiver
of the message hasn’t already predicted, namely, prediction error.
To sum up, then, predictive processing in the brain always in-
volves (1) compression and (2) hierarchical arrangement of hy-
poses (which, to use C&C’s terminology, can be thought of as “representations”).
Now I’d like to gesture towards some of the consequences that
predictive processing has for how we think about language. It has
all of the same nine consequences that C&C enumerate, but,
again, they are (at least for the most part) facets of each other
rather than separate consequences. Let me illustrate this with
two seemingly distant consequences: the multilevel organization
of language (Consequence 1), the nature of what is learned
during language acquisition (Consequence 5).
The hierarchical arrangement of hypotheses in predictive pro-
cessing clearly suggests that language processing has a “multilevel
organization.” Of course, our processing of other, nonlinguistic,
stimuli has a similar organization, but that structure is not so
clearly delineated since nonlinguistic worldly items themselves
lack that structure. As theorists, we tend to use rough-and-ready des-
criptions in natural language (e.g., “light comes from above” or
“This is a face”) when talking about neurally encoded hypotheses, but there is
nothing intrinsically linguistic about the hypotheses themselves. The
same applies when that which is being processed is linguistic (e.g.,
a communicative utterance or a written sentence). Very schematically
put, from the “bottom” to the “top” it goes like this: One’s brain can be initially
“uncertain” about the shapes seen, or the sounds heard.
Having resolved that, it can be uncertain about the letters or pho-
notograms and then the words used, and then what they mean, and
then what is meant by them, or by the whole utterance, and so
on. Within this picture, the way in which hypotheses are hierarchi-
cally arranged, and priors are updated and can become entrenched,
developing a sensitivity to deep, below-the-surface structured statis-
tical regularities in the world, suggests (in line with C&C’s sugges-
tion) that acquisition is indeed learning to process. Gone is the
need for innate linguistic knowledge (although some of our priors—
or our propensity to form them—may be, in some sense, innate).
However, learning to process is learning to predict, where this in-
volves being attuned to the dynamic statistical structure of the
world of which language, and language users, are an important
part.
In conclusion, although I am sympathetic to the spirit of what
C&C present, a more wholesale predictive processing account
yields very similar consequences but casts things in a different
(and arguably more plausible) light.
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Abstract: If human language must be squeezed through a narrow
cognitive bottleneck, what are the implications for language
processing, acquisition, change, and structure? In our target
article, we suggested that the implications are far-reaching and
form the basis of an integrated account of many apparently unconnected aspects of language and language processing, as well as suggesting revision of many existing theoretical accounts. With some exceptions, commentators were generally supportive both of the existence of the bottleneck and its potential implications. Many commentators suggested additional theoretical and linguistic nuances and extensions, links with prior work, and relevant computational and neuroscientific considerations; some argued for related but distinct viewpoints; a few, though, felt traditional perspectives were being abandoned too readily. Our response attempts to build on the many suggestions raised by the commentators and to engage constructively with challenges to our approach.

R1. Introduction

In our target article, we argued that a powerful and general cognitive constraint, the Now-or-Neve bottleneck, has far-reaching consequences for both language comprehension and production. This perspective implies that language acquisition and language change proceed construction-by-construction, rather than involving more abrupt, system-wide shifts. We argued, moreover, that the picture that arises from the Now-or-Neve bottleneck has implications for the structure of language itself: Syntactic structure is viewed as processing history, thus enforcing a tight link between the psychology of language processing and linguistic theory.

The Now-or-Neve bottleneck is a general cognitive constraint that, we suggest, applies to perception, motor control, reasoning, and memory: Unless information is recoded and/or used rapidly, it is subject to severe interference from an onslaught of further information. Our article explores possible implications of the Now-or-Neve bottleneck for language: how it is processed and acquired, how languages change, and the structure of language itself. The argument is that the Now-or-Neve bottleneck has profound implications in each of these domains: For example, it requires that processing is incremental and predictive, using a Chunk-and-Pass mechanism; that acquisition is item-based; that languages change construction-by-construction; and that there may be an intimate relationship between language structure and processing.

The commentators on our article have provided a rich variety of perspectives and challenges with which to evaluate and potentially to further develop this account. We have grouped our responses to commentators according to key themes that emerged.

The first set of issues, discussed in section R2, concerns the evidence for, and nature of, the bottleneck. Key questions include: Does the psychological and linguistic evidence support (Ferreira & Christianson; Kempson, Chatzikyriakidis, & Cann [Kempson et al.]; Potter) or contradict (Baggio & Vicario; Chacón, Momma, & Phillips [Chacón et al.; Endress & Katzir] the existence of the bottleneck? Have we overstated its scope (Levinson; MacDonald)? What is its neural basis (Frank & Fitz; Grossberg; Honey, Chen, Misch, & Hasson [Honey et al.; Huyck]? How can the hypothesis be elaborated (Dumitru; Potter)? And, if we accept the existence of the Now-or-Neve bottleneck, should it be treated as basic, or as arising from more fundamental principles (e.g., Badets, Bicknell, Jaeger, & Tanenhaus [Bicknell et al.; Lotem, Kolodny, Halperrn, Onnis, & Edelman [Lotem et al.; Wilkinson])?

A second set of issues, which we discuss in section R3, focuses on the empirical and computational viability of the framework for language processing that we derive from the Now-or-Neve bottleneck. According to the Chunk-and-Pass framework, language comprehension requires a succession of increasingly abstract chunking operations, and, at each level, chunking must occur as rapidly as possible and the resulting chunks immediately passed to higher levels. The reverse process, where the speaker converts an abstract message into articulatory instructions, is proposed to involve what we term Just-in-Time language production. Key questions include the following: How does how the Chunk-and-Pass framework relate to existing theories of language processing, both in psycholinguistics (Bicknell et al.; Chacón et al.; Ferreira & Christianson; MacDonald; O’Grady) and computational linguistics (Gómez-Rodríguez and Huyck)? How do these proposals relate to experimental data (Baggio & Vicario; Healey, Howes, Hough, & Purver [Healey et al.], including effects of top-down processing (Dumitru; Healey et al.; MacDonald; Potter)? Can our account meet the challenges of interactive dialogue (Badets; Baggio & Vicario; Healey et al.; Kempson et al.; Levinson)? How far does the Chunk-and-Pass approach apply to sign language (Emmorey), and to nonlinguistic domains such as music and action (Lakshmanan & Graham; Maier & Baldwin?)

A third set of issues, which we address in section R4, concerns the implications of the Now-or-Neve bottleneck and Chunk-and-Pass processing for language acquisition, evolution, and structure. In our target article, we argued that the bottleneck has far-reaching implications for language across multiple timescales, ranging from the duality of patterning observed across languages (roughly, having distinct phonological and lexical levels), the locality of most linguistic regularities, and what we take to be the instance-based nature of language acquisition and language change. Key questions include whether our account provides sufficient constraints to explain language acquisition (Endress & Katzir; Lakshmanan & Graham; Wang & Mintz) and how it may be developed further (Lewis & Frank; Maier & Baldwin) and how far the account can explain language change and evolution (Behne; Bergmann, Dale, & Lupypan [Bergmann et al.]; Endress & Katzir; Lewis & Frank; Lotem et al.). Some commentators explore how this approach can be a productive framework for understanding regularities within and across languages (Kempson et al.; O’Grady); others believe that further constraints are required (Chacón et al.; Endress & Katzir; Medeiros, Piattelli-Palmarini, & Bever [Medeiros et al.]; Wang & Mintz).

In the remainder of this response to commentators, we will discuss these three sets of issues in turn before drawing general conclusions and considering directions for future work.

R2. The nature of the Now-or-Neve bottleneck

Memory is fleeting: Sensory and linguistic information is subject to severe interference from the continual onslaught of new material. If the input is not used or recoded right
away, it will be lost forever: This is the Now-or-Neve bottleneck.

The fleeting nature of memory is illustrated by the finding that our ability to recall arbitrary sequences of sounds is extraordinarily limited (Warren et al. 1969). Yet we are able to process highly complex, nonarbitrary sequences of linguistic input (and, similarly, musical input and action sequences). We proposed that these observations imply that sensory and linguistic information must be used or recoded into higher-level representations right away, to avoid being lost forever.

What is the origin of the Now-or-Neve bottleneck? In our target article, we stressed the importance of interference—new input interferes with existing input, particularly between elements that overlap phonologically or semantically. Such interference has been observed at a wide variety of representational levels in studies of memory for serial order (Brown et al. 2007). Likewise, as noted by MacDonald, sentences containing words with overlapping phonological forms and meaning create processing problems (e.g., “The baker that the banker brought the house” vs. “The runner that the banker feared brought the house,” Acheson & MacDonald 2011; see also Van Dyke & Johns 2012 for a review).

Another possible origin of the bottleneck stems not from interference, but from one or more capacity-limited buffers (discussed by Levinson). So, for example, Miller (1956) famously suggested a capacity of 7±2 chunks in short-term memory, an approach enriched and updated by Baddeley and colleagues (e.g., Baddeley 1992; Baddeley & Hitch 1974). More recently, Cowan (2000) argued for a capacity limit of 4±1 items. Our reading of the recent memory literature is that, many, and perhaps all, aspects of memory limitations may best be understood in terms of interference rather than capacity-limited buffers, because the same patterns of forgetting and memory errors are observed over many timescales (e.g., Brown et al. 2007). From this perspective, apparent capacity limitations are a side effect of interference, rather than stemming from, for example, a fixed number of “slots” in memory (see also Van Dyke & Johns 2012).

From the point of view we expressed in the target article, the key issue is the limited nature of the bottleneck, whether it stems primarily from interference, capacity limitations, or a combination of the two. Note, in particular, that memory performance depends on the number of chunks involved, and what counts as a chunk depends on prior experience with relevant material. Hence, the same sequence of phonemes may, over experience, be chunked into a series of syllables or words, or into a single multiword chunk (Jones 2012). We stress, too, that interference effects will operate between chunks—that is, chunks are not merely encapsulated units—so that some of the internal structure of chunks will be retained. This is evident, for example, in phonological interference effects in memory for serial order (Burgess & Hitch 1999). Thus, although some commentators (e.g., Bicknell et al.; MacDonald) seem to have taken our notion of “lossy compression” as indicating a near total loss of information, we use the term in the standard computer science sense as indicating that not all information is retained. More generally, we are able to outline the consequences of the Now-or-Neve bottleneck without taking a stand on the exact nature of the underlying memory representations—although, of course, within the general framework developed here, more detailed memory models will allow for more fine-grained predictions about language processing.

Indeed, we suggest that one fruitful direction for research is to explore cognitive models in which processing and memory are not distinct mechanisms. As Honey et al. point out, it may be appropriate to see memory as arising from ongoing neural processing activity, rather than as located in distinct stores (see, e.g., Crowder 1993; Klers & Roediger 1984). From this viewpoint, processing and memory operations should be located in the same brain regions (Hassan et al. 2015). This perspective has also been applied to accounts of individual differences in language processing, modeled using simple recurrent networks (Elman 1990), in which the same connections and weights encode and process linguistic input (MacDonald & Christiansen 2002). This type of model captures the relationship between language processing and short-term memory performance, without any functionally distinct working memory (by contrast with, for example, production system models such as Just and Carpenter’s [1992] CCREADER). As we shall discuss further, in this integrated perspective on memory and processing it is not possible to modify memory capacity independently of processing operations (Christiansen & Chater 2015; 2016; MacDonald & Christiansen 2002). Thus, memory capacity is not a free parameter that can be independently selected for by natural selection (see our discussion of Lotem et al.).

Honey et al. underscore our claim that the Now-or-Neve bottleneck implies longer integration timescales for more abstract levels of representation. They substantiate this view with evidence from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and intracranial recordings, countering Vicario & Baggio’s concern that our multilevel representational approach lacks neural foundations. According to Honey et al., incoming information is continually integrated with prior information—yet once integration has occurred, the resulting interpretation and knowledge updating becomes entrenched and difficult to revise (Ferreira & Christianson). Consistent with such interpretative entrenchedness, Tylén et al. (2015) found that when a narrative had a coherent storyline, then incidental facts tended to be forgotten if they were not central to the plot. However, when the storyline was jumbled, there was a greater recall of incidental semantic facts, presumably because integration was not possible. Importantly, an fMRI version of the same experiment yielded activation of the same cortical hierarchies, from lower-level sensory circuits to higher-level cognitive areas, as noted by Honey et al. (and discussed in the target article).

R2.1. Challenges to the Now-or-Neve bottleneck

Several commentators question the severity of the Now-or-Neve bottleneck. Some of these concerns, however, focus on consequences that do not follow from the bottleneck. For example, as illustrated by SF’s spectacular memory for sequences of numbers chunked by running times, chunking low-level material facilitates memory for that material. More broadly, low-level information is remembered only to the extent that it has been processed. So the Now-or-Neve bottleneck does not imply complete amnesia for past low-level sensory or linguistic information—people can, after all, remember tunes and poems by heart. What
they cannot do is recall unprocessed sequences of noises or letters, which they are unable to chunk in light of prior experience. So, although we can remember new words in our language, recalling a complex sound-pattern from a foreign language (e.g., for speakers of English, a word or phrase in Khoisan) will be very difficult. Hence, Endress & Katzir’s claim that children can learn a word from a single encounter does not challenge the Now-or-Never bottleneck (the notion of fast-mapping has, though, been questioned in some recent studies, e.g., Horst & Samuelson 2008; McMurray et al. 2012).

We stress also (pace Endress & Katzir) that the bottleneck applies equally to explicit and so-called implicit memory (i.e., with or without awareness), if indeed such a distinction can be defended (e.g., Shanks & St. John 1994). Our claim is that memory is dependent on processing, and this remains true irrespective of whether memory is assessed through explicit or implicit measures. For example, many psychology undergraduates will have been exposed to the hard-to-see “Dalmatian” (see, e.g., Gregory 2005). Famously, once one can see the pattern as a Dalmatian, the Dalmatian interpretation is typically available many years later (e.g., to help segment the image, an implicit measure of memory) – and the image will immediately be recognized as familiar and as a Dalmatian (explicit measures). But, of course, people who have not successfully found the Dalmatian “gestalt” will, of course, not remember that they have seen this specific pattern of black-and-white marks on a piece of paper or a computer screen many years before. In short, an image is memorable only to the extent that it has been successfully processed. This explains why prior exposure to an image will assist the processing of later copies of the same image, because such exposure helps create a “gist” that can be reused, allowing for cumulative learning effects over multiple exposures (see, for example, Endress & Potter 2014a).

Similarly, Bicknell et al. stress that perceptual data are not necessarily immediately forgotten – and we agree. The Now-or-Never bottleneck implies that perceptual or linguistic data that cannot be successfully processed into higher-level representations will suffer severe interference from subsequent material. But where that data can be recoded successfully, more low-level details may be retained because they are embedded within a richer memory structure, thus countering interference from subsequent material to some extent. Nonetheless, we would anticipate that recalling such low-level details is likely to be cognitively effortful, although some details may be retained when crucial to the task at hand.

The influence of task constraints is illustrated by a study that Bicknell et al. describe, by Connine et al. (1991), employing a phoneme labeling task. Participants indicate which of two sounds they heard at the beginning of the third word in a sentence, and are instructed to use any available information from the sentence to make their response. The stimuli were ambiguous between a voiced and unvoiced initial consonant, yielding a blend of dent and tent, followed by a disambiguating context: “When the __ in the fender/forest ...”. Therefore, while encoding the word, participants are explicitly instructed to pay attention to the details of the first phoneme. Accordingly, some lower-level information is likely to be retained over a short period. Bicknell et al. report their own study indicating slightly longer periods of retention of phonemic information, over six syllables, when participants are refrained from responding until the end of the sentence. But this hardly changes the broad message that the “raw” sensory input is rapidly lost, presumably through interference, although some limited information can, as we would predict, be retained through being encoded in larger units (e.g., through retaining a memory of the degree of “ambiguousness” of the word dent or tent).

Note that Connine et al. (1991) highlighted task-specific effects as a possible driver of their results: “One major issue left unresolved by the present research is the degree to which delayed commitment is subject to strategic factors introduced by task specific demands” (p. 246). With this in mind, we can only agree with Bicknell et al. (and also Ferreira & Christianson), that memory (including memory for low-level information encoded into higher-level units) can be used strategically in the service of task goals (e.g., Anderson & Milson 1989; Anderson & Scolloker 1991). Indeed, as noted by Potter, our framework seems naturally compatible with allowing newly built structures to be “influenced by the observer’s task or goal” (para. 4). Moreover, it is possible that such strategic task-related effects may appropriately be modeled by bounded rational analysis, as Bicknell et al. suggest. Similarly, we suggest that this approach to modeling task-specific effects is compatible with the “good enough” processing model described by Ferreira & Christianson (Ferreira & Swets 2002). We see the Now-or-Never viewpoint as providing a framework within which “boundedly rational” and “good enough” models may fruitfully be integrated.

Whereas Endress & Katzir and Bicknell et al. stress, and we agree, that not all low-level information is lost immediately (though it will be lost if it cannot be processed into higher-level units), Baggio & Vicario argue that the processing of sequential material such as language should not be viewed as a race against time at all. They do not deny the existence of the Now-or-Never bottleneck, but suggest that the brain has a number of mechanisms through which the effects of the bottleneck can be countered, including inference, pragmatics, and skills associated with literacy.

Yet we are not sure that Baggio & Vicario’s suggestions change the picture substantially. Focusing for now on reading, even though we can always rephrase a word that we have missed or misread while reading, becoming a fluent reader requires overcoming a reading-based analogue of the Now-or-Never bottleneck for three reasons: (1) memory for visual information is short-lived (60–70 ms; Pashler 1998); (2) visual input is taken in at a fast rate during normal reading (about 200 words per minute; Legge et al. 1985); and (3) memory for visual sequences is limited (to about four items; Luck & Vogel 1997). Because memory for what has just been read is short-lived and subject to rapid interference, we suggest that readers must perform chunking operations on text input as quickly as possible in order to read fluently. Indeed, individual differences in chunking ability predict self-paced reading performance (McCanley & Christiansen 2015b).

R2.2. Is the Now-or-Never bottleneck a side effect of a deeper constraint?

In our target article, we argued that the Now-or-Never bottleneck provides a powerful motivation for online processing of sequential material such as language.
prediction in language processing, and in cognition more broadly. Given the unspecified nature of the sensory and linguistic input, predictive information is required to analyze new input as rapidly as possible, before it is obliterated by the onslaught of further material. Similarly, prediction is required for online learning, in which the disparity between predictions and sensory data can immediately be used to drive learning. According to the Now-or-Ne...range of items damages memories of old items (e.g., French 1999).

Such catastrophic interference can, as we note, be avoided by using item-based learning models, so that learning from experience involves not refitting the parameters of a model (e.g., a stochastic-phase structure grammar, or the like), but continually adding to, and then generalizing from, a database of stored exemplars (e.g., an inventory of constructions). Needless to say, sensory experience must be encoded in an abstract form (rather than purely as “raw” acoustic or visual input) to reduce interference with other stored items. In our target article, we argued that item-based learning is a plausible model for language acquisition (Tomasello 2003); and the need for online predictive learning, imposed by the Now-or-Ne...bottleleneck, may favor item-based learning throughout perception and cognition more broadly (e.g., Kolodner 1993; Poggio & Edelman 1990).

From a different theoretical viewpoint, Lotem et al. raise the possibility that the Now-or-Ne...to the Now-or-Ne...bottleleneck. But language is not given exogenously; it is shaped by generations of rapid cultural evolution to fit with, among other things, the learning and processing biases of the brain, including the Now-or-Ne...bottleneck. We have suggested elsewhere that language is shaped by the brain, rather than the brain being shaped by language (Christiansen & Chater 2008). So linguistic regularities will arise from, among other things, the Now-or-Ne...bottle...neck; and hence the Now-or-Ne...bottleneck is prior to, rather than an adaptation for, the structure of language.

R2.3. Neural plausibility?

How might the Now-or-Ne...bottleneck be implemented neurally? Grossberg argues that many key aspects of our
approach are already embodied in existing computational models of neural function created by his research team, and, in particular, in the notions of Item-Order-Rank (IOR) working memory and by a learning and chunking mechanism called the Masking Field (MF) (for a less detailed discussion along somewhat similar lines, see Huyck). We are sympathetic with the proposal that Chunk-and-Pass processing and, more broadly, the serial character of high-level thought (e.g., Fodor 1998), derive from the basic operating principles of the brain, as carrying out a sequence of parallel constraint satisfaction processes. The data outlined by Honey et al. suggest that each computational step (e.g., chunking and recoding linguistic input) may work in parallel across large areas of the brain, so that multiple processes at the same representational level cannot be carried out simultaneously, and hence language processing and high-level thought more generally, is sequential (e.g., Rumelhart et al. 1986b). If this is right, then the Now-or-Never bottleneck may be a side effect of the basic principles of neural computation, rather than a free parameter that can be readily modified by natural selection (contra Lotem et al.).

Frank & Fitz offer a very different perspective on brain function inspired by the processing properties of the cerebellum (Fitz 2011). They question the severity of the bottleneck in light of computational results from what they term “reservoir computing,” in which an untrained neural network projects a temporal input stream into a high-dimensional space; a second network is trained to read off information from the “reservoir.” They report simulations that they take to show that the network can reliably recover complex sequential input after long delays. Interesting as these results are, they seem to provide a poor fit with the large literatures on both human memory limitations and restrictions on language processing. It is thus unclear whether such networks would predict the aspects of language processing discussed in our target article, and by other commentators (e.g., Ferreira & Christianson; Grossberg; Kempson et al.).

R3. The case for Chunk-and-Pass language processing

The Now-or-Never bottleneck is a fundamental constraint on memory that the language system deals with by Chunk-and-Pass comprehension and Just-in-Time production. The very phrase Chunk-and-Pass has, to some commentators, suggested a link with the Sausage Machine parsing model of Frazier and Fodor (1978). This has led some commentators to level concerns at the Chunk-and-Pass approach that are more appropriately directed at the Sausage Machine (Bicknell et al.; Chacón et al.; Ferreira & Christianson; Healy et al.; MacDonald). According to the Sausage Machine model, a preliminary syntactic analysis is created within a window of about six words and then shunted off as a packet (like successive sausages coming out of a real sausage machine) to a second stage that completes the syntactic parsing. But although the Sausage Machine has a packet-by-packet character, it differs fundamentally from the Chunk-and-Pass model along at least three key dimensions. First, the Chunk-and-Pass account operates at a variety of representational levels, using units that have been acquired by item-based learning—so Chunk-and-Pass processing is not restricted to the syntactic units used in parsing. Second, while the operation of the Sausage Machine is informationally encapsulated from semantic and pragmatic factors, the Chunk-and-Pass model assumes that all sources of information, from low-level sensory input to pragmatics and world knowledge are brought to bear online to create and recode chunks at all levels of analysis. Thus, we stress that the Chunk-and-Pass view includes top-down influences (see Dumitru), rather than operating purely bottom-up in a modular fashion (a concern raised by Healey et al., Lotem et al., and MacDonald).

The third difference to note is that, unlike the Sausage Machine, which postulates cognitively decisive break points at the boundaries between “sausages” (i.e., phrase structure created by the parser), the Chunk-and-Pass viewpoint allows links (and interference) between items that are not grouped within the same chunk (e.g., words which are not in the same phrase or clause). But the strength of such links will reduce rapidly, in a graded fashion, as the “distance” between items increases, as would be predicted by the memory interference processes that we take to underlie the Now-or-Never bottleneck. Chunk-and-Pass processing implies a strong bias toward local structure in language, but is entirely compatible with the existence of some nonlocal dependencies (see Medeiros et al.; Healey et al.; Levinson). We emphasize that the Now-or-Never bottleneck explains the remarkably, though not completely, local structure of language (as noted by Kempson et al.), with its hierarchy of levels of representations largely corresponding to local sequences of linguistic material. As we outlined in our target article, this contrasts with the batch-coded communication signals used in engineering and computer science and which are optimal within an information theory framework (Cover & Thomas 2006).

Turning to production, we argued that the Now-or-Never bottleneck implies that once detailed low-level production instructions have been assembled, they must be executed right away, or they will be obliterated by interference from the incoming stream of later instructions: This is Just-in-Time production. Some commentators (Chacón et al.; Ferreira & Christianson; MacDonald) have taken Just-in-Time production to imply so-called radical incrementality, in which phonological words are articulated immediately in the absence of any planning ahead. They have rightly noted that such radical incrementality is inconsistent with evidence of task-related effects on production. For example, Ferreira and Swets (2002) showed that participants plan ahead when producing utterances involving the results of arithmetic calculations. Indeed, speakers appear to plan beyond the immediate phonological word, but likely no more than a clause in advance (e.g., Bock & Cutting 1992). We want to stress, though, that just as comprehension at the discourse level takes place over a relatively long timescale, so does planning at the discourse or conceptual level in production. This is because chunks at the discourse level have a longer duration than articulatory chunks (see Honey et al.). Whereas planning at the level of the phonological word may be quite short in temporal scope, planning will extend further ahead at the level of multiword combinations (what might traditionally be called the “grammatical
level”), and even longer at the conceptual/discourse level (e.g., Smith & Wheeldon 2004). Thus, the evidence that Chacón et al. discuss in this regard (e.g., Lee et al. 2013; Smith & Wheeldon 1999) is not inconsistent with Just-in-Time production.

Nonetheless, it is important to note that people do interleave planning and articulation processes when producing utterances under time pressure (Ferreira & Swets 2002). Given the speed of turn-taking (e.g., as noted by Levinson), such time pressures may be the norm in normal conversations, limiting the amount of advance planning possible. This is reflected by the patterns of disfluencies observed in production, indicative of brief planning ahead at the clausal level (e.g., Ferreira 1993; Holmes 1988). We see this limited planning ahead as compatible with Just-in-Time production, whereby production is limited to just a few chunks ahead for a given level of representation. Crucially, as noted in the target article, such chunks may involve multi-word sequences, which are articulated as units rather than as a chain of individual words (Arnon & Cohen Priva 2013; Bybee & Scheibman 1999). This allows speakers to plan ahead to some degree when this is required by task demands, though our account suggests that such planning would be limited to a few chunks within a given level of linguistic representation. Future work is needed to further develop this perspective on production in more detail.

The Now-or-Neve bottleneck, and the processing consequence that follows from it, applies across modalities. Just-in-Time mechanisms of motor planning will be used whether the language output is speech or sign. Similarly, Chunk-and-Pass processing will be required to deal with the onslaught of linguistic material, whether that material is spoken or signed. However, as Emmorey points out, the detailed implications of the Now-or-Neve bottleneck may differ between modalities. She notes that the speed of the speech articulators, in contrast to manual gestures, contributes to a rapid serial information transmission strategy being adopted for speech, while greater parallelism is used in signed communication. So, for example, she points out that while spoken words consist of a sequence of phonemes, signed words typically correspond to multiple sign elements (spatial locations and temporally defined movements). Similarly, Emmorey notes that spoken languages deploy affixes temporally before or after the modified item, whereas morphology is usually signaled simultaneously in signed languages. We suggest that differences in sequential learning abilities in the auditory and visual domains may also be important: The perceptual system readily finds sequential structure in auditory material in comparison with visual material (Conway & Christianson 2005; 2009; Frost et al. 2015); conversely, the visual modality readily creates visual gestalts to encode simultaneously presented movements in one or more effectors (compare Bregman 1990; Wagemans et al. 2012—see also Dumitru).

We have presented Chunk-and-Pass processing as a general solution to the constraints imposed by the Now-or-Neve bottleneck. We appreciate the call for proposals concerning how such a framework might be elaborated, for example, with respect to the nature of discourse representations (Chacón et al.), developmental underpinnings (Maier & Baldwin), and the nature of processing and representational levels used in Chunk-and-Pass processing (Levinson). In this regard, we are encouraged by the detailed examples provided by O’Grady, illustrating how an account of this kind can be elaborated to deal with linguistically complex phenomena such as the wanna contraction, and his more detailed processing-based explanations of central linguistic phenomena including binding and quantification across languages (O’Grady 2013; 2015a).

R3.1. Chunk-and-Pass processing and semantic interpretation

Several commentators (e.g., Chacón et al.; Ferreira & Christianson; Frank & Fitz; Honey et al.) rightly stressed that a Chunk-and-Pass model of comprehension must integrate current input with past input to produce a semantic interpretation that can interface with general knowledge. The final stages of such interpretation, therefore, has to do more than merely chunk linguistic input: Inferential processes will be required to resolve anaphora and other referring expressions (Garnham & Oakhill 1985), first, to bridge between current input and prior linguistic and nonlinguistic context (Clark 1975) and, second, to update beliefs about the speaker’s intentions (e.g., Levinson 2000) and about the environment (Gärdenfors & Rott 1995). We argue, though, that the Now-or-Neve bottleneck implies that processes of semantic and pragmatic interpretation and belief revision must occur right away, or the opportunity for such interpretation is lost—that is, belief updating, as well as semantic interpretation narrowly construed, is incremental.

The phenomenon of rapid semantic analysis and belief updating is exemplified, for example, in the celebrated demonstration that so-called “close” shadowers (i.e., people able to repeat speech input at a latency of 250–300 ms or even less) are sensitive not only to syntactic structure, but also to semantic interpretation (Marslen-Wilson 1987). Or consider a very different paradigm, in which a potentially baffling paragraph of text is read either with or without an explanatory title or context (Bransford & Johnson 1972). In the absence of the explanatory context, memory for the passage is poor. This means that, even if the clarifying context is provided later, the cognitive system is unable to make much sense of the passage in retrospect. Unless it is understood at the time, the details will be too poorly remembered to be reinterpreted successfully. Potter offers a possible framework for such interpretations in terms of what she calls conceptual short term memory (CSTM): activations of long-term memory associated with active stimuli and thoughts (Potter 2012). Importantly, she notes that “rich but unselective associations arise quickly but last only long enough for selective pattern recognition—chunking in C&C’s terms.” Thus, CSTM may allow the rapid integration of conceptual information, influenced by task demands and goals, which will facilitate incremental interpretation through Chunk-and-Pass processing. It also enables the building of the kinds of online semantic and discourse-related representations called for by Chacón et al. CSTM may further provide a nonsyntactic basis for the successful processing of nonlocal dependencies (an issue raised by Medeiros et al.; Healy et al.; Levinson).

As noted by Ferreira & Christianson, however, the resulting interpretations may often be rather shallow and underspecified (e.g., Ferreira et al. 2002), with the depth
and focus of such “good-enough” representations being affected by task demands (Swets et al. 2008). This can lead to systematic misinterpretations, such as when participants in a study by Christianson et al. (2001) tended to derive the incorrect interpretation that Mary bathed the baby from the temporally ambiguous sentence *While Mary bathed the baby played in the crib*. The difficulty of backtracking appears to be a key contributing factor in such misinterpretations because the language system has limited opportunity for going back to correctly reinterpret previous input (Slattery et al. 2013).

Our formulation of Chunk and-Pass processing emphasized the importance both of bottom-up and top-down processes. Indeed, we stressed that the pressure rapidly to chunk locally ambiguous speech input provides a powerful reason to harness the full range of relevant informational sources as rapidly as possible. Integrating these sources of information will best predict what input is likely, so that it can be chunked and passed to higher levels of representation as quickly as possible. Parallel models of word recognition (e.g., Marslen-Wilson 1987; McClelland & Elman 1986) nicely exemplify this viewpoint: Acoustic, lexical, semantic, and pragmatic information is brought to bear in real time in order to identify words rapidly; and indeed, the “recognition point” for a word is thereby often reached well before the end of the word. We are therefore highly sympathetic to the call from some commentators to highlight the importance of top-down processing (Dumitru; Healey et al.; MacDonald; Potter). Note, though, that top-down expectations from prior context or world knowledge may in some cases also produce misinterpretations, as when study participants misinterpret the sentence *The man bit the dog* as if it was the dog that did the biting (Ferreira 2003; see also Potter). In such cases, higher-level expectations can run ahead of the linguistic input (as emphasized by Dumitru), potentially leading unanticipated linguistic input to be misinterpreted.

R3.2. The importance of dialogue

Since the turn of the millennium, researchers have become increasingly aware of how viewing language processing in the context of dialogue, rather than considering the isolated production and comprehension of utterances, can have profound implications for the psychology of language (e.g., Pickering & Garrod 2004). We therefore agree with the various commentators who emphasize the centrality of dialogue in assessing the implications of Chunk-and-Pass processing (Badets; Baggio & Vicario; Healey et al.; Kempson et al.; Levinson).

Kempson et al. and Levinson note the theoretical challenges arising from real-world dialogue in which there is often rapid turn-taking, in which partners may, for example, complete each other’s sentences. This possibility seems compatible with the idea that production and comprehension processes are closely intertwined (see Pickering & Garrod 2007; 2013a for reviews). For example, if comprehension involves an “analysis-by-synthesis” reconstruction of the process by which the utterance was produced, then the comprehension process itself creates a representation that can be used to continue the sentence. This is particularly natural within the present framework: The same inventory of chunks can be deployed both by comprehension and production processes. Indeed, a single-system model for processing and producing language in the spirit of the Chunk-and-Pass framework is exemplified in a recent computational model (Chater et al. 2016; McGauley & Christiansen 2013).

The remarkable speed and rapid turn-taking of interactive dialogue (Levinson) presents a considerable challenge to the cognitive system — although the fact that we are able to understand time-compressed speech, which is several times faster than the normal speech-rate, strongly suggests that the limiting factor is rate of articulation rather than comprehension (Pallier et al. 1998). As Levinson points out, the ability of participants to turn-take with latencies of a fraction of a second implies that significant speech planning has occurred before the other speaker has finished; and prediction is, of course, required to plan an appropriate response before a partner’s utterance is completed. We suggest, though, that online prediction and incremental interpretation are required, even when such constraints are relaxed: Unless the speech signal is not recoded right away, it will be obliterated by interference from later material. Thus, the ability to anticipate later material at higher levels of representation (e.g., at a discourse level) requires rapid online analysis at lower levels of representations, so that the output of such analysis can be fed into predictive mechanisms.

Levinson points out that dialogue can include repetitions that span fairly long stretches of material — for example, repeating a query after some intervening comments. Note that this does not provide a problem for the present approach, as long as that material has been recoded into a more abstract form. The Now-or-Never bottleneck implies that maintaining a representation of an acoustic stream, a string of arbitrary acoustic instructions, or a string of phonemes, will be impossible, but such information can be recalled, at least with much greater accuracy, when encoded into a hierarchy of larger units. Hence, this type of example is entirely compatible with the Now-or-Never bottleneck.

Rapid interactive dialogue often goes wrong. We continually self-correct, or correct each other (Healey et al.). The ability to do this provides further evidence for an incremental Chunk-and-Pass model of language comprehension – the incrementally created chunked representation can then be revised and reformulated, as appropriate, by making fairly local modifications to the chunk structure. We agree with Healey et al., Kempson et al., and Baggio & Vicario that the ability to switch and repair is a source of strong constraints on theories of processing and, to the extent that the structure of processing matches linguistic structure (Pulman 1985), by extension to syntactic theory, arguably favoring approaches such as dynamic syntax (Healey et al.; Kempson et al.) and construction grammar (O’Grady).

R3.3. Meeting the computational challenges of natural dialogue

Huyck and Gómez-Rodríguez highlight the parallel between our framework and the computational solutions used by engineers to implement real-time natural language processing (NLP). Of particular interest is the observation that such artificial systems are not subject to whatever hardware limitations the human brain may be working under but nonetheless end up employing the same solution.
One possibility is that the limitations of the brain are actually shaped by the problem, as Lotem et al. suggest. Another possibility is that NLP systems are dealing with human language, which is adapted to the Now-or-Never bottleneck (as discussed further subsequently), and therefore has a very local structure. Artificial NLP systems must process language that embodies these human constraints—and, to replicate natural human conversational interaction successfully, they may need to embody those very same constraints. Importantly, Gómez-Rodríguez argues in favor of the latter, because computers are not limited by memory to the same degree as humans. But these systems face the same problems as humans when interacting with another person: Language needs to be processed here-and-now so that responses can be made within a reasonably short amount of time (e.g., there are about 200 ms between turns in human conversation; Stiters et al. 2009).

For example, so-called chatbots (e.g., Wallace 2005) receive human language input (in text or voice) and produce language output (in text or synthesized voice) in real time. Because no one is willing to wait even a few seconds for a response, and because we expect responses even to our half-formed, fragmentary utterances, these chatbots need to process language in the here-and-now, just like people. The strategies they employ to do this are revealing. As Gómez-Rodríguez notes, these artificial systems essentially implement the same Chunk-and-Pass processing solutions that we discussed in our target article: incremental processing, multiple levels of linguistic structure, predictive language processing, acquisition as learning to process, local learning, and online learning to predict. We see this convergence as further evidence in favor of the feasibility of Chunk-and-Pass processing as a solution to the pressures from the Now-or-Never bottleneck.

R3.4. Chunk-and-Pass in nonlinguistic domains?

If, as we have argued, the Now-or-Never bottleneck is a domain-general constraint on memory, then we should expect Chunk-and-Pass processing to apply not just to language comprehension, but also to a wide range of perceptual domains. Similarly, it seems likely that the principles of Just-in-Time production may be extended beyond speech production to action planning and motor control in general (MacDonald, Maier & Baldwin). Indeed, as we noted in our target article, planning one’s own actions and perceiving the actions of others appear to involve the creation of multilevel representational hierarchies, and we conjecture that Chunk-and-Pass and Just-in-Time processes will operate in these domains (Botvinick 2008; MacKay 1987).

In the target article, we speculated that music might be a domain in which Chunk-and-Pass and Just-in-Time mechanisms might be required to process a highly complex and hierarchically structured auditory sequence, of comparable complexity to human language. Lakshmanan & Graham appear skeptical, apparently on the grounds that music and language differ in a number of regards (e.g., music does not have a semantics; or music does not involve turn-taking—although improvised styles of music including jazz and Indian classical music do frequently involve rapid turn-taking between players). But these concerns seem beside the point when considering the key question at issue: Music and language appear to share a hierarchical organization, and both can be processed highly effectively despite the severe pressure of the Now-or-Neve bottleneck, and far better than humans can process unstructured sequences of sounds (Warren et al. 1969). We therefore believe that the Chunk-and-Pass framework might fruitfully be applied in future studies of music and other aspects of perception and action.

R4. Implications for language acquisition, evolution, and structure

The Now-or-Never bottleneck and its processing consequences (Chunk-and-Pass comprehension and Just-in-Time production) have, we argue, implications for how language is acquired, how it changes and evolves over time, and for how we should think about the structure of language. The commentators have raised important issues in each of these domains.

R4.1. Implications for language acquisition

In our target article, we argued that the Now-or-Never bottleneck implies that language learning is online: Learning must occur as processing unfolds, or the linguistic material will be obliterated by later input, and learning will not be possible. For parameter-based models of language, this can be difficult—learning seems to require surveying a large corpus of linguistic input to “check” the appropriateness of parameter settings. But if learning must occur online, without the ability to retain, and review, a large verbatim corpus, then parameter setting is difficult (witness the difficulties of making “trigger” models in the principles and parameters tradition [Gibson & Waxler 1994] learn successfully). An item-based model of language acquisition provides an alternative conception of online learning—new constructions can be added to the learner’s model of the language one-by-one. Such item-based models also fit well with empirical evidence on child language acquisition (e.g., Tomasello 2003), as well as with item-based models of linguistic structure, such as construction grammar (e.g., Goldberg 2006).

Wang & Mintz characterize this view as a “model-free” approach to language, contrasting it with a “model-based” perspective incorporating linguistic constraints. They suggest that because our approach involves domain-general learning, it is unable to capture many of the constraints on linguistic structure (such as the apparent sensitivity to structure, rather than linear order, in question formation). This suggestion incorrectly presupposes that domain-general learning necessarily has to be constraint-free. All too often it is implicitly assumed that either language acquisition is guided by (presumably innate) linguistic constraints or that there can be no constraints at all. But this is, of course, a false dichotomy. Indeed, we have argued elsewhere (e.g., Christiansen & Chater 2008; 2016) that there are substantial constraints on language, deriving from a wide variety of perceptual, communicative, and cognitive factors (we discuss this point subsequently).

Of these constraints, the Now-or-Neve bottleneck is of particular importance, but it is not the only one—and so we agree with Wang & Mintz that many additional constraints will shape both language itself and our ability to acquire it.
The stronger the confluence of multiple cognitive and other biases that shape language, the easier language will be to learn, because each generation of learners simply have to “follow in the footsteps” of past learners. Language has been shaped by many generations of cultural evolution to fit with our learning and processing biases as well as possible. Thus, considering language as culturally evolved to be easy to learn and process helps explain why language is learned so readily (e.g., Chater & Christiansen 2010). This viewpoint fits nicely with the iterative learning studies (Kirby et al. 2008; Reali & Griffiths 2009) described by Lewis & Frank, and their emphasis on language as emerging from the interaction of cognitive and communicative pressures.

Compatible with this viewpoint, and in contrast to Lakshmanan & Graham’s suggestion of acquisition guided by (unspecified) “innate grammatical mechanisms,” Kelly et al. (2014), in their survey of the acquisition of polysynthetic languages, highlighted the importance of several properties of the input in explaining children’s patterns of acquisition. For example, children learning Quiche Mayan and Mohawk initially produce the most perceptually prominent units of speech, and such perceptual salience also appears to play a role in the acquisition of Navajo, Inuktitut, Quechua, and Tzeltal (Lakshmanan & Graham’s stipulations notwithstanding). Another property of the input—frequency—has been shown by Xanthos et al. (2012) to be key to the acquisition of complex morphology across a typologically diverse set of languages: French, Dutch, German (weakly inflecting languages); Russian, Croatian, and Greek (strongly inflecting languages); and Turkish, Finnish, and Yucatec Maya (agglutinating languages). Using corpus analyses, Xanthos et al. (2012) found that the frequency of different morphological patterns predicted the speed of acquisition of morphology, consistent with usage-based suggestions regarding the importance of variation in the input for learning complex patterns in language (e.g., Brodsky et al. 2007) as well as for distributional learning more generally (e.g., Gómez 2002).

Lakshmanan & Graham suggest that “without independent grammatical mechanisms” Chunk-and-Pass processing cannot explain children’s acquisition of “free word order” languages such as Tamil. However, a recent computational model by McCauley and Christiansen (2014; 2015c) casts doubt on this claim. This chunk-based learner (CBL) implements Chunk-and-Pass processing at the word level, using simple statistical computations to build up an inventory of chunks consisting of one or more words, when exposed to child-directed speech from a typologically broad set of 29 Old World languages, including Tamil. Importantly, the model works entirely incrementally using online learning, as required by the Now-or-Never bottleneck. Following our idea, expressed in the target article, that acquisition involves learning how to process language, CBL gradually learns simplified versions of both comprehension and production. “Comprehension” consists of the chunking of natural child-directed speech, presented to the model word-by-word (essentially, a variation of “shallow parsing,” in line with evidence for the relatively underspecified nature of child and adult language comprehension; e.g., Frank & Bod 2011; Gertner & Fisher 2012; Sanford & Sturt 2002 – see also Ferreira & Christianson).

In “production,” the task of CBL is to recreate the child utterances encountered in the corpus, given the inventory of chunks learned thus far in the acquisition process. When exposed to a corpus of Tamil child-directed speech, the model was able to use its inventory of chunks to successfully produce a large proportion of the child utterances in that corpus in the absence of “independent grammatical mechanisms.” Indeed, CBL performed as well on Tamil as it did on Mandarin and English. Although not a definitive proof, the CBL simulations do suggest that Chunk-and-Pass processing may be more powerful than a priori speculations might suggest. This underscores the importance of implementing theoretical accounts computationally—whether these accounts are usage-based or rely on innate grammatical mechanisms—in order to determine the degree to which they account for actual linguistic behavior.

Maier & Baldwin raise important questions about how item-based acquisition gets off the ground: For example, what principles can the learner use to establish the basic units from which structures can be built? One possible answer is that information-theoretic properties of the sequence (e.g., points of unusually low predictability) may provide clues to chunk boundaries. A simplified version of this approach is employed by the CBL model (McCauley & Christiansen 2014; 2015c), which uses dips in backward transitional probabilities (which infants track; cf. Pelucchi et al. 2009) to chunk words together. Another approach might discover chunks by way of undersegmentation, essentially treating intonational units as preliminary chunks. The PUDDLE (Phonotactics from Utterances Determine Distributional Lexical Elements) model of word segmentation (Monaghan & Christiansen 2010) adopts this method and is able to build a vocabulary by using shorter chunks to split up larger chunks. For example, the model is able to use the frequent occurrence of a child’s name in isolation to segment larger utterances in which that name also appears, mirroring the kind of developmental data (e.g., Borfeldt et al. 2005) that Maier & Baldwin mention. As discussed in McCauley et al. (2015), the two ways of discovering chunks in CBL and PUDDLE likely occur side-by-side in development, possibly alongside other mechanisms. Future research is needed to fully understand the interplay between these different mechanisms and their specific characteristics. Fortunately, as Maier & Baldwin point out, there is considerable empirical evidence that can potentially help constrain models of initial chunk formation (for reviews, see, e.g., Arnon & Christiansen, submitted; Werker et al. 2012).

R4.2. Implications for language change and language evolution

Item-based models of language processing and acquisition imply an item-based model of language change. So, assuming that items can be identified with constructions at various levels of abstraction (e.g., from individual lexical items, all the way to constructions determining, for example, canonical word order), then the structure of the language, both within a person, and across individuals, will change construction-by-construction, rather than through the flipping of an abstract parameter, which may have diverse and widespread implications (e.g., Lightfoot 1991). Note, though, that more abstract constructions...
may be relevant to a large number of sentences of the language. So the fact that the language changes one construction at a time does not imply, for example, that it changes one sentence at a time.

We see language change within a given language community as an accumulation of changes within the set of constructions acquired by the members of that community. And we view the evolution of language as nothing more than language change writ large. In particular, this implies that we see the evolution of language as a result of processes of cultural evolution over long periods of human history constrained by communicative goals, as well as our cognitive and neural machinery, rather than resulting from the biological evolution of a language faculty through processes of natural selection or some other mechanism. In short, language is shaped by the brain, rather than the brain being shaped by language (Chater & Christiansen 2010; Chater et al. 2009; Christiansen & Chater 2008). In the target article, we aimed to expand on this perspective by exploring how specific properties of language, such as its highly local structure, the existence of duality of patterning, and so on, might arise given the powerful constraint imposed by the Now-or-Never bottleneck.

In this light, Endress & Katzir’s concern that we may be conflating the cultural and biological evolution of language can be set aside: we explicitly reject the idea that there is any substantive biological evolution of language (any more than there has been substantive biological evolution of any other cultural form, whether writing, mathematics, music, or chess) although, of course, there will be an interesting biological evolutionary story to tell about the cognitive and neural precursors upon which language has been built. Similarly, Lotem et al.’s worry that we have forgotten about biological evolution is also misplaced. The “fit” between language and language users arises because language is a cultural product that is shaped around us (and our memory limitations), rather than a fixed and exogenously given system to which the brain must adapt. Indeed, our perspective aligns with Charles Darwin’s suggestion that the cultural evolution of language can be viewed as analogous to biological evolution through natural selection. As early as in The Descent of Man, Darwin discussed the cultural evolution of linguistic forms in light of biological adaptation: “The formation of different languages and of distinct species, and the proofs that both have been developed through a gradual process, are curiously the same” (Darwin 1871, p. 59).

One of the great challenges of evolution by natural selection is to explain how biological organisms can increase in complexity. Darwin’s answer was that such complexity may be favored if it increases the number of offspring at the next generation – that is, if it improves “fitness.” A parallel challenge arises for explaining the presumed increase in complexity of human languages, from, we may assume, initially limited systems of signed or vocal communication, to the huge richness in phonology, morphology, vocabulary, and syntax, of contemporary natural languages, an issue raised by Behme. Indeed, gradual increases in complexity can happen relatively quickly, as indicated by the fact that children can “outperform” the adults from whom they learn language (Singleton & Newport 2004), and the incremental incorporation of new linguistic structures into emergent languages such as the Nicaraguan Sign Language (Senghas et al. 2004) or the Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (Sandler 2012). The pressure for such increases in complexity seems clear: the drive to communicate. While some theorists have argued that the language is not primarily “designed” for communication, but rather for thought (e.g., Chomsky 2010), we suggest that the social importance of communication underlies the continual generation of new linguistic items, and the recombination of existing items in creative new ways. Of course, such forms are then subject to the forces of simplification and erosion when they are transmitted across generations of speakers – the forces described by theories of grammaticalization.

The picture of language as attempting to maximize communicative richness, in the face of memory constraints, is elegantly outlined by Lewis & Frank. Bergmann et al. note that language change can be affected by the nature of the language community. For example, the presence of a large number of second-language speakers (and the properties of their first language) will affect how the new language is processed and transmitted. After all, the Chunk-and-Pass machinery built for a first language will typically be recruited to process a second language, resulting in non-native patterns of chunking. Preliminary support for this perspective comes from analyses of the productions of first (L1) and second (L2) language learners using the earlier mentioned CBL model (McCauley & Christiansen 2014a; 2015c). McCauley and Christiansen (2015a) used the CBL model to compare the “chunkedness” of productions by native Italian speakers learning English or German, when compared with either child or adult native speakers of English and German. The results showed that, compared to those of the L2 speakers, the productions of the native speakers – whether children or adults – were considerably more chunked as measured by repeated multword sequences. The inability of L2 speakers to chunk incoming input in a native-like way is likely to negatively influence their mastery of fundamental regularities such as morphology and case (Arnon & Christiansen, submitted). In languages with a preponderance of non-native speakers, the L2 learners may exert a greater pressure to regularize and otherwise simplify the language, as Bergmann et al. point out. Thus, the impact of the Now-or-Never bottleneck and the specifics of Chunk-and-Pass processing will vary to some degree based on individual experiences with particular languages.

Viewing language change as operating construction-by-construction does not necessarily rule out the possibility of abrupt change, as we noted earlier – modifying a single abstract construction (e.g., a ditransitive construction, Subj V Obj1 Obj2) may have far-reaching consequences. Hence, we can disregard Endress & Katzir’s contention that our approach is inconsistent with a part of the literature, which they suggest reports that language change is abrupt and substantial.

The question of whether language change provides evidence for modifications of “deep” linguistic principles or operates construction-by-construction is by no means settled in the literature, as is the question of whether macroscopic linguistic change in a community over historical time is actually abrupt at the level of individual speakers (e.g., Hopper & Traugott 1993; Lightfoot 1991; Wang 1977 – an issue parallel to the gradualist vs. punctate equilibrium controversy in biological evolutionary theory, e.g., Dawkins 1986; Eldredge & Gould 1972). If compelling evidence could be found suggesting that language change involves modification of highly abstract linguistic principles.
not embedded in a single construction, then this would contradict the item-based model that we see as following from the Now-or-Never bottleneck. But we do not believe that the literature provides such evidence.

**R4.3. Implications for language structure**

Commentators provide a wide range of viewpoints concerning the relationship between the present account and language structure. A particular concern is how far the Now-or-Never bottleneck is able to capture so-called language universals. We stress that we see broad patterns across languages, whether exception-less or merely statistical universals, as arising from the interaction of a multitude of constraints, including perceptual and cognitive factors, communicative pressures, the structure of thought, and so on (Christiansen & Chater 2008). Moreover, the trajectory of change observed for a particular language will also be determined by a range of cultural and historical forces, including sociolinguistic factors, language contact, and so on. In view of the interaction of this broad range of factors, it may be unlikely that many aspects of language are strictly universal, and indeed, human languages do seem to exhibit spectacular variety, including on such basic matters as the nature and number of syntactic categories. Yet even if strict language universals are, to some degree at least, a myth (Evans & Levinson 2009), we should nonetheless expect that language will be shaped, in part, by cognitive constraints, such as the Now-or-Never bottleneck.

In this light, concerns that the Now-or-Never bottleneck does not provide an account of all putatively universal features of language (Medeiros et al.; Chacón et al.; Endress & Katzir) can be set aside. Explaining the cross-linguistic patterns they mention using the aforementioned multiple constraints is likely to be a valuable direction for future research. Indeed, we would argue that the Now-or-Never bottleneck is a specific and concrete example of the type of cognitive constraint that Medeiros et al. believe to underlie universal or near-universal features of language.

Kempson et al. argue that the Now-or-Never Bottleneck and its implications have interesting links with formal theories of grammar, such as dynamic syntax, in which there is a close relationship between grammatical structure and processing operations. Similarly, O’Grady suggests that the processing bottleneck is manifested differently in different languages. We agree insofar as memory limitations arise from the interaction of the cognitive system with the statistical structure of the language being learned. O’Grady’s specific proposals here and elsewhere (2013; 2015a) provide a promising direction for the development of a detailed—and cross-linguistically valid—analysis, linking structure and processing in a way that is consistent with the Now-or-Never bottleneck.

One property mentioned by several commentators as being widespread (Chacón et al.; Levinson; MacDonald) if not universal property of language (Medeiros et al.) is the existence of nonlocal dependencies. We have provided a broad account of complex recursive structures incorporating long-distance dependencies elsewhere (Christiansen & Chater 2015; 2016). Here, we briefly discuss an often-cited example of long-distance dependencies in the form of center-embedding as exemplified in (1) and (2), where the subscripts indicate subject-noun/verb relationships:

1. The chef1 who the waiter2 appreciated2 admired1 the musicians.
2. The chef1 who the waiter2 who the busboy3 offended3 admired2 the musicians.

Whereas (1) is easy to comprehend, (2) creates problems for most people (e.g., Blaubergs & Braine 1974; Hakes et al. 1976; Hamilton & Deese 1971; Wang 1970). This problem with multiple long-distance dependencies is not unique to English but has also been observed for center-embedded constructions in French (Peterfalvi & Locatelli 1971), German (Bach et al. 1996), Spanish (Hoover 1992), Hebrew (Schlesinger 1975), Japanese (Uehara & Bradley 1996), and Korean (Hagstrom & Rhee 1997). Indeed, corpus analyses of Danish, English, Finnish, French, German, Latin, and Swedish (Karlsson 2007) indicate that doubly center-embedded sentences such as (2) are practically absent from spoken language. Evidence from sequence learning suggests that the problems with multiple center-embeddings do not derive from semantic or referential complications but rather are due to basic memory limitations for sequential information (de Vries et al. 2012), as discussed in the target article. These memory limitations may even result in the kind of “illusion of grammaticality” noted by Chacón et al., as when the second verb in (2) is removed to yield the sentence in (3), which to many people seems quite acceptable and even comprehensible (e.g., Christiansen & MacDonald 2009; Gibson & Thomas 1999; Vasishth et al. 2010):

3. The chef1 who the waiter2 who the busboy3 offended3 admired1 the musicians.

However, these memory limitations interact with the statistics of the language being used (as discussed previously) such that the above “missing verb” effect can be observed in French (Gimenes et al. 2009) but not in German (Vasishth et al. 2010) or Dutch (Frank et al. 2016). Because verb-final constructions are common in German and Dutch, requiring the listener to track dependency relations over a relatively long distance, substantial prior experience with these constructions likely has resulted in language-specific processing improvements (see also Engelmann & Vasishth 2009; Frank et al. 2016, for similar perspectives). Nonetheless, in some cases the missing verb effect may appear even in German, under conditions of high processing load (Trotzke et al. 2013). We would expect that other nonlocal dependencies (e.g., as noted by Medeiros et al., Chacón et al., Levinson, MacDonald) would be amenable to similar types of explanation within the framework of Chunk-and-Pass processing (as also noted by Kempson et al. and O’Grady).

**R5. Conclusions and future directions**

Our target article highlights a fundamental constraint imposed by memory interference on the processing and production of sequential material, and in particular, on language. Dealing with this Now-or-Never bottleneck requires, we argue, the chunking and recoding of incoming material as rapidly as possible, across a hierarchy of
representation levels (this is Chunk-and-Pass processing). Similarly, it requires specifying the representations involved in producing language just before they are used (this is Just-in-Time production). These proposals themselves have, we suggest, a variety of implications for language structure (e.g., that such structure is typically highly local), for acquisition, and for language change and evolution (e.g., that language changes construction-by-construction both within individuals during learning, and over generations within entire language communities).

The commentaries on our article have raised important issues of clarification (e.g., differentiating the present proposals from bottom-up, syntax-driven models such as the Sausage Machine, Frazier & Fodor 1978); have clarified important links with prior models and empirical results (e.g., the link with “good enough” parsing, Ferreira & Christianson); and have outlined supporting evidence (e.g., from the time-course of neural activity involved in language processing, e.g., Honey et al.) and pointed out ways in which the approach can be deepened and made more linguistically concrete (O’Grady). One commentator fears that our proposals may be un falsifiable (Levinson); others suggest that our approach may actually be falsified by known features of language structure (Medeiros et al.), processing (MacDonald), acquisition (Wang & Mintz), or language change (Endress & Katzir). We hope that our target article will persuade readers that memory constraints have substantial implications for understanding many aspects of language, and that our response to commentators makes the case that the many claims flowing from the Now-or-Never bottleneck are compatible with what is known about language (although not always with what is presumed to be the case by prior theories). Most important, we encourage interested readers to continue the work of the many commentators who provide constructive directions to further explore the nature of the Now-or-Never bottleneck, further elaborate and test the Chunk-and-Pass and Just-in-Time perspectives on language processing, and help integrate the study of these performance constraints into our understanding of key aspects of language structure, acquisition, and evolution (for some steps in this direction, see Christiansen & Chater 2016).

NOTES

1. Chacón et al. contend that “early observations about speech errors indicated that exchange errors readily cross phrase and clausal boundaries (Garrett 1980)” (para. 7). A careful reading of Garrett, however, shows that most exchange errors tend to occur within phrases, as would be expected from our perspective.

2. Wang & Mintz seem to have misunderstood the aim of the modeling by Reali and Christiansen (2005). Their point was not to provide a full-fledged model of so-called auxiliary fronting in complex yes/no questions (such as Is the dog that is on the chair black?) but rather to demonstrate that the input to young children provided sufficient statistical information for them to distinguish between grammatical and ungrammatical forms of such sentences. Kam et al. (2008) noted some limitations of the simplest bigram model used by Reali and Christiansen, but failed to address the fact that not only did the model fit the results from the classic study by Crain and Nakayama (1987) but also correctly predicted that children should make fewer errors involving high-frequency word chunks compared to low-frequency chunks in a subsequent question elicitation study (Ambridge et al. 2009; see Reali & Christiansen 2009). For example, higher rates of auxiliary-doubling errors occur for questions where such errors involved high-frequency word category combinations (e.g., more errors such as “Is the boy who is washing the elephant is tired” than “Are the boys who are washing the elephant are tired”). Most important for current purposes is the fact that Reali and Christiansen—in line with our account of Chunk-and-Pass processing—do not assume that distributional information is all there is to language acquisition: “Young learners are likely to rely on many additional sources of information (e.g., semantic, phonological, prosodic) to be able to infer different aspects of the structure of the target language” (Reali & Christiansen 2009, p. 1024).

3. Endress & Katzir (see also Wang & Mintz) raise a common concern relating to usage-based models: that the sparseness of the input will prevent them from being able to process novel word sequences that are grammatical but not predictable (such as Erat unicorn decor tur ykophones). Reali et al. (2005) addressed this challenge head-on, showing in a statistical learning experiment that human participants become sufficiently sensitive to the regularities of training examples to recognize novel sequences whose bigram transitions are absent in training. They subsequently showed that a simple recurrent network (Elman 1990) could correctly process sequences that contain null-probability bigram information by relying on distributional regularities in the training corpus. Thus, in contrast to the claims of Endress & Katzir, distributional learning appears to be sufficiently powerful to deal with unpredictable but grammatical sequences such as Chomsky’s (1957) famous sentence Colorless green ideas sleep furiously (see also Allen & Seidenberg 1999).
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